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Now, sir. We are going to get
technical now,so follow closely.
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So, sir, different animals, including man, can be trained to
do most anything, but left to
their own instincts, they will
follow the traits of their kind.
Thank you for your comments
and this opportunity to indulge
in some mental gymnastics.
Now comes the byline News a
Fisher-Price house publication
which is all about Fisher-Price,
their employees, what's going
on and where. Quite a bit in it
about the new Murray plant and
the Murray area. The headline
on this story says "Murray and
Calloway County rich in history
and resources". Pictures of the
Kenlake Hotel, fact sheet on the
Murray plant, the library at
MSU, Royal Kam the manager
of the Murray plant, and the
groundbreaking ceremony.
Also an interview with Henry H.
Coords, president of FisherPrice, on the Murray plant. The
editorial from the Ledger and
Times was included in the
publication. A well edited and
written publication.
A service station posted this
sign for customers. "The rate
for labor is $9 per hour. If the
customer wants to watch,
however, it's $12 an hour. If he
wants to help, it's $15, and if he
wants to supervise, it will cost
$20 per hour."
The general store merchants
finally collected from a stubborn debter. "Say on the
receipt", said the ornery
customer," that I don't owe you
a thing". With painstaking care
the dealer wrote "Bearer don't
owe the undersigned nothing.
.and ain't going to no more".

19 Killed As Truck
Collides With Bus
FORT SUMNER, N.M. I AP)
A truck loaded with cattle
richocheted off a guard rail on
a narrow bridge near here and
slammed into a chartered bus
carrying a church youth group
bound for a holiday ski outing
and religious retreat.
Authorities said today 19 persons were killed and at least 14
were injured in the accident

Looters Defy Guard
In Managuan Ruins

Tuesday night in eastern New
Mexico.
The bus was carrying young
peaple fruni the Woodlawn Baptist Church in Austin, Tex., to
Vadito, a New Mexico ski retreat near Glorieta Baptist Assembly.
Reports of the number of injured varied from 14 to 16.
One of the injured, Edward
Lee, 17, said he was asleep
when the crash came.
"I thought it was a dream,"
he said. "But as I became
more awake, I knew I wasn't
dreaming. I heard screaming,
crying and moaning."
He said he knew his arm was
broken. He was pinned between
seats that had been torn loose.
A spokesman for the National
Transportation Safety Board
said the agency had taken over
investigation of the accident.
'The safety board has the authority to take over the federal„.
investigation in accidents whier
are particularly significant and
offer particularly valuable safe
tylessons," he said. 'The lessons that this will offer we
don't know yet, but it is obviously a catastrophic accident."
The truck and the bus were
so tightly fused together that
four wreckers were unable to
separate them. Two heavy duty
wreckers from Roswell and a
bulldozer finally were used to
pull them apart.
A number of the 32 cattle on
the truck were killed. The injured animals were shot. An
area rancher pulled down a
fence row and herded the others into a field.
Numerous motorists stopped
to help. Clovis Memorial Hospital officials said at least three
of the injured were driven to
the hospital in a camper truck,

''We turn into animals when
MANAGUA, Nicaragua (AP)
Looters_prowled through the we get so hungry," said one
rubble left by the earthquake man as he ran from a pillaged
that devastated Managua, vul- supermarket. "We'll do almost
tures pecked at decomposing anything to get something to
bodies,and fires burned today eat."
The latest official estimate of
in litany parts of the shattered
casualties in the quake SaturNicaraguan capital.
Gen. Anastasio Somoza, the day was 3,000 to 6,000 dead and
country's strong man, blamed a up to 20,000 injured.
rash of fires that broke out late (Continued on Page Sixteen)
Tuesday afternoon on businessmen ,'trying to get insurance
money for their buildings."
"A lot of businessmen had insurance against fire damage
Eli Alexander, principal of
but no insurance against earthHigh School, announced
Murray
quake damage," Somoza said.
Others blamed the fires on this morning that he has several
looters hoping to hide their ac- reserved chair seat tickets for
tivities from national guard pa- the Paducah Tilghman Introls. And some of the fires vitational basketball tourwere started by demolition nament for sale.
The tickets, which are good
teams dynamiting shaky strucfor both games in the Thursday
tures.
The troops had orders to night session, will be on sale at
shoot looters on sight, but only Murray High between 9 a.m.
occasional casualties were re- and 10 a.m. Thursday morning.
Both Murray High and
ported in the confrontations between the troops and those who Calloway County High will play
refused to heed the order for in the tourney Thursday night
general evacuation of the city. with Calloway meeting Carlisle
There also were clashes be-' County in the opening game at 7
tween groups of survivors com- p.m. and Murray High meeting
bing the ruins for food as well tournament host Tilgman in the
(Continued on Page Sixteen)
nightcap.
as loot.

Tournament Tickets
Are On Sale At MHS

Rev. Harold
Bratcher,
missionary
in
Manaus,
Amazonas, Brazil, will be the
speaker at the prayer services
at the First Baptist Church,
Murray, tonight i Wednesday)
at 6:30 p.m.
The guest speaker has been a
missionary in the South
American country for several
scars. He is a cousin of Robert
Bratcher, translator of "Good
News For Modern Man."
Rev. Ricahrd E. Walker,
pastor of the church, invites the
public to hear Rev. Bratcher
and to note the change in time
from 7:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m.
The regular Wednesday
evening fellowship supper will
be served at 5:45

Fire Department
Answers Two Calls

Funeral Thursday

INDEPENDENCE,Mo. AP)
- For the final time, Harry S.
Truman today travels the halfmile from his home to the presidential library that bears his
name.
When his coffin arrives, in
quiet pomp reserved for statesmen, a military band will play
"Ruffles and Flourishes" and
"Hail to the Chief" for him for
the last time. It was a greeting
he heard often in the years 1945
to 1953 when he was President
of the United States.
The nation he led from war
into the chill of an uneasy
peace will have a day of
mourning Thursday, the day of
the funeral, to commemorate
the man whose dearest wish
was to be known as "The
People's President."
In keeping with Truman's
and Mrs. Truman's wishes, the
ceremony transferring the body
from the funeral home to the
library where he will be buried

The Murray Postoffice will be
closed on Thursday to observe
the day of mourning for
President Harry Truman as
declared by President Richard
Nixon.
Cleo Sykes, assistant postmaster for Murray, said no
delivery of mail will be in the
city or county. Special delivery
service will be made and the
regular holiday dispatch will be
observed.
The lobby of the postoffice
will be open for the deposit of
mail and for those having
postoffice boxes, Sykes said.
FREE PUPPIES
Eleven puppies, six weeks
old, half German Shepherd and
half Collie, are free to persons
to give them good homes. For
information call 435-4483.
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(Continued on Page Sixteen)

TRUMAN DIES-Former President Harry S. Truman was in a
jovial mood in this photograph taken on his 79th birthday party in
Kansas City on May 8. 1963 The former chief executive died at the
age of .
Wirephoto,

tridependence Residents
Mourn Death Of Truman
INDEPENDENCE,Mo. 1API
- Like Americans on every
Main Street, U.S.A., they
mourn the death of the nation's
33rd President. But in this
prairie town, the passing of
Harry S. Truman brings a special sorrow-he was their own.
"We felt so comfortable, all
.131. . us_ here in Independence,
knowing he was down the street
in his big white house." said
Mary Dowell, 57. "If you drove
real slow down past his house
on Truman Road, you could
look in the north window at
night and see him sitting there
all alone, reading by the little
lamp that was always lit in the
study window.

"It gave you a feeling of security-you felt that no matter
how much the world changed
and seemed to get away from
you as you grew older, that
was one thing in your life that
would stay thesame," she said.
"Seeing him sitting there, every night, gave you a link to
the past and a way of life that
is disappea4ing from our country."
Tuesday night the _study window was dark. The former
president's death had come at
7:50 a.m, that inorning,,,
As the December sun faded
away leaving only a soft laven(Continued on Page Sixteen)

Noon Prayer Call

The Murray Sub-District
United
Methodist
Youth
Fellowship will hold its regular
December meeting on Thursday, December 28, at seven
p.m. at the Independence
United Methodist Church.
In charge of the program will
be the Youth of the host church.
The council meeting will be held
at 6:30 p.m.

Nationwide Rituals
Planned For Truman
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
From Hawaii to the East
Coast of the mainland United
States, observances
are
planned for Thursday's day of
mourning in honor of Harry S.
;Truman, the 88-year-old former
president who died Tuesday.
Military officials at F'. Shafter in Hawaii and at Albany,
N.Y., the New York state capital, plan noontime 21-gun salutes to be followed by 50-gun
salutes, one for each state, at 5
pin., in Truman's memory.
Some observances begin
today, but for the most . part
they will be held Thursday, a
national day of mourning set
aside by President Nixon.
'am ordered-government offices closed and flags flown at
half staff.
State offices will close all day
Thursday in some states and in
others they will shut down at
noon.
Private business also were
being urged by some state leaders to close.

A Daily Devotion

The Program of the Great Commission
The Ledper 8. Times, in cooperation with the
local Ministerial Association, will publish a daily
devotional over the next Iwo weeks in con
unction with the Key '73 Noon Prayer can

The Weather
Partly cloudy and warmet
today and Thursday. High
today in the low to mid 40s.
Low tonight in the low to mid
30s. High Thursday in the mid
50s. Continued mild Friday,
with a chance of rain.

Former President Harry S. Truman poses aboard the liner United States on April 14, 1960, with
Mrs. Truman,far right, and the Trumans' only child, Margaret Truman Daniel. Margaret holds sea,
William, 11 months, and her husband, E. Clifton Daniel, holds their other son, Clifton, Jr., 2(2. The
Trumans were seeing the Daniels off on a European vacation and kept the children. The former
President died in Research Hospital, Kansas City.
(AP Wirephotoi

The Murray Fire Department
answered two calls Tuesday,
according to department
records.
The first call came at 6:30
p.m., to the home of Henry
Fulton, 1216 Dogwood, where a
grease fire was reported.
The blaze was extinguished
with CO2, according to department reports. Eighteen men
and three trucks answered the
alarm.
At 8:25 pill., the firemen
were called to the home of Max
Omar, 1615 Hamilton. A door
had reportedly been left against
a heater, causing damage to the
door. Twelve men and three
trucks responded to the call.

Youth Fellowship Will
Meet At Independence

.0fr

urray, Ky.

The pacer is trained to run that
way, just as the trick dog is
trained to walk on his front legs.
The pacer does not naturally
run the way he does on the race
track. Tigers do not naturally
jump through ftrey hoops.

..'the Youth of the DexterHardin United
Methodist
Church will have charge of the
Sunday School and take part in
the morning worship services
4.11 Sunday, December 31. Each
fifth Sunday the youth have this
res)5onsibility.
Rev. Roger Joseph will be the
speaktr at; the eleven a.m.
services with special music by
Mrs. Wayne Perrin.
Tracy Cleaver will be the
song leader. Paula Jones will be
pianist for the opening of
Sunday School.
Teachers will be as follows
Lu Ann Haley and Debbie Lee,
One and Two; Sally Cope and
Dana Black, Three and Four.
Sherry Haley and Paula Jones,
Five and Six; Mark Gore,
Young Married; Bill !roan,
Senior Adults.
Joe Wayne Thweatt will be
the secretary while Michael
Haley, Craig Thweatt, Keith
Clark, and Terry Cleaver will
be ushers.
The public is cordially invited
to attend this youth day service
on Sunday, a church spokesman
said.

A new farm tobacco allotment may be established for 1973 crop
tobacco for farms that did not have a 1972 allotment, and which
can meet all eligibility requirements, Glenn Crawford, chairman
of the Calloway County ASCS committee announced today.
To be eligible for a new tobacco allotment, he said, the operator
must expect to receive 50 per cent, or more, of his income from
the production of agricultural commodities on the farm; neither
the owner nor the operator may have an interest in any other
farm which has a 1973 tobacco allotment; and the person making
application must have had at least two years experience in the
last five years in the production of tobacco.
"Applications for a new farm allotment must be filed in the
county office on or before February 15, 1973. Any interested
producer who can meet these requirements should contact the
county office before the final date for filing an application," an
ASCS spokesman said.

Over in the court the other day,
Judge Rice asked: "Couldn't
this case have been settled out
of court?" The defendant, a
Camp McCoy GI, shot back:
"Yes, Your Honor-that's
exactly what we were trying to
do until the police butted in."
(Monroe County Deniocrat,
Spartal
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Possibly we should have put in
the word "naturally", or
"normally". We have seen dogs
that can walk on their front
legs, or elephants that walk on
their hind legs. We have even
seen people who hop on one leg.
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New Tobacco Allotment Missionary Speaker
For First Baptist
May Be Obtained For '73 Church Tonight

Seen&Heard
Around
A "daily reader'' writes in to
call our hand on a statement we
made the other day which said
"a cat walks or runs by moving
the front and back legs on one
side, then those on the other
said. The only other animals
that move like this are the
camel and the giraffe".
Our reader says what about the
pacing horse? He runs the same
way.

Two Sections

•

MANAGUA STILL BURNS-Fires still burn In the center of Managua. Nicaragua, on Christmas Day. Large white building at
upper right of photo is new opera house. The earthquake destroyed about 75 per cent of the city of 300,000 people and death estimates
were of 5,000 to 10,000, with 20,0e0 injured,-( AP Wirephotol

nationwide observance.
"Go ye into all the world, and preach the
gospel to every creature." I Mark 16:15)
The words of our text contain the marching
Christianity is a
orders of Christianity.
marching religien. The world is its parish.
The Church must send forth its money-power
and its manpower or it will end.
We cannot spell "gospel" without spelling
"go." We cannot spell "brothers" without
spelling "others." We cannot spell "commission" without spelling "mission." All this
reminds us that there is a universal "Go" in
the Message of Jesus.
Modern methods of transportation and
communication. have made all of mankind

neighbors. But unless we become brothers,
we cannot be neighbars at peace with one
another. Science can make us neighbors but it
cannot ile4te us neighborly.
Recently I ran across a magazine with the
title AWAKE. The letters stand for
"Americas War of Amazing Kindness .
Everywhere." This expresses the Christian's
duty in the world. This is not a coldwar attitude. It is the Christian use of a warm heart
of love to win the non-Christian world.
Today's Prayer: The words of Thy last
commission to the disciples are burning in our
hearts afresh. Forbid that we should become
careless regarding the destiny of our world.
Rev. Darrell E. Keith
Pastor, Murray Church of the Nazarene
Chairman, Key '73
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Sanitarians Contacting Hotels
Motels For Permit Applications
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FRANKFORT, Ky.-1.ocal
health department sanitarians
throughout the state this month
are contacting hotel, motel and
establishn tent operators to
supply them with applications
for periiiittlo operate.
Besides distributing applications for permits, the
sanitarians are also indicating
whether they approve the applications. For approval, hotels,
motels and food service
establishments must be in good
repair and be capable of being
maintained in a safe and
sanitary manner.
By provision of the Kentucky
Hotel and Food Service
Establishment Act of 1972
(House Bill 402 passed by the
General Assembly last spring),
applications for permits on
existing food service establishments and hotels it lust be made
to the State Department of
Health with the required $10 fee
prior to January 1, 1973.
"After January 1, 1973, all
establishments
new
or
establishments which have
changed ownership must meet
all sanitary requirements,
submit an approved application
with the required fee and obtain
a permit before they may open
for business," says Ewell P.
Conyers, DVM, director of the
State Department of Health's
Food Program.
Public, private and parochial

We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
or Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are not for the best in
terest of our readers
National Representatives - Wallace Witmer CO., 1509 MadisOn Ave.,
Memphis, Tn.. Time &Life Bldg., New York, N.Y.. Stephenson Bldg.,
Detroit, Mich.
Subscription Rates By carrier in Murray 5.35 per week, fl 52 per
month, 518.20 per year. By mail in Calloway and adjoining counties,
57 50 per year, other destinations within 150 miles of Murray, $1500
Per Year,' more than ISO miles from Murray, $18.00 per year All mail
subscriptions plus 5 percent state tax.
Entered daiy• al the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmission
as Second Class Matter
The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
is the Integrity of its Newspaper
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Those Christmas Rumors
Every year about this time a number of alarming
rumors about Santa Claus crop up and this year is
no exception. As a public service, we've checked
them all out and wish to report it is NOT true that:
—Santa Claus has been indicted for wage-price
guidelines violations.
—Santa Claus will be late because he's making his
rounds on Amtrak this year.
—Christmas has been condemned by the Nader
organization.
—Santa Claus' reindeer were given to the Red
Chinese as part of a Sino-American exchange.
—The Environmental Protection Agency has
forbidden the flight of reindeer over populated
areas.
—Henry Kissinger is negotiating a new Christmas
pact with Santa's elves.
—Richard Burton has given all of Christmas to
Elizabeth Taylor.
—Congress has passed a measure fixing the
third Monday in August as Christmas.
—Santa Claus has been condemned by Gloria
Steinem as a male chauvinist pig and the part will
be taken this year by Jane Fonda.
—A Hollywood producer is filming Santa's
biography as an X-rated movie.
—Santa Claus has been blacklisted by Indian lib as
another exploitation of the red man.
—Christmas has been postponed until February
by the television networks to avoid conflicts with
NFL playoff games.
—Christmas has been exposed by Jack Anderson
as a Commie plot.
—Santa Claus was arrested in Farout. Kentucky,
and jailed as a bearded, bootwearing hippie.
—Santa Claus has been elected Democratic
national chairman.
—Santa Claus has lost his list of good little boys
and girls due to a computer breakdown.
—Santa has been hijacked to Cuba.
—Santa's reindeer have joined the picket line in a
Teamster's Union strike.
There is. however, one final rumor still not nailed
down, and that is that Santa's resignation has been
accepted by the White House.—Anniston (Ala.)Star,
by C.H.

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER

TIMES /ILK

John Lax, Coffield Vance, Claude Miller, Ralph
Bogard, and Harry Recker will be installed as
deacons of the Memorial Baptist Church on Sunday,
according to Rev. T. A. Thacker, pastor.
Jimmy Olila, son of Mr. and Mrs. Howard Olila of
Red Wing, Minn., formerly of Murray, has received
a four year all-expense scholarship to the University
of Chicago.
William R. (Bill) Rowell of Paducah will be guest
speaker at the College Presbyterian Church on
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Garrett of Hickman spent
the holidays with her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Guthrie

20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER & TIMES FILE

Miss Sally Burk, age 79, died this morning. She
resided at South 4th and Poplar Streets.
William f).' Medearis is the new minister of the
Murray Church of Christ, 7th and Poplar Street. He
moved here from Detroit, Mich.
The New Concord Redbirds lost to Wingo 74 to 69 in
the opening game of the Junior Chamber of Commerce Christmas tournament at Paducah. Concord
team members and their scoring were Adams 18.
Kingins 16, Bell 1, Mathis 25, Farris 1, and Stubblefield 8.
Births reported are girl to Mr. and Mrs. Joshua
Tabers on December 18, girl to Dr. and Mrs. C.C.
Lowry on December 20, and'boy to Mr. and Mrs
Charles Hale on December 21.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
A inan's life consisteth not in the abundance of the
things which he possesseth.—Luke 12:15.
Man's real, eternal self is spiritual. It is folly to
think we can meet life's deepest neas by 'the
possession of things.

SENSING
THE NEWS
By Anthony Harrigan
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESJOINT

Southern States Industrial Council
TROUBLE IN THE NAVY
The state of discipline and morale in the nation's armed forces
is as important, or more important, than the condition of the
weapons in the country's arsenal. Without good discipline and
high morale, the best-equipped armed forces are unreliable
instruments of the national will.
Awareness of this has increased in recent months as a result of
serious disturbances aboard U.S. warships, troubles which point
to a deterioration of good order in the U.S. Navy and a lack of
effective leadership at the highest professional level. Great
numbers of Americans were shocked to discover that sailors who
refused to go to sea aboard the aircraft carrier Constellation were
nnt dealt with in traditionally firm fashion. Since 1970, permissiveness in the Navy seems to have been carried to extraordinary lengths.
e That isn't simply the opinion of the man in the street with only
limited access to the facts. It is the judgement of one of the outstanding naval leaders of recent times. Adm. George Anderson,
former Chief of Naval Operations. In an interview published in
the Armed Forces Journal in October, Adm. Anderson, who
serves as chairman of the President's Advisory Committee on
Foreign Intelligence, cited the high morale, grooming, pride and
dedication of naval personnel in the early 1960s. These high
standards were maintained and strengthened during Adm.
Thomas H. Moorer's term as Chief of Naval Operations.
"From what I've seen," Adm. Anderson told the Journal, it
I morale) does not prevail at the same level today." He cited as
reasons the tremendous load on the services in Southeast Asia,
but, -primarily, in my opinion, the permissiveness that prevails
under the guise of making the services 'happier'."
Adm. Anderson added: "I wish that the Navy had adhered to
the same concept as the Marine Corps," which emphasizes
discipline and a smart appearance, and voiced concern about the
experienced offices and non-commissioned officers wno are
leaving the Navy because "they feel an erosion of their
authority." The former CNO also was outspoken in criticizing the
'"proliferation" of top-heavy staffs and the "burgeoning size of
the Office of the Chief of Naval Operations."
This is a formidalbe indictment which can't be dismissed as the
opinion of a subordinate with limited understanding of the
problems facing the Navy. Adm. Anderson is a naval commander
of proven courage and competence.
Denials of permissiveness aren't convincing, though it is true
that some branches of the Navy—the submarine service for
example—don't seem to have been affected. But there are related
difficulties as well, such as the problem of sabotage aboard ship
--w-hich the last Atlantic Fleet commander cited during_ his
retirement ceremony this fall.
President Nixon must be taking note of the deepening concern
in the country regarding the permissiveness and resulting lack of
good order in a service always-notable in the past for the highest
standards. The House Amred'Services Committee is looking into
troubles aboard the carriers Kitty Hawk and Constellation. The
public is concerned about the coddling of sailors who refuse to
obey orders. But only the President, as Commander in Chief, is in
a position to order his service chief to adhere to traditional
standards of discipline which create good moreale and combat
effectiveness.
THE BEAN KING
In parts of France, Spain, and Mexico they still eat a
special 12th Night cake, in which a single bean has been
concealed The finder of the bean is hailed as Bean King
--a survival of an ancient pagan custom which chose the
King of the Saturnalia by lot in this way.

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carr-R ibief J r.
A Persian proverb says Adam and Eve made love
in the persian language, but the angel who drove
them out of Paradise spoke to them in Turkish. I
don't believe that. I think the angel who ushered
them out the gate didn't speak at all because he was
too astonished to find words for a couple that would
give up a good thing like the Garden of Eden just for
an apple, and only a bite of it at that.
"It must be that the fabled apple
of Paradise was in fact a crab apple."
—Dictionary of Opinions

Homes

They swap homes
forfavored sports
Etv DOROTHEA M. BHOOKS
NEW YORK
—
family's crazy about winter sports,
but would never give up summers at the ocean. Consequently, you
haven't bought that second home you'd like.
For families like yours, at least one developer has worked out a
"swap" program that takes the either/or out of a % acation home.
Stanmar, Inc., Sudbury, Maas., has built managed recreational
properts developments at Mattakesett on Martha's Vineyard,
Mass.; at three Vermont skiing locations, Fox Run and Oketrio in
Ludlow and Madonna Village at Jeffersonville; in VI aterville, N.H.,
Banner Elk, N.C. and Cedar, Mich.
"About a year ago." says Philip Coyle. Stanmar vice president.
-we realjaed man) of the people who had bought homes in our
recreational communities had many interests in common and would
I" interested in %acationing in oases areas,
"We started the program quietly by contacting the owners at A -few
okthe ski-oriented areas, and last summer several of them spent kome
tit their vacation time at Mattakesett.
"This winter, they'll be 'paying' for their sumnier vacations by
making the owners of the Mattakeaett units their guests for some
vacation skiing. at their townhouses. All it costs either family is
transportation.
The idea caught on quickly. Coyle said, and is becoming standard
practice among Stanmar.s 27.0-plus owners.
Among the first of the swappers were the Roy Plekenpols of
Greenwich, Conn.
The Plekenpols are owners at Madonna Village which Uses
discovered while visiting their daughter at the University of Vermont
in Burlington. The family, which includes sons 12 and 10. says
they've found the skiing as good as anywhere in New England and a
family-oriented atmosphere they particularly enjoy.
Midwesterners, the family's summer sacationa always had been
spent at Mrs. Plekenpors family place in Appleton. Wisc. Last
summer they swapped with a family at Mattakesett and say the
want to try it again and "until the kids get tired of vacationing with
us.•'
Robert Horowitz, of Boston. owns property at Mattakesett. He is
a ski enthusiast, but does not like the idea of property ownership in
the northern climate. He particularly dreads maintenance. Last
winter he spent Christmas week at Madonna with his family and
plans to repeat again this year.
Plekenpol, an IBM executive, has invested also in a condominium
in St. Croix. and says he likes the exchange program so much he
wants to adapt the idea to St. Croix and work out a ;asap with Some
owner in Aspen. Colo.
The swap plan is one which, with proper supervision. could catch
on widely. ithout an established, guaranteed program, however. it
"ianitd-have some pitfalls and an) owner undertaking to swap on his
own would have to investigate carefully.
In Stanmar•s case, Coyle said, the problems are minimized
because homes in each of the company's communities are under
Stanmar management and are sold furnished—right down to the
electric broom in the closet and the towels in the linen closet.
"Part of the attractiveness of the exchange program." he said. "is
that those who swap know design and quality will be the same in the
exchange home as in their own, and they can expect a compatible
community."
Coyle is quick to admit the swap program, which is underwritten
by Stanmar. is promotional. "The question goes to the heart of our
beak* marketing strategs,- he explained. "A 'bad' development
of-adysitis:%.„, -and aggressive salearnanship, A 'good'
—
rie7ecU—Vi
development almost sells itself. Happy customers are the hest
salesmen we can get.
Coyle says when an owner wants to take advantage of the
program. "ive simply contacts us giving us the areas and times in
which he is interested. e then match his request with availability
and similarly inclined owners at the specified areas. W e rot the
ov.IWIN in touch with one another, and nsing the gisidelines of our
program, they work out their own exchange.
"Si,far. we have been able to match everyone."

•
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Dear Editor:
Just a little line to lei you
know how much we appreciated .
your publishing the picture and
write-up about St. Leo's
Christmas program and party.
With best wishes for the
holiday season, 1 ani
Most Sincerely,
Mary E. (Mrs. Joseph)
Gertzer
Hamlin, Kentucky

schools with food service
facilities through the twelfth
grade are exempt from paying
the fee. All food service
facilities operated by the
Departments of Mental Health,
Health and Corrections and
those operated or licensed by
the Department of Child
Welfare are also exempt from
However,
payment.
fee
operators of thesefood facilities
will be contacted by state or
local health authorities since
they must comeliy with appermit
plication
and
requirements.
Boarding houses and rooniing
houses are not required to
obtain permits. "They're more
like furnished apartments
nowadays," says Don Dixon,
director of Environmental
Sanitation. "And we don't have
any say-so over the operation of
furnished apartments,"
For the first time this year,
permits to ope,
ate will be
mailed from the State Department (if Health in computer
card font i. New data processing
equipment facilitated the
change front a large certificate
type form.

To s
sto
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TEEN FAVORITE—Add a '
cotton knit top to your shopping list if you're looking for
a gift to please a teen-ager
This sleeveless style takes on
a feminine flavor with scallop trim and a lingerie bow
at the V-neck By Miss Ingenue.

NEW' YORK (UPI) — After an abortion is a teen-age girl fancy
free or full of guilt? Does she have nightmares? Or — does she feel
abortion offers a quick solution to a problem pregnancs and quickly
resume her sexually active life without a thought?
Such questions are the type Drs. James H. Egan and Eugene J
Mahon of St. Luke's Hospital in New York attempted to answer liv
interviewing a dozen teen-agers who had abortions months earlier
The doctors from the hospital's division of child psychiatry held
from three to five in-depth interviews with each girl. They reported
their findings at the annual meeting of the American Academs of
Child Psychiatry in New Orleans.
-A lingering sense of guilt for having destroyed the fetus was
present in many girls," the psychiatrists reported.
"It wati this sense of guilt that largely produced the symptoms (headache, insomnia, depressive equivalents) and was at
the root of changes in behavior."
The changes in behavior included, in some girls, less sexual activity and less enjoyment of sex. Some avoided their peers in the
sexual arena. This avoidance was accompanied by a deep distrust of
men and a general sense of bitterness. The girls called such feelings
maturity.
"Pseudo-maturity would be a more accurate description," the
psychiatrists reported, -for beneath the facade of maturity lay poor
self-esteem. insecurity and mistrust and not the psychological
substrata that would promote developmental growth and
maturation."
The study of these girls, mean age 13 years and seven months, also
showed that guilt pervaded the dreams of some in the post-abortion
period.
Guilt also found 'its way intim the voorrts and short stories 44
another. Guilt produced regressive infantile behavior in others. -7-1
-In some girls the sense of guilt produced fearit about the
intactness of their reproductive organs and fertility,--fears that
could only be put to rest by subsequent pregnancy," the
doctors reported.
"One girl felt in a sort of primitive fashion that expiation of her
guilt could only be accomplished by becoming pregnant again...
The girls in the study were from lower socio-economic
backgrounds. Black and Puerto Rican, they' lived in Harlem and
places like Harlem. They had abortions during the first year abortion
was legalized in New York State. No one knows if they are typical of
the teen-agers who were among the 168,000 females undergoing
abortion during the first year of legal abortions in the state,
Among conclusions made by the doctors were these:
— "It is not surprising that the awesome existential facts of
pregnancy and abortion should produce profound but subtle change
in an adolescent's psyche."
— "It is surprising that such an important event in the
developmental life of a young girl is met with so little help from
parent. peer or professional.
— "To offer elective abortion to an adolescent without offering counseling to her family and boyfriend and, of course. her,,elf, is to prepare her for a post-abortion period of guilt.
amid% alence and depression that may has,. significant effects
on her behavior and perioinalits."
— "Failure to recognize that indiscriminate elective abortion
without counseling is psychologically hazardous and in certain cases
contra-indicatialis a demonstration of insensitivity to the paycholog
14 the adolescent and a misuse of an important
treatment modality. • .During the analyses the doctors also learned a hit about why the •
girls vs anted to get pregnant in the first place.
Reasons ranged from -getting even with a father who abandoned
them" to "reinsuring themselves of fe • • .."
They included the wish to have a hitt' to placate the bus friend or
to undo the guilt fur a past abortion. One girl stated that she had to
get pregnant again after an abiirtion or she Is i mid hase gone craz%
thinking about %s hat she'd done.
"Do )011 es er Okh you had the Why," the doeoirs asked.
The girls rt.:plies ineludrd:
— -Sometimes when rin 1
is I vs i.h I did have the ball, so
I wouldn't Iry all by ins
--E.en mos I %visitI hail it s
limes, when I'm b% nit self:
that I had %ontrthint: that OTTIIITI
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. Opinions From Other Newspapers
WEST POINT, MISS., TIMES LEADER: ",Yoil
know, we have a feeling that the American lieople
are about ready to cry 'enough' of this open anarchy
in the streets which moves freely under the false
umbrella of 'peaceful demonstrations'. You can't
preach 'anti-war' by waging war. ALL patriotic
citizens are anti-war LWar is never an ideal solution
to anything. But you eattit promote world peace by
running down and tearing down your home nation."
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THE CARR RATINGS
Br DON CARR
MAYIN
OPPONENT
FAVOFFITE
OPPONENT
MARGIN
GAMES OF 1-2-73
GAMES OF 1-4-73 - CONTINUED
BRADLEY
2
TULSA
COLORADO MINES 5i
ROCKMONT
DAVIDSON
5
WILLIAM de MARY
COLUMBUS
SPRING HILL
10
De PAUL
16
E. ILLINOIS
DOANE
BELLEVUE
26
GEORGETOWN-KY. 5
CARSON NEWMAN
EAST CAROLINA
RICHMOND
I
IOWA
10
IOWA STATE
ELMHURST
CONCORD/A-ILL,
18
IRVINE
II
TAYLOR
EVANSVILLE-I SU
OAKLAND CITY
2
JACKSON STATE
17
BISHOP
FAIRFIELD
SI'. MARYS-CANADA
41
JACKSONVILLE-F. 15
GA. SOUTHERN
GEORGIA
BUCKNELL
21
KY. WESLEYAN
2
TRANSYLVANiA
GRAND CANYON
CALIF. LUTHERAN
27
MAR YLAND
14
KENT STATE
HENDERSON
OZARKS-ARKANSAS
29
MISSISSIPPI
14
AUBURN
ILL. WESLEYAN
AURORA
21
N. W. OKLAHOMA
II
E. NEW MEXICO
INDIANA STATE
WESTMONT
3
OKLAHOMA CITY
7
LAS VEGAS
KANSAS CITY
COLORADO COL.
33
PEPPERDINE
1
DRURY
LAS VEGAS
PEPPERDINE
10
PROVIDENCE
14
BROWN
LONG ISLAND
9
FAIR. DICKINSON
SAM HOUSTON
18
TARLETON
LOUISVILLE
la
NORTH TEXAS ST.
SAN DIEGO ST.
7
COLORADO
LOYOLA-CALIF,
16
RENO
S. F. AUSTIN
15
EAST TEXAS ST.
MEMPHIS STATE
4
DRAKE
SYRACUSE
11
HOLY CROSS
NEBRASKA'
GEORGIA STATE
19
TENNESSEE TECH 15
BELMONT
NORTH CAROLINA
FURMAN
17
vANDERB1LT
5
L. S. U.
N. W. IOWA
18
DANA
MARYMO NT
43
NEB. WES_LE YAN
OKLAHOMA
II
TEXAS
GAMES OF 1-3-72
OKLAHOMA CITY
12
PUGET SOUND
ALABAMA
11
FLORIDA
OUACHITA
HARDING
25
APPALACHIAN
2
EAST TENNESSEE
PRESBYTERIAN
14
ATLANTA BAPTIST
ARKANSAS STATE 10
CITADEL
PROVIDENCE
20
RHODE ISLAND
ARMSTRONG
12
BRYANT
RIDER
SCRANTON
21
AUGSBURG
17
CARLETON
SAN FRANCISCO
SEATTLE
I
BOSTON COLLEGE 15
DARTMOUTH
SANTA BARBARA
e LOS ANGELES ST.
CENTRAL MICH.
5
E ILLINOIS
SOUTHERN UTAH
17
FORT LEWIS
CONNECTICUT
9
NEW HAMPSHIRE
S. W. LOUISIANA
PAN AMERICAN
25
DAYTON
a
E. KENTUCKY
S. F. AUSTIN
23
TARLETON
DEFIANCE
21
URBANA
TENNESSEE ST.
25
WEST LIBERTY
DETROIT
7
LOYOLA-ILLINOIS
TRI-STATE
7
HILLSDALE
EVANSV ILL.E
6
SO. ILLINOIS
UTAH STATE
11
SO. MISSISSIPPI
GLENVILLE
26
ST. MARYS-MD,
WEBER STATE
12
MONTANA
HASTINGS
16
WAYNE-NEBRASKA
WEST GEORGIA
31
GEORGIA-SW.
HOLY CROSS
9
COLGATE
W. NICI14 MEXICO
5
REGIS
ILLINOIS STATE
11
NEW ORLEANS
GAMES OF i-5-72,
INDIANA
24
BALL STATE
ARIZONA STATE
1
NEW MEXICO
IONA
17
PACE
BRIGHAM YOUNG
17
COLORADO STATE
IRVINE
16
MAcALESTER
BROWN
12
CORNELL-N.Y.
LAGRANGE
34
GEORGIA COLLEGE CHATTANOOGA
I
WEST FLORIDA
LOUISIANA TECH
IS
N. E. LOUISIANA
EL PASO
6
ARIZONA
MARIAN
22
ST. FRANCIS-IND.
EVANGEL
2
PHILLIPS
MARQUETTE
19
BUTLER
FAYETTEVILLE
25
LIVINGSTONE
MARSHALL
4
ORAL ROBERTS
IOWA WESLEYAN
24
ILLINOIS COLLEGE
MIAMI-OHIO
XAVIER-OHIO
LONG BEACH ST.
22
SAN JOSE STATE
NIAGARA
4
CLEMSON
MARQUETTE
23
DC PAUL
OHIO U.
14
VALPARA ISO
MIDDLEBURY
29
HAMILTON
OLD DOMINION
15
CAMPBELL
MILWAUKEE
31
DOMINICAN-WISC.
PHILA. TEXTILE
24
UPSALA
NORTHRIDGE
7 _CA6URNIA-SLO
PORTLAND STATE 21
ALASKA
PACIFIC
It
ON -DIEGO STATE
REDLANDS
32
CALIFORNIA TECH
PENNSYLVANIA
19
DARTMOUTH
ST.EIONAVENTURE
VIRGINIA TECH
PRINCETON
t
HARVARD
SOUTH CAROLINA
24
LAFAYETTE
OUINNIAPIAC
38
EISENHOWER
S. M. U.
II
DALLAS BAPTIST
SAN FRAN. STATE IS
STANISLAUS
TEMPLE
2
DELAWARE
SO. CALIFORNIA
7
OREGON STATE
TEXAS TECH
2
CREIGHTON
SO. CONNECTICUT 22
ST. MARYS-CANADA
TOLEDO
IS
ST. FRANCIS-PA.
TOCCOA FALLS
38
PIEDMONT BIBLE
VALDOSTA
17
CHARLESTON BAPT. U. C. L. A.
34
OREGON
VIRGINIA
4
DUKE
UTAH
IC
WYOMING
WAKE FOREST
26
V. M. I.
VALDOSTA
23
WEST LIBERTY
WESTERN MICH.
1
CLEVELAND STATE W-MINSTER-UTAH 10
COLO. WESTERN
WISCONSIN
4
PITTSBURGH
YALE
II
COLUMBIA
TOURNAMENTS_OF 1-2 a 3-73
GAMES OF 1-4-73.
1-LATTER c LASSIC
AIR FORCE
14
AB. CHRISTIAN
BUCKNELL-----71.6 ST. PETERS---65.0
ALCORN
17
FLORIDA SO.--62.5 STETSON--------65.4+
BISHOP
ANDERSON
9
GOSHEN
SENIOR BOWL,
ATHENS
11
HAWAII
-77.6 MISS. STATE-79.$
JACKSONVILLE-A,
AUGUSTA
12
MICHIGAN ST.-78.7 SO.ALABAMA-72 4+
LACROSSE
AUSTIN PEAY
46
TUSCULUM
TOURNAMENTS OF I-5 16 6-73
BAYLOR
3
LAMAR
PRE DENTAL CLASSIC
BISCAYNE
29
F. D. MADISON
AMERICAN U,--80.5. GEORGE WASH.-72,5
CALIFORNIA-PA.
DE
15
C TA
L------6.4.4 RICE------------66.7
DAVIS & ELKINS
CARSON NEWMAN
2
MARS HILL
BLUEBONNET CLASSIC
CENTENARY
1
ARKANSAS
HOUSTO1-4-----90.6- WEST TEXAS---71.6
CINCINNATI
14
TEXAS
A
&
BOWLING GREEN
M-71.1. WICHITA--------70,0
SEASONS RECORD.
HIT-1276
MISSED-174
PCT-6110
COPYRIGHT 1973 BY THE CARN RATINGS SERVICE
tAvOP1

Franco Harris gives a goodbye look to an Oakland Raider
defender as he streaks down the sideline on a sensational 60-yard
touchdown play that gave the Pittsburgh Steelers a 13-7 win in the
American Conference playoffs. Harris had just grabbed a
deflected pass off his shoetops and raced to the end zone with the
winning touchdown with five seconds left.
1AP Wirephotol

Pro Cage Standings
ASSOCIATED PRESS
NBA
Eastern Conference
Atlantic Division
W L
Pct GB
'Boston
28 5 848
78 10 737 2' 2
New York
9 25 265 19'?
Buffalo
Philadelphia
3 33 083 26' 2
Central Division
Baltimore
20 14 588
20 16 556 1
Atlanta
15 18 455 4' 7
Houston
Cleveland
10 26 278 11
Western Conference
.
Midwest Division
W L. Pct GB
Milwaukee
26 10 722
22 13 629 3 2
Chicane>
Omaha
20
20 500 8
K C
Detroit
16 19 457 9.2
Pacific Division
28 6 824 --Los Angeles
21 12 636 6. 2
Golden State
17 19 472 12
Phoenix
11 29 275 20
Seattle
9 28 243 ,20'
Portland
Tuesday's Games '
Boston 115, New York 106
Baltimore 121, Buffalo 104
Cleveland 115, Atlanta 96
Cty
Kansas
Chicago 117,
Omaha 103
Milwaukee
105
— Detroit 112,
Houston 113, Phoenix 110
Los Angeles 116, Portland 92
Seattle
97, Golden State 95
'
Wednesday's Games
Atlanta vs
Philadelphia at

Pittsburgh
Los Angeles at Houston

By THE

1p.

Thursday's Games
Buffalo at New York
Baltimore at Atlanta
Detroit at Milwaukee
Cleveland at Golden State
ABA
East
W L. Pct. G8
24 14 632 Carolina
Kentucky
22 13 .629 '7
Virginia
20 20 .500 5
Memphis
14 23 378 9' 2
New York
13 22 371 9'
West
Utah
23- IS 605 -Indiana
20 15 571 2'
Denver
.19 17 .528 4
Dallas
15 20 429 7' 2
San Diego
15 26 336 10, 2
Tuesday's Games
Dallas 131. Virginia 125
Kentucky 129, Indiana 120
Utah 119, Memphis 112
Denver 101, San Diego 101
Only games scheduled
Wednesday's Games
New York at Kentucky
Virginia at Denver
Carolina at Indiana
Memphis at San Diego
Only games scheduled
Thursday's Games
New York at Utah
Dallas vs Virginia at Kamp
ton, Va
indiana
Carolina
at
vs
Ralieqh, N C

Pro Hockey Standings

y THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
NHL
East
W L T Pts GF GA
treat
22 5 8 52 142 81
i
ton
23 8 3 49 154 107
1.411Y
Ranger 22 11 3 47 139 96
-flharaio
18 10 7 43 129 101
?Detroit
15 16 4 34 106 119
10 19 5 25 104 117
oronto
anc vr
10 71 5 25 105 150
Y Island
4 15 4 12 68 158

1

Li
tthicago
inn

prh,lacP.1

West
21 11
18 13
16 16
14 16
15 17
15 15
11 16
5 22

2
3
4
4
5
4
8
7

44
39
36
36
35
34
28
17

130 89
119 98
126 140
111 113
95 110
125 113
89 107
91 146

aos Ping
tlanta
I
, itts
Louis
',.....Calif
It.
Tuesday's Games
:
.
li
r
Ir. Montreal 4, St LOUIS 1
P,ttsburgh 1, Detroit 1, tie
„ ,
.1r Vancouver 4. California 3
tre Only games scheduled

.tett
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THURSDAY COUPLES

WHA

Bowling League

W
East
L T Pts GF GA
New Eno
22 14 1 45 164 129
Cleve
21 14 1 43 131 96
21 18 0 42 170 144
New York
Quebec
18 16 1 37 122 126
15 17 3 33 126 147
Ottawa
Philadel
13 23 0 26 128 171
West
Winnipeg
12 17 2 46 147 124
Minn
19 15 2 40 118 115
Los Ann
16 17 4 36 126 130
15 16 3 33 117 121
HOuston
15 10 2 32 112 130
Alberta
Chicago
12 11 I 25 101 127
Tuesday's Games
New York 5, Quebec 2
Houston 3, Ottawa 3, tie
Philadelphia 6, Minnesota 2
Winnipeg 3, Chicago 7
Only games scheduled
Wednssday's Games
No Clarrl
,
S scheduled
Thursday's Games
New England at Quebec
Philadelphia at Chicago
Minnesota at Los Ang.les

•

014

Bowling
Standings
Team
Red Birds
Night Owls
B'S & C's
Demons
Alley Cats
Ten Pens
Road Runners
Ups & Downs
Strikers
Whiz Kids
Rockets
Fighting Four
Misfits
Gene's Body Shop
Strikes
Pacers
Super Bowlers
Lynn Grove Four

44
37
34
14
34
33
32' 2
31
31'7
31
30
29
28,4
28
26'?
22
20
'13

L
16
23
26
26
26
27
27'
28
28' 2
29
30
31
3r,7
32
33'?
38
38
47

High Team Game (SC)
694
Ten Pens
682
Night Owls
679
Red Birds
High Team Game (HC)
839
B's & C'S ,
821
Ten Pens
812
Fighting Four
High Team Series-tSC1
1976
Ten Pens
1971
Red Birds
1953
Night Owls

74490M.C44
(

High Team Series (14C1
2360
B's &C's
2357
Ten Pens
2292
Night Owls

YARN & GIFT SHOP
YOUR GIFT AND NEEDLE WORK
CENTER OF WESTERN KENTUCKY

High Ind Game (SCI
Men
Dan Jones
Delmar Brewer
T C Hargrove
Women
Carol Hill
Betty Dixon
Sharon Johnson
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PUTTING WORSTED

By Columbia Minerva
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High Ind Game(HC)
Men
FranIor Cooper
Delrhar Brewer
Jim Hargrove
Women
Carol Hill
Clod Campbell
Debbie Coleman

75c
50c

216
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181
171
166

737
735
231
231
223
211

High Ind Series (SC)
Men
597
Dan Jones
593
T C Hargrove
574
Tommy Jones
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KNITS REDUCED!
NEEDLE CRAFT

Women
Burleno Brewer
Patsy Wale
Hide Burket

KNITS REDUCED!
GIFTS
GIFTS'
GIFTS'
SOME REDUCED 50%

High Ind Series (MC)
Men
Tommy Jones
Cliff Campbell
T. C Hargrove
Women
Burlone Brewer
Carol Hill
Peggy Williams

CANDLE RINGS & BASES

REDUCED TO CLEAR

470
457
452

640
633
632

Blazers Dump Saints
6-2 In Hockey Play
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Phil Watson, the Philadelphia
coach who blamed the holiday
spirit on a couple of weekend
disasters, let his Blazers do
some real celebrating the night
after Christi las.
Following losses of 7-3 tc),
Houston last Saturday and 8-0
to Cleveland on Sunday, the
Blazers, last in the World Hockey Assiiciation's East Division,
did a turnabout Tuesday night
and dumped the West Division's second-place Minnesota
Fighting Saints 6-2.
In other WHA action, the
New YIirk Raiders beat Quebec
5-2, the Winnipeg Jets nipped
Chicago 3-2 and Houston and
Ottawa skated to a 3-3 tie.
In the National Hockey
League, Montreal swept past
St. Louis 4-1, Vancouver nosed
_out California 4-3 and Pittsburgh and Detroit tied 1-1.
"We have a lot of young players and I can't blame them for
goilig overboard," Watson said
Iii the Blazers' pre-Christmas
celebration just before they
Sit-Uplecer.
_took ti the road for what would
IDAHO FALLS, Idaho AP)
be demollUoris vy-aw-Aeros
and Crusaders. "The two losses — An 8-year-old boy will- atwere the result of that party.'! tempt to break the world's
Danny Lawson, with three record for situps Saturday.
Richard Knecht, who says he
has already broken the record
unofficially on two other occasions, is aiming for 25,000 situps, in a 10-hour period starting
at 10 a.m. in the Idaho Falls
High School gymnasium.
The current record is 17,000
set by a 30-year-old U.S.. Marine captain IR seven hour', 27
Young Knecht, claim&
to have done 25,017 in nine
hours and 21 minutes in an unatteiiipt three weeks
ago.

602
596
576

Three-timer
MINNEAPOLIS-ST PAUL
PI - Tony (His a of the
Minnesnta Twins has non three
%merit-an IA-apse batting titles,

CHRISTMAS ORNAMENTS

REDUCED TO CLEAR

YARN & GIFT SHOP
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High Averages
Men
Dan Jones
Jim Neale
T C Hargrove
Delmar Brewer
yrriari DixonTommy Jones
Charlie Hargrove
Ron Pace_
Women
Patsy N.
Betty Dix
Judy Par r
Shar
nson
Hilde Burket
LaVaughn Latimer
Betty Johnson
Biirlene

186
184
182

f7fr
174
173
171
170
165
150
147
146
146
144
139
139'

goals, and Andre Lacroix, with
a goal and three assists, did the'
"going iiverb-bard" for Philly
against the Fighting Saints,
who fell six points back of
front-running Winnipeg. The
Blazers trail fifth-place Ottawa
by seven points.
The Raiders edged within a
point of second-place Cleveland
in the East as Norm Ferguson
scored twice and goalie Pete
Donnelly turned aside 41 shots
by the Nordiques.
The Jets outshot Chicago 4717 but didn't manage their
game-winner until Jean-Guy
Gratton blasted a close-in
tiebreaker home at 8:17 of the
second period to wreck a heroic
effort by Cougars' netniinder
Jim McLeod.
Keke Mortson's goal just 5',
minutes from the end of the
third period boosted the Aeros
into their tie with Ottawa, then
goalie Dort McLeod preserved it
by stopping the Nationals' Jack
Gibson on a breakaway in the
final minute of overtime.

John Pont, former Indiana
University head football coach.
gathers his thoughts at press
conference after it was announced he will be the new head
football coach at Northwestern
University at Evanston, Ill.
i AP Wirephotoi

The Cincinnati Reds failed to
score a run in 13 innings during
which their leadoff man
reached base
Jim Hunter of the Oakland
A's came closest to pitching a
complete game in the 1972
World Series. Rollie Fingers
was called on to get the last out
in Hunter's 2-1 victory in the
second game,—

Kentucky Continues Win
Streak Over Pacer Team

Bowling,
Standings
Thursday Couples

Bowling League
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High Team Game (MC)
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Series
High
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Red Birds
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who made a trio of three-point Night Owls
goals, and then turned back a
High *rid. Game (SC)
Men
MONTGOMERY, Ala. (AP) late Memphis rally that saw
235
Delmar Brewer
— The South is depending on the Tains take the final period Jim Hargrove
215
212
the nation's total offense leader 38-24.
Ron Pace
Women
Rich Jones scored 30 points
to help it extend its series lead
Patsy Neale
209
-in the annual Blue-Gray foot- fiir Dallas but the Chaps Patsy Neale
191
186
needed four free throws by Joe Betty Dixon
bargaine here tonight.
High Ind. Game 04E1
By the same token, the North Hamilton in the final 17 seconds
Men
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will use the Ni, 2 total offense to hold off Virginia. Julius Er- Jim Hargrove
Brewer
251
leader in the nation to help it sing topped the Squires with 28 Delmar
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Bobby Campbell
better its position in the series points.
Women
Patsy Neale
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which shows the South leading
Debbie Coleman
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18-14-1.
Betty Dixon
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High Ind. Series (SC)
Kick If for the televised clash
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between the college all-stars
Delmar Brewer
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Lyman Dixon
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Wornen
The Blues, except for a 6-6 tie
Patsy Neale
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in 1969, have beea_on the short
Betty Dixon
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Debbie
Coleman
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end if the score for the last
High Ind. Series (NC)
four years. The South won last By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Men
Delmar Brewer
649
year's game 9-0.
East
Jim Hargrove
625
Virginia Tech quarterback Wis-Milwaukee 80, LIU 69
Lyman Dixon
606
Don Strock will call the signals
South
Marvin Burket
606
Women
for the Grays. He led the nation Memphis St. 96. Cornell 64
Patsy Neale
663
in passing and total offense,
Tournaments
Betty Dixon
627
620
connecting on 228 of 427 passes ECAC Holiday Festival. New Debbie Coleman
High Averages
for 3,243 yards.
York
Men
Utah State quarterback Tony
First Round
185
Jim Neale
Adams, who was second in the St. John's, N.Y. 112, Grambling Dan Jones
185
T C. Hargrove
nation in total offense, pilots 86
178
Delmar Brewer
the Blue squad. He passed for Manhattan 73, North Caro. A&T Lyman Dixon
173
171
Charlie Hargrove
2,787 yards and 22 touchdowns.
61
171
Ron Pace
Blue Coach Vince Gibson of
Quarter-finals
Women
Kansas State and Gray Coach Mich. 88, Boston Col. 70
Patsy Neale
166
Charlie Coffey if Virginia Tech So Carolina 80, Villanova 64
say their strategy will be to
Gator Bowl
ISO
Betty Dixon
149
Sharon Johnson
•'throw- the football."
First Round
147
Judy Parker
Among the corps of receivers Jacksonville 66, Miami 59
145
Hilde Burket
144
for the North are Tom Forzani Rutgers 81, Florida 79, over- La Vaughn Latimer
140
Betty Johnson
of Utah State, who led the na- time
tion with 85 receptions, and the
top receiver in the Big Eight,
John Goerger of Kansas State.
cE
Mike Burnop and Craig VaGuaranteed Mufflers at Economy Prices!
lentine If VP!, Dave Sullivan of
Virginia and Jim Hodge of Ar7th & Maple St.
Phone 753-9999
kansas are in the Rebel receiving-init.
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Pistons Down Milwaukee For Second Trojans Twelve Point
Straight Time, 112-105 Last Night
Favorites In Rose Bowl
1
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By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The Detroit Pistons and
Cleveland Cavaliers aren't goanywhere in the National
Basketball . Association and
they're doing their best to bring
the Milwaukee Bucks and Atlanta Hawks down to their levjo
el.
With Stu Lantz scoring eight
of his 37 points in the chasing
minutes Tuesday night, the Pistons, cellar-dwellers in the Midwest Divishaii, beat first-place
Milwaukee liar the second tittle
in a row 112-105, the first time
they'ie nianaged that feat
since Kareein Abdul-Jabbar
joined the Bucks in 1969-70.
Meanwhile, the Cavaliers,
with one of the worst records in
the league, snapped Atlanta's
five-game winning streak, beating the Hawks for the second
time in three meetings 115-96
and knocking them out of a virtual tie with Baltimore for first
place in the Central Division.
Elsewhere,. Boston turned
back New York 115-106, Baltimore trounced Buffalo 121-104,
Chicago whipped Kansas CityOmaha 117-103, Houston shaded
Phoenix 113-110, Los Angeles
crushed Portland 116-92 and
Seattle edged Golden State 9795.
American Basketball Association scores: Dallas 131, Virginia 126; Kentucky 129, Indiana 120; Utah 119, Memphis
112; Denver 103, San Diego 101.
Cleveland, which had lost its
last nine games, outrebounded
the Hawks 65-41 while the
Cleveland backcourt duo of
Austin Carr and Lenny Wilkens
combined for 50 points, 26 for
Carr. Lou Hudson led the
Hawks with 27.
Detroit's- Lantz took over
after the Pistons blew an 11
point lead in the final period
and trailed 103-102. He made
two baskets and four free
throws to pace the Pistons' late
drive. Abdul-Jabbar had 32
points for the Bucks but it
wasn't enough to preserve their
seven-gaine winning streak, a
streak which started following
their last loss to the Pistons on
Dec. 9.
, Dave Cowens scored 39 points
and John Havlicek 31 in Boston's win over New York,
which boosted the Celtics' Atlantic Division lead over the
Knicks to 212 games. Walt Frazier had 29 for the losers.
A run of 13 straight points in
the third period shot Baltimore
from a shaky 54-50 lead against
Buffalo to a commanding 67-50
spread. Mike Riordan paced
the Bullets with 23 points white
Buffalo's Elinore Smith took
game honors with 25.
Chicago, in front by only
three points at halftime, pulled
away from KC-Omaha with a
33-22 third quarter as Garfield
Heard and Bob Love combined
for 20 of the 33 points. Love finished with 30 points and Heard
with 25.

f

27
27 .

27'
28
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2124
1977
1853
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2406
2324
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insure their victory over Phoenix. Charlie Scott of the Suns
led all scorers with 32 points.
Spencer Haywood scored five
of his 42 poinnts in the final
Rudy.ToiojainiVicli scored 31 minute to spark Seattle past
P-oints Ilia- Houston and Mike Golden State, ending the SonNewlin added 24 but the Rock- les' 13-, ante road losing streak.
ets netded Otto Moore's free Nate Thurmond led the Warthrow Uith six seconds left to in'is with 25 [saints.

Los Ahgeles beat the Trail
Blazers for the 14th straight
time as 'Gail Goodrich led the
way with 25 points.

Wolverines R un Boston
Off Floor Tuesday Night
By KEN RAPPOPORT
Associated Press Sports Writer
NEW YORK AP) - The
Michigan Wolverines are in a
field of 10 Holiday Festival basketball teams, but seemingly in
a class all by theniselves.
"Their starting team is as
good as any starting unit in the
country," says Boston College
Coach Bob Zuffelato. "It's going to take a great effort to
beat them in this tourney."
The Wolverines displayed
sonic of that strength and practically ran Boston College out
o of Madison Square Garden with
an 88-20 victory Tuesday night.
Wit% their success in Tuesday
night's quarterfinals, the Big
Ten club raced into the semifinals of this 21st annual event.
They'll play Thursday night
against the winner of today's
St. John's-Tennessee ga
South Carolina, another of the
leading teams in the Holiday
Festival, also earned a semifinal berth with a 80-64 triumph
over Villanova Tuesday night.
The Gaiiwcocks
will
be
matched in Thursday night's
other semifinal game against
the winner of today's contest
between Niagara and Manhattan.
Because of the enlarged field
this year, some teams were
forced to play extra games
Tuesday afternoon. St. John's
made today's quarterfinals by
bombing Granibling 112-86 and
Manhattan beat North Carolina
A&T 73-61.
The Wolverines, with Campy
Russell scoring 20 points and
Henry Wilmore adding 12,
rolled to a 47-30 halftime lead.
Wilmore finished with 31
points. Russell had 29.
Dave Walker scored 20 points
and Mark Raterink contributed
17 and 12 rebounds to the Botin attack.
In Tuesday night's second
game, South Carolina's Alexander English, who scored 23
points and collected 13
rebounds, was one of the key
rookies for the Gamecocks, who
had as lawny as three freshman
ow the floor at the same time.
Tom Ingles
paced Villanova
with 22.- --•'
Bill Schaeffer scored 40
points to lead St. John's while
Mike Moore was Manhattan's
big gun with 19.

Elsewhere Tuesday, Rutgers
edged Florida 81-79 in overtime
and .Ncksonville downed
Miami, Ohio 66-59 in the open1.011114i (af the Gator Bowl
turney at Jacksonville, Fla.
Iii other inajnr games, Memphis State routed Cornell 90-64
and Wisionnsin-Milwaukee beat
Lorig Island University 80-69.
Rutgers earned the right to
.11 wet JacItsdanville for the Gator
Bowl title tonight, nipping Florida on Steve DiPeri's rebound
basket with eight seconds remaining in overtime. John SOtnogyi led Rutgers with 25
points, while Florida's Tony
Miller took game scoring honors with 31 points.
Butch Taylor paced Jacksonville's victory with 20 points.
Phil Lumpkin topped Miami,
Ohio with 14 points.
Larry Finch's career high 35
paints helped Memphis State
win its ftaurth consecutive
game. Finch got hot during a
three-icinute stretch late in the
first period, sinking five
straight shots.
Harold Lee's 25 points and
Mark Ewing's 20 keyed Wisconsin-Milwaukee's triumph (over
LIU. Fred Gibson had 28 points
I ar the losers.

PASADENA, Calif. AP) How good are the Southern California Trojans, the nation's
1.y-ranked college football
lean)?
Their coach, Jim
Mettar;--saiii--Tuesday: "The
0.J. Simpson team of 1968 had
stme good athletes but there
were some athletes on that
Wain who wowld not suit up on
this team."
Otherwise, rival Rose Bowl
it.'S
McKay and Woody
Hayes aaf Ohio State reiterated
superlatives at the annual
Southern California Fontball
Writers Associatioan pre-Rose
11 sal luncheon.
Speed of the 11-0 Trojan team
a ala primary topic.
.••It has a lot of speed," said
McKay oaf his team, and for the
umpteenth time he judged
-Dais is the greatest leant I've
had at USC."
The 1968 Simpson-led Trojans

By DENNE H. FREEMAN. bangliaarris more trouble than
Associated Press Sports Writer any other formation.
DALLAS (AP) - Texas de"It shouldn't be that way befensive coach Mike Campbell
says he doesn't know why, but cause we look at the offense evWishbone (affenses give the ery day," says Campbell, who

East Squad Browns Rehire
Picked For Coach Skorich
Hockey Game

CLEVELAND AP) - The
Cleveland Browns have rehired
head Coach Nick Skorich with a
three-year contract extending
through the 1975 football seasaw.
"I expect the entire staff to
be back, and we can concentrate (an getting the job done,"
Skaarich said Tuesday. "Having
a contract of this length is helpful in dealing with players.
"4“ very happy with both
the IlItiancial arrangements and
the length of the contract."'

charge of stopping Alabama's high-powered Wishbone
in the 37th Cotton &awl New
Year's Day.
Campbell says Ira iii the films
lie has seen of the Crimson
Tide Wishbone, it's a potent
bulldozer with an excellent
pass-and-run _quarterback in
Terry Davis.
"Davis reminds me a hat of
Eddie Pliillips and Jailies
Street, whin ran\our Wishbone
ta perfectiwi," Caitipbell says.
"Only Davis probably can pass
better than either James or Eddie. Alabama can throw the
ball, but they really dun't runtheir Wishbone much different,
than we do."
The Wishbone as tuaw used in
college football originated at
Texas under Cnach Darrell
Royal and former assistant
Emory Ballard, now head
coach at Texas A&M.
Alabama Coach Paul Bryant,
after extensive talks with Royal, switched to the offense in
1970. The. Crimson Tide opened
with a victory over Southern
California and have only lost
twice since-to Nebraska in the
Orange Bowl and to Auburn in
the last game of this regular
season.
Teas has compiled a 9-1 season record and its fifth consecutive Southwest Conference
title. The Longhorns intercepted 21 passes, with Tommy
Keel leading the team with
four.
Alabama is ranked fourth
and owns a 10-1 record as it enters its 26th bowl appearanceits 14th straight since Bryant
became coach. Alabama is 1210-3 in bowl games.
Texas, making its 20th postseason appearance, is 11-5-2.
The Longhorns are 5-0-1
against Alabama. A Bryantcoached team has never beaten
a Royal-tutored outfit. Bryant
is 0-2-1 against Royal.
Is iii

SANTA ANA, Calif. ( API Flaur players were unanimous
choices Tuesday for the East
squad which will face a picked
team from the West Jan. 6 in
the World Hockey Association's
first All-Star game at Quebec
City.
They are Toni Webster of
New England, Gerry- Cheevers
of Cleveland, J. C. Treniblay of
Skorich, an assistant Browns
Quebec and Ron Ward of New
York. Twenty-one players were coach since 1964, was named
head coach in 1971 after Blanselected.
The West squad will be an- hall Collier retired. In two seasons, he has stretched his
nul unced Thursday.
mained, when Nick I.ibett took
Jack Kelley of New England record to 19 victories and nine
a pasS frnin Marcel Dionne and
Will coach the East and Bobby defeats. •
During his professional footrammed home the tying goal
Hull will share coaching duties
Ii the Red Wings.
with Nick Mickoski for the ball career, he played as a
• guard for the Pittsburgh SteelWest.
Gary L. Davidson, WHA pres- ers.
ident, announced the itiakeup of
Skorich spearheaded the
the East team which will inBrown's metamorphosis this
clude:
year from a near-patsy to a
First team: Garry Jarrett,DANVILLE:, Ky. a AP)-Two
-title contender. After losing six
states and three conferences Cleveland, Ward and Webster, straight exhibition games and
will be represented by the four forwards; Paul Schinyr, Cleve- three out of five regular season
teams clashing Thursday and land, and Tremblay, defense; games,the Browns roared back
Friday in Centre's fourth an- Cheevers,
with a. six-gaine winning
Second teaiii: Wayne Carlenual
basketball
holiday
streak, finishing with a 10-4
ton
and
'inn
both
of
OtCliinie,
ta ournament.
record for the season.
The teams are Centre, of the tawa, and Danny Lawson,
The Bra awns took the National
College Athletic Conference; Philadelphia, forwards; Rick Football Conference "wild
Ley
and
both
Jim
of
Dorey,
Berea, of the Kentucky Intercard" berth, but the team lost
alallegiate Athletic Conference; New England, defense; Al its playoff match with the
Smith,
New
England,
goalie.
Belinotit of Nashville and
Miami Dolphins last weekend,
Third tealli: Bobby Sheehan,
Tennessee Wesleyan at Athens.
20-14.
York, John
The two Tennessee teams are New
and
in the Volunteer State Athletic McKenzie,Philadelphia,
PRILIMMOIIM AJOIPUSFURIIMPIAIISPIMPAIRSIPMINAMII/OPYIS
Pinder. Cleveland, for-

Montreal Skates To
Easy Win Over Blues

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Jean-Guy Talbot, who spend
a dozen yews with Montreal
before switching to St. Ennis
Me seasons ago, probabh
wished, for a few moments
Tuesday night, that he could
lace again be wearing the unifiartia iaf the Canadiens.
Instead, he had to wear the
disgruntled look of a loSing
(%oach-which is exactly what
he was as Montreal skated
ar.ound and over his Blues for a
4-1 victory, their fife straight
triumph.
f'
In the only other NI-11.- gaines,
Tannahill broke loose for
three goals to lead the Vancouver Canucks past California 4-3
and Detroit tied Pittsburgh 1-1.
In World Hockey Association
play, Houston and Ottawa tied
3-3, New York topped Quebec 52. Philadelphia whipped Minnesota 6-2 and Winnipeg edged
Chicago 3-2.
Ken Dryden turned aside 35
shots for his 18th victory of the
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS year as the Canadiens wide
their East Division lead aa
Football
idle Boston to three poin
CLEVELAND - Cleveland
Only former teammate Phil
Browns Coach Nick Skorich
Roberta, managed to beat hint,
was given a three-year contract, extending through the scoring liar the Blues at 6:36 of
the third period.
1975 National Football - League
That cut Montreal's lead to 3season.
1 but Jacques Lemaire collect.•
Horse Racing
ed Ins second goal of the night
PHILADELPHIA - Loyal and 29th of
the season just 16
Subject, $7.20, survived a foul seconds later
for the final cushclaim to win the Penllyn Purse iian.
by a neck over Miss Bee Hope
Tannahill scored his 10th,
at Liberty Bell.
MIAMI-Shane's Price, $3.80, 11th and 12th goals of the year
aim by a length -in the seven- for the Canucks to overshadow
furlong feature at Calder Race a two-goal performance by the
Golden Seals' Ted MacAneeley.
Ca aurse.
Al McDnuough scored -forLAUREL, Md.-Target,$4.20,
rallied in the stretch to capture Pittsburgh just 22 seconds into
the feature at" Laurel Race the game, then the Penguins
clung to the lead until 6:30 reCourse.

Sports
In Brief

lost only- a dice
a Ohio State 2716 in the Rose Bowl.
Of the Trojans' speed, Hayes
said, "Na question about it.
They are faster than Michigan,
faster than we are, faster than
.myb,ody."
The Buckeye squad, 9-1 and
ranked No. 3 in the nation, is
oa.•t the best Ohio State team
wider Hayes. He said his Rose
Rout team of (lc; years ago-a
27-17 low,- to Stanford-is more
....iiiparable to the 1972 Trojans.
Ohio State this year doesn't
have the big name players,
'well as Rex Kern, John Brockmetal' and Jack Tatum, Hayes
(laded.
Tlie
Trojans
are
two
taauclid(Akon favtarites.
"We Nape to go out there and
play well enough tn win. If we
Ion')," he joked, "we'll have to
t:oo into the lockerroom and
think of some excuses."

Texas To Meet Alabama In 37th
Annual Cotton Bowl On Monday

Centre To
Begin Tourney

0.11feretice.

Centre and Belmont face off
at 7 p.m. Thursday, and Berea
and Tennessee Wesleyan nieet
at 9 p.m.
aTIlt• Ansel!, play Riot. 4641-4
place at 7 p.ilL Friday, with the
championship canniest at 9 pH.
Behinatit's 4-5 record, including a 75-63 win over
Tennessee Wesleyan, iiitikes it
a slight favorite.
Host Centre is 2-4, with a recent 97-61 romp over Maryville.
Tennessee Wesleyan has won
two and lost seven against
teams including Murray, Kentucky State and TennesseeChattanimaga. Tennessee Wesleyan won the Centre Tourney
last year, defeating Centre 80/7 and Berea 70-68.
Berea, with a 2-6 mark, has
improved in its last two games,
with a 65-60 win over Oakland
City and a 69-61 last-minute
loss no Union.

halm Hanna, Cleveland,
Block, New York, defense:
Serge Aubry. Quebec, goalie.
FouriETTward line: Larry
Pleau,• :skew England; DAichel
Pariieau, Quebec, and Norm
Ferotis,on, Nett' Y‘,1-k.
mu

Ken l

Morton Wins
imilAs (API -

,
!HOLIDAY RESTAURANT!

:
1

Aurora, Ky.

REOPENING

2

Dallas
quarterback Craig Morton surged from behind and edged Roger Staubach as "The Most Favorite Cowboy'award winner.
Morton coilipiled 16,601 votes
front the fans in the balloting to
12,761 for Staubach, last year's
mu nailer.
Morttan was the regular season quarterback for Dallas
after Staubach was injured durtrio tlie pre-season. However,
Staubach came off the bench to
throw two touchdowns in a National Conference playoff victory. (aver San Francisc(a.

January 2, 1972
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:
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Serving Your Favorite Foods!!
We Wish to invite All
or Our Customers Back
f

We Will Be Open
the Rest of the Year
THANKS FOR YOUR PATRONAGE!!
IfIllIVIAIIIMIAIWWWW

111 Men's
KNIT PANTS

4

19

PRICE

20 per cent OFF

One Table Men's
WOOL DRESS PANTS

Values to $20.00 Sale $10.99

One Table
PRICE

MEN'S SWEATERS

CHILDREN'S DEPARTMENT
imalir
All Boy's

One Table
Reg. 3.9f.

MEN'S SPORT SHIRTS

k lb
ed lb

One Table
MEN'S DRESS SHIRTS

49c
55c

One Table Men's
KNIT DRESS SHIRTS iteg.,. .99 9 Sale $4.00
Iii
-)All Men's
lining 20 per cen
Zip
out
ALL WEATHER COATS
OFF
Entire Stock
20 per cent OFF'
MEN'S JACKETS

k b 98c
,4

MEN'S SUIT

lb

75c

20 per cent OFF

Reg. $75.00

Sale $ 60.00

Reg. 69.99

Sale

Reg. 59.99

Sale 47.99

lb 79°
Reg. 55.00

You

DRESS.,.PANTS AND
Reg. 14.99 Sale $2.99 .

sale

59.99

MEN'S SPORT COAT

KNIT SHIRTS

RTMENT
ALL LADIES DRESSES
JrurrAliss,es, and Half sizes I/3 OFF
l PRICE
ALL LADIES PURSES

All Girl's
SLACKS. SKIRTS. AND TOPS

ALL LADIES PANT SUITS
One-third OFF'
Jr., Misses, and half sizes

20 per cent OFF

Reg. $55•00

Sale 844.00

Reg. 45.00

Sale 36.00

Reg, 49.99

Sale

:19.99

Reg. 39.99

Sale

31.99

11.1111

ALL COSTUME JEWELRY

Entire Stock Children's

1 2 PRICE

COATS
12 as. thru 14 yrs,

All LADIES SLACKS AND TOPS 20 percent

STAY PRESS SHIRTS
Reg. 13.99 Sale $2.99
ICE

LADIES AND GIRLS DRESS BOOTS

One Table Boy's

14
'

Phone 753-2448

4

BURSHED---NYLON
PAJAMAS

306 Main Street

One-third OFF

One Table Bob's

All ,Jr.& SI
Misses Koff 2
, it;,1St:lecti
mudiFarceeyn
per
JEANS
OFF
All

_SETTLE-WORKMAN

20. per cent OFF'

Sizes 2 thru -14 yrs.

Ladies - ALL WEATHER COATS
20 per cent OFF
Zip out lining

All Ladies

20 per cent
OFF

Sizes 2 thru 7 yrs

&

GOWNS. ROBES
20 per cent OFF

AND

§

I

3
3
3
1
3
g

1

i
i
i
t
t

1
VVVVIIVINVIIIINVIIIIMIAIlig

MEN'S DEPARTMENT

One Table Men-!is
SPORT & DRESS HATS

i

STAY PRESS SHIRTS
Reg. 11.99-Sale 11.59
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Milk forms

Take care of your feet: they must last a lifetime

By SHIRLEY GALLINA
Copley News Service
More than half of the youngsters in the United States
aren't walking around on a
solid footing.
The U.S. Public Health Service in Washington, D.C., estimates that 60 per cent of
American children have foot
problems, and anticipates the
figure will reach 100 per cent
by the year 2000.
Parents worry about their
children's eyes and hearing.
They teach the youngsters to
trush their teeth, comb their
hair and other elements of
good grooming.
But, their concern stops
short at the ankles.
They forget growing feet
will have to carry the entire
weight of the body through a
lifetime of standing, walking
and rimming.
The American Podiatry Association points out that many
adult foot ailments, as well as
other bodily ills, have their
origins in childhood. To have
a good pair of healthy feet for
life, you have to get off an the
right foot to begin 'with.
-It's a good idea for children to be checked by a podiatrist," says Dr . Larry Hazen,
a Los Angeles area podiatrist.
"We look first for the early
detection of foot abnormalities, and we also teach parents proper foot hygiene and
how to cut toenails correctly,"
he adds.
He also cautions parents
never to ignore pigeon toes
toes that point inward,
knock-knees, bowlegs or any
other -gait" abnormality.
"I've had children of 2 and 3
years old that start developing corns caused by short
shoes and socks. If caught
early enough, the problem
should be able to be corrected
without surgery," E. Hazen
says.
"The most common sirgery
for children is for ingrown
nails and for plantar warts,"
he says. "Plantar warts are
caused by a virus, and
usually, the virus gains entry
through a break in the skin.
"'this also occurs in adults,
and you ckpn't have to go barefoot to get the warts," he
adds.
In another case, a 12-yearold boy bumped the inside of
Pus heel on a lawn sprolkler,
which started the development of a bony tumor which
caused him pain," Dr Hazen
recalls.
''After the tumor was surgically removed, the boy was
back on the track team, and
wrestling again."
Even a 7-year-old can show
the beginnings of a bunion.
"You'll probably notice
first that the child is walking
incorrectly. This often can be
corrected by an orthotic device, an external brace that
keeps the foot functioning
without undue stress, this
delaying the surgical correction until after the bony structure of the foot has fully matured," Dr. Hazen says.
He offers other suggestions
to parents that will help get
youngsters off to a good start.
"You begin with the infant,
and give him square-toed
socks which won't curl or constrict his toes," L. Hazen advises, adding that although
they're hard to find, the socks
still are made today, and
usually are found only in children's booteries.
'Preschoolers
require
properly fitted shoes," he
continues. -These children go
through spurts of growth, and
frequent size changes are
necessary. And, children of
any age should never wear
constrictive footgear.
"Don't hand down shoes
from one child to another,"
Dr. Hazen cautions "The old
shoes are molded to a specific
pair of feet, and they no longer carry the supporting ability
of new shoes."
The human foot, consisting
of 26 bones, ligaments,
muscles, blood vessels and
nerves, Is a marvel of biological engineering.

It is subject to more pressure and to more injury than
any other part of the body.
Your two feet have 25 per cent
of your body's bones.
According to the American
Podiatry Association, there

are inure than 200 separate
conditions which can affect
the human feet
"A larger percentage of
women have experienced foot
abnormalities than men, and
part of this is due to the types

ALL FLAVORS OF HAWAIIAN

OZ
CANS

Woman

If you refrigerate fruits in
a plastic bag, make a few
small holes in the bag to proside enttlalion arid let out
some of the (latish:re %%tuck
accumulates.

By CAMILLE HOWL
Ogdensburg Advance
Writer
MACOMB. N.Y.
"In 1959, when I
as DHIA tester,

TOWELS

$

ROLLS
FOR

MA

1

$

LB.

11=$1:1111111
FRESH
PICNICS

LB

WHOLE
SHOULDER

LB

MEDIUM SIZE 13 TO 5 LBS

Pork Spare Ribs

LB

US CHOICE BEEF

Oub Steak

LB

69'
75'
$138

Cube
Steaks

US CHOICE BEEF

Boneless K.C. Steak

L,

US CHOICE BEEF

Boneless Strip Steak LB
FAMILY PAK OF 3 OR MORE

Rib Eye Steaks

LB

Beef
Rib Eye

LB

Semi-Boneless Ham

5119

LB

CLUB

3-LB
CAN

Canoed Ham
MORRELL WHOLE 14 7 LB

Smoked Ham

5219
'269
'249

LB

$389

89'

LB

LEAN TENDER

Smoked Picnics

Lb

QUARTER SLICED

Smoked Ham

LB

COUNTRY CLUB
LB
CAN

Canned Hams

8

59'
$109
$899

FRESH YELLOW a% 29

CORN
TENDER GREEN
BCH

BOSTON LETTUCE. ROMAINE

Endive or Escarole

EACH

FRESH

GREEN
CABBAGE

39'
29'

290

LARGE HEAD

8
Navel Oranges 5
Delicious Apples 5
Green Limes
5
Red Rome
Apples

-LB
BAG

CALIFORNIA

LB
BAG

RED

-LBS
FOR

FRESH

99`
99`
99'
49`

99a
6
LB
BAG

FOR

PLAIN OR IOD

IVORY
SOAP

3 WINGS
3 01

LEAFY

39'
29'

Turnip Greens
Fresh Eggplant

Vienna
KROGER

Mixed Turkey Roast

2-LB
PKG

'429
'289

2-LB
PKG

'2 49

4%-LB
PK C;

SHENANDOAH BONELESS

White Turkey Roast
-SHENANDOAH BONELESS

Mixed Turkey Roast

Rib
Steaks

FRES
'
N WA

Rutabagas
CELLO PAK

Red Radishes
PREMIUM QUALITY

2
3

LBS
6-0Z

PKGS

Idaho Baking Potatoes

59'
29'
49'
5/49

FRFSI1

Orange
Juice

HALF
GAL

1190

Stewing Hens

LB
IN FAMILY PAKS OF 4 OR MORE
20-02

Cornish Hens

EACH

FRYER

Legs

KROGER LI

Chunk T
DUNCAN HI

Cake Mi
BLI.DALE

SHOW
... PI
HEAL

L86
5 tLB 59°

First Cut

1K ROGER

Pork Chops

All-Meat Wieners

Market Made

694
89'

12-0Z

PKG

WILLIAMS WHOLE HOG
PIECE

Pork Sausage

Sausage
LB
GREAT WITH THE BLAGKEYES

Fresh Jowl Meat

LB

MORRELL PRIDE

79`

12-02

Sliced Bacon

LB

PKG

APPROX S-LB PKGS. OF

FAMILY PAK OF COUNTRY STYLE

Ground Beef

Sliced Bacon

79c

PKGS OF
3-LBS OR
MORE,

EXTRA L FAN & JUICY

Fresh Ground Round

99'

LP

NEW' 90°, LEAN'

Ground Turkey

79'

LA

79

LB.

S109

79c

ALI
SEL

LS

39'

LB

FRES SHORE COOKED

Fish Sticks

39,

10-0Z

PKG

sINGLETOWN

FREEZER BONUS BUNDLE
Cut and Freezer WrappedFree.

Cooked Shrimp

5-lbs, Round Steak
5-lbs. Chuck Steak
5-lbs. Rib Steak
5-lbs. Country Club all-beef Hamburger
5 lbs. Center-Cut Rib Pork Chops
5-lbs. Fryer Breast Quarters
2-lbs. Kroger All Meat Wieners
5-lbs. Lean Pork Steak
5-lbs. Fryer Leg Quarters
42-lbs $
of Meat
ALL FOR

Standard Oysters

2995

8 02

PKG

DEL S
2 LB PKG JIFFY MAIN DISH

Entrees

12-02

JAR

Stir TURKtv
SAL.S•Uqv OR
SPAGHETTI ANC, Min,
'•ALLS

99'
'129
5149

CHEESE. SAUSAGE OR HAMBURGER

Jeno's

Pizza

YOUR
CHOICE

ARRI
HAIl

LB

Loin End Chops

JERGI
LOTIC
OF

SPR

U S CHOICE GRADE

TENDERLOIN
OF TROUT

3 MORI

919

Boneless Stew Beef
Boiling Beef

1

JUST 550

U S CHOICE GRADE

FAMILY PAK 3-5-LBS.

AS ¶0. 14

X'ED'

39'
49'
79'

LB

FRESH FROZEN

Tomato

LB

MIXED CHOPS.
LB

Celery Hearts

Turkey Drumsticks

Breast

PORK
LOIN

CALIFORNIA

TURKEY WINGS OR

• r FAMILY PAK OF 3 TO 5 LBS

SLICED QUARTER

GREEN
ONIONS

VSOGER

LB

SHENANDOAH BONELESS

Cu AR AN TEED
FRESH AND
LEAN'
LB

LARGE
EARS

FRESH

Fresh Broccoli

ALL FLAVOR"

Big K Drin
PERSONAL Si

(
-FAMILY PAK OF 3 TO 5-LBS

49

'WHOLE OR HALF,

GLENDALE CRY 0 VAC WHOLE

Corn Flak

LB

(BONELESS VACUUM SEALED

S CHOICE GRADE BEEF

K OGER

Kroger Sa

1130 S50 Ge

Fresh Pork Steaks

COUNTRY

FRYING
CHICKEN

BOSTON
BUTT

LB.

FAMILY PAK 13-LBS OR MORE)

COI
XTRA
EVEI

FAMILY PAK MIXED PARTS

PORK ROAST SALE

Juice Oranges

ER S ATILE—Alloral-embroidered yoke sets off this
versatile smock fashion of
fine-gauge cotton knit. The
Miss Ingenue design can be
worn as a topper for pants or
skirt, or as a mini-dress

predisposed,
genetically
which means you can inherit
the tendency to these conditions, and ill-fitting shoes or
Injury to the foot can hasten
the manifestation of such
problems.

sent of foot problem.s," he
says "But, the predisposition
to the problem probably was
already there."
He says that such abnormalities as bunions, hammertoes and club feet are

Fruit care

FLEECE JUMBO

PUNCH

FLORIDA

1

of shoes they wear," Dr
Hazen says "Men do have
foot problems, but their shoes
give better support and are
more flexible
"Improperly fitted shoes
can aggravate the develop-

Nonfat dry milk is the least
expensive form of milk and is
low in calorie content. Evaporated milk, which is also
more economical than fresh
whole milk, has about the
same number of calories as
whole milk when diluted when
diluted with a equal amount
of water.
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Woman Dairy Herd Tester Samples Workin Man's World of Cows and Computers
•ts

in
a few
to proet out
which

By CAMILLE HOWLAND
Ogdensburg Advance News
Writer

MACOMB. N.Y. 4AP) —
"In 1959, when I started
as DHIA tester, 13,000

pounds of milk was high for a
herd average This year the
high herd average is 17,378
pounds That means there are a
lot of cows going over that The
butterfat has increased by 300
pounds per cow "

Phyllis Turner, the only
woman Dairy Herd Improvement Association tester in St.
Lawrence County, sees the testing program as a very great
management tool.
No matter what business

you're in, you've got to keep
records. These cows are paying
the farmer's bills. He has to
have some idea, feed wise. of
what's going in and what the
results are
Miss Turner knew pretty

one wants I have to work at odd
ends of the day. because of
milking times. There are four
other employes in the county —
1959
I had worked with my fa- all men.''
ther and tested our own herd,"
She noted that at the time she
she said. "It's not a job every: applied to the local board in

I

egmerIII
BLUE BONNET

BANQUET 11-0Z

MARGARINE
LB.

MINI

▪

ra▪ n
M▪ IA

or Your Favorite Soft Drink

IN▪ N

1

FOR

In

VALUABLE KROGER COUPON

COKE, PEPSI

DINNERS
(EXCEPT BEEF.
HAM AND
HADDOCK)

Canton for the job, not many
were in the program. Today it
is a different story.
"I test 1,350 cows in 23 herds
in my district once a month. I
cover only a slice of the county...

much how to test and what
would be expected of her in the
job when she applied for it in

rIM▪ M▪ I
sal
VIM
AND

N▪ i▪ p
SIM

Ina
NM▪ I

ISM

Cartons

I▪M▪ P

Imo

Plus Bottles or
Deposit

ENO
NNE
mier
alma
owl

WITH THIS COUPON AND 13 00 WOENT ION Al.•VNENASI
EXELIJOING TOIMACCO (*NO m1L.It iN TN I It X•1513
JA1.4 2
. LIMIT ONE SU•JEC ITO APEL ,C••LE TAXIS

IIuIIIInhIIIIInnhIuunhIIIuIII
SMITIOnaststMollfw,e,
EXTRA TOP VALUE
STAMPS

A'Mb

ge

WITH THIS COUPON ANO SS 00 A001TiONAL
PLIPICHASt ICXCLUO,NG TOBACCO A300 IN
A0OrTION TO ANY OTHER PUNCNASK
LIMIT OWL SUBJECT TO
TOP
APP.-ea AM a
..r11 •la

PLUS Double Stamps
Every Tues. 11 Wed.

acaust•Ememrs

icor

Il jtffl

Country Oven

PRETZELS
bags$

Aurora Tissue

Big Value

BAG COOKIES
31b3a-gosz 00

K - OGER
12-0Z
BOX

Corn Flakes
ALL FLAVORS OF

28-0Z
BTLS

Big K Drinks
PLAIN OR IODIZED

26-0Z
E3 o

Kroger Salt

24'
19c
9'

2
ROLL
PKG

250
Kroger

PERSONAL SIZE

4

IVORY
SOAP

-BAR
PAK

V.OGER

33c
507.
CAN

Vienna Sausage
KROGER

39'
49'
79'

10-0Z
CAN

Tomato Soup
KROGER LIGHT

6Y2-0Z
CAN

Chunk Tuna
DUNCAN HIMES

41:0Z
1353C ii

Cake Mixes

25'
13'
43'
42/

69c
89c
79`

3

3 LB
iiiitTENIN
G650
CAN

... Plus DISCOUNT PRICED
HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS
3 MORE

FREE" OFFER

JERGENS
LOTION

OUNCES
133

710

PK GS
OF 160

$1

KROGER
1 -LB
JAR.

Mustard
SHOWBOAT COOKED

15-0Z
CAN

Dry Blackeyes
SUNSHINE

10-07
BOX:
.

Crackers
HUNT s

46-0Z,
CAN

Tomato Juice

25`
15'
35'
39'

COUNTRY OVER

BIG K CLUB SODA COLLINS OR
28-0Z
BT LS
KROGER GLASS-PACKED
25-0Z
,JAR,
IS

Cli

nger Ale

Fruit Cocktail

17-0Z
CAN

KROGER

4

Tomato Sauce

2

49

BUSH S REST

6

89`
45`
69`
Si

Cut Green Beans

itier1190

HUNT'S
KETCHUP

KROGER VEGETARIAN OR

Vegetable Soup

1O'1,-OZ
CANS
NABISCO TRISCUIT BACON THINS OR

Chicken-in-a-Mskit

PK G
BUSH S FRESH CROWDERF BLACKEYES OR
15-0Z
CANS
BUSH S BEST
1 -LB
CANS

Purple Hull Peas

4

Bean Pot Beans 5

15-0Z
CANS

BLACKBURN'S REGULAR OR

Waffle Syrup

TOMATOES

4

12-0Z
BT LS

ast

4

156-0Z
CANS
1 -LB
BAG

GRIND IT FRESH'
1 LB
BAG

Spotight Coffee
KROGER WH4TE

Lotion Detergent

KROGER

JUST WONDERFUL

KROGER INSTANT

HAIR
SPRAY

Non-Fat Dry Milk

88`
27/
79'
49`

roc

39`

...z 39,
99,

FIGHT COLDS WITH

LISTERT

KG

OZ
KG

12-0Z
JAR

450
SicBTL

PROTEIN 21

$129

Hair Spray
$
13 oz

EIT
S

itrOONDrI

:
109e
1
r
/
.214141/12Y/Wi
1211111212111112$41/1/12141114121111111 12.
.
l 121
.
1 1212/1i212

•
eelrlinao•Lorl
MAXWELL NOUSE

WITH THIS COUPON THPILI JAN 2 LIMIT
ONE SUIllECT TO APPLICABLE TAXES

7:

Gqa 11,14,141.14141,141,14 /41,11,141,14141,141,141.1,141,141,141.1‘1,1,141,,6.00D
1 r•
f•

III

I

III

821112rItreorri=

Spotlight
Coffee

1 le
SAG

15TH

s2"

THIS COUPON 11150 JAN 2 LIMIT
ONE SLIELIECT TO NPVLICX•LE TAXES

Itrociori

FLAVOR-ST"

Pork 61 Beans

Spray Starch

15 07
CAN

49'

14-0T
SIZE

$169

Peanut Butter

4-LB
JAR

$179

Chili with Beans
Beef Stew

24-02
CAN

57'
65`

Kroger Cheese Bits

I

LB
CANS

KROGER zIPs II -LEI 1.0R
24-0Z

10-07
PK G

39'
Van& Wafers
29' wite new
SANDWICH BSA Funk &Wagnalls
encyclopedia.
BREADS
c)fJer Ends January 6 49(

BIG VALUE

13-01
BAG

MEL 0 SOFT GIANT

KROGER
SHERBET

HALF
GAL

KROGER COLBY

Longhorn Cheese

59c
10-0Z

oKG

KROGER AmE RICAN SINGLES

Cheese Food SlicesP1< G Z
GARL IC

GREEN GODDESS OR ONION
8-02
CT N

Kraft Teez Dip
WOW

694
79`
45'

VARIETY P A K
PK G
OF 12

Frozen Novelties

Cheese
Spread

W0l05111 I LS
Me.aml111.1.sipsiery

iEs
,
4::,
Z

All

BROWN'N

Twin or Flake Rolls

3

REGULAR RYE LOAF- OR

Bismark Rye Bread

3

8-07
CTN

99`

89`
$1

LOAVES

RAISIN OR FIESTA KUCHEN

Danish Pastry

(
-WIENER ROLLS OR

Sandwich dh
Buns

3

1202
PKGS

9-02

EVER FRESH

Frozen Donuts

14-02
P.'

KROGER FROZEN
I 6 0Z
EACH

Homestyle Donuts

Pizza Snack Tray

00Z

79`
49'

Mackeye Peas

10-02
PKG

WELCH'S FROZEN

Grape Juice

6-0Z
CAN

89'
59'
27`
25'

C
-.\\(
- REAM OF CHICKEN. CHICKEN NOODLE
OR CREAM OF MUSHROOM

00

Kroger
Soups

6

10Y,OZ
CANS

"Pruning helps to rejuvenate
older plants and encourages
vigorous new young stems to
take their place," adds Pointer
"Pruning helps to maintain or
develop a desired size or form
and helps to produce more or
better flowers and fruit"
When should pruning be
done'"Prune those shrubs that
flower at the end of their bloom
period," says the specialist
"For example, prune Forsythia
in late April or early May
Prune shrubs that are used
primarily for their fruit, such as
Nandinas, in early March after
you hav,e enjoyed the fruit and
before growth starts Prune
evergreens any time hut do the
major pruning in the winter "

HIRE
A VETERAN.
HIRE
EXPERIENCE.
a veteran construction
worker,
a veteran electrician,
a veteran cook,
a veteran mechanic,
a veteran administrator,
a veteran medical
specialist,
a veteran programmer,
a veteran policeman.

1*11

JENO'S FROZEN

DOZ
FOR

KROGER

(KROGER HOMESTYLE PIMENTO

09

79c

WI,. TN'S
OlJPON E111,1 IAN 2
Ant E T
ONE SI-OBJE , E TO AP,

14

KROGER

39`

KROGER

,T BALLS

BURGER

02 ,

Premium Dux
& Glass

49
17 OZ

3%S -OZ
GLASS

KROGER HEARTY

ALKASELTZER

ITIVErSIDNKIzelm
GIANT 5121 12 Le

HOME PRIDE

Grape Jelly
13-07490
CAN

III) •"'

Instant Coffee r.:z $ 139

KROGER DRY

Blackeye Peas

39;

1-1b. box

"

32 OZ
BTL
11 73c
!
)
ii‘
IN
D I:
R
ri
R
Di
DE
A

ZIPS

19/
35`
29'
89`
29`

Apple Sauce

AVONDALE

POTATO

RYER

us

GALA ASSORTED

Family Napkins

Prune Plants
Only When
Necessary
If you have no good reason for
pruning a plant, put the tools
away without using them.
"The purpose of pruning is to
remove unwanted growth.'
explains James L Pointer.
University
of
Tennessee
assistant professor of ornamental horticulture and
landscape design.
"Prune to remove dead wood
or winter-killed growth."
continues Pointer "Pruning
helps to balance the amount of
top or branch on a plant with the
amount of root system at the
time of transplanting. This is
especially true with rose bushes
or other trees and shrubs moved
with hare roots "
The specialist also notes that
pruning is needed to remove
parts of plants that are injured
seriously by diseases or insects
and to repair injuries to the
plant caused by weather conditions such as storms.

1 00

3

COMPARE THESE
XTRA LOW DISCOUNT
EVERYDAY PRICES!

She travels an average of 700
miles a month. taking samples.
going three times a week to
meet the refrigerator truck
which takes the samples to tho'
New York Dairy Herd Improve
ment Corp headquarters m 1th
aca for analysis
In addition to milk Neigh'
and butterfat sample ot each
herd, the program records all
data on each cow by. IBM COW
puter Freshening dates. breed
ing dates. etc are all at thc
farmer's fingertips for reference. In the owner-sampler pro
gram. the farmer keeps all the
records and the tester merels
checks the sheets to be sure
everything is filled out,
"Of course, what the farmer
does with the information is the
important thing' Miss Turner
points out "But he is on the
progrm to improve his herd
and the data will help him to do
that
DHIA regional meetings arc .
held regularly for seminars
dinners, awards. etc. A recent
county meeting distributed
DHIA awards.
"I Was quite proud of the fact
that one of the farm s I test had
the highest record in the cm ner
sampler category. over 50
cows,.• Miss Turner said

For help in hiring veterans,
contact your local office of
the State Employment Service; for on-the-job training
information, see your local
Veterans Administration
office

DON'T FORGET.
HIRE THE VET!
THE NATIONAL COMMITTEE
JOBS FOR VETERANS
the pub
1,1 good by Iluy Ad.TTiI3g COunc,1
ond
mpg,
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Britons .
fancy up
gambling

A.T H Opit

State Commission Adopts Bicentennial Medallion

LONDON a P11 -- Europeans tend to pick up American
ideas but there is one they have
been resisting for nearly 40
years—the game of dice.
Monte Carlo sent a team over
before the war to study this
American phenomenon as a
possible tourist lure. But the
mystic words -snake eyes**—or
"sock ice-, as the French
croupiers tended to pronounce
it—excited only the curiousitv
of Europeans. not
their
wagering instincts.
Now that London has
become the gambling capital of
Europe still another big effort is
under way to persuade Britons
and continentals that dice is just
as pleasant a way of winning kir
losingl as roulette, blackjack.
baccarat and the rest.
e•re not unhappy with the
enough
results—we
get
Americans to keep our dice
tables busv.- said Alex
Alexander. "ifs simply that we
feel Europeans would like it just
as much if they gave it a
chance."
Alexander runs the biggest
dice table in Europe at the
Hertford Club and one of the
biggest baccarat games at the
Ladbroke Club, two of the lush
casinos that are keeping the
British—among the bettingest
people in Europe—at home.
He is an official of Ladbroke•s, a huge gambling
combine which controls casinos
and hundreds of legal betting
shops in Britain and has
diversified into hotels and
leisure activities in several
countries.
Social gambling
-Moat of the gambling in
Britain is nosy social gambling,- Alexander said. -Leas
than two per cent of our players
are hard core. For the rest it's
an evening out. The casinos are
..trictly supervised under the
Gaming Act, food is good, the
surroundings pleasant.
"And the bets are graduated
for all purses. You can play in
most places for as little as 25
pence 460 cents) on the roulette
wheel or blackjack table and
wager as high as I.000 pounds
42,4001 on, say, baccarat."
Alexander said the biggest
gamblers in British casinos are
Americans and Arabs, with the
Italians, French. Germans and
Dutch some distance behind.

FRANKFORT, Ky.—The
Kentucky Historical Events
Celebration commission has
adopted an official medallion
for the state's 1974-76 bicentennial celebrations, according
to Charles J. Helhnann, the

commission's executive
director,
The front side of the medal
was designed by C. Thomas
Vantreese, Jr., of Lexington, a
materials specialist and senior

YOU AND
THE DRAFT
BY

L. DAVIDSON

COLONEL TAYLOR

FRANKFORT, Ky.-1n the
waning days of the calendar
year, it is not unusual to receive
letters front "draft" registrants
wanting to know their chances
of being "drafted,' in the
coming year. Correspondence
of this type was received during
the week front a young man who
we shall identify as Barney.
The crux of his letter was that
he was born on Sept. 4, 1952,
Iiittery number 32, reclassified
1-A on Dec. 5, 1972.
With these basic facts, under
current instructions this is what
will happen. Having a low
lottery number which had been
reached In the year 1972 and not
being available for induction at
the time his lottery number was
reached, Barney will go into the
_Extended Priority Selection
Group on Jan. 1, 1973.
Since the Department of
Defense did not issue a "draft"
call for Jan. 1973, and the
ground rules require that a
young man must be given at
least 30 days before being ordered to report for induction,
Barney's future "draft" status
can be pretty well determined
(in the following assumptions. If
a call is issued for February and
it is necessary to order all men
in the Extended Priority
Selection Group for induction,
Barney can anticipate being
"drafted", provided he is found
acceptable at the time of induction processing.
Should calls for February and

March be issued by the
Department of Defense.and it is
not necessary to issue induction
notices to all young men in the
Extended Priority Selection
Group with a lottery number
below 32 to meet these calls.
Barney will be "home safe". In
other words, if Barney does not
receive a Notice of Induction on
or before Feb. 27, 1973, he will
be eligible for consideration for
a reduced priority selection
group since he will have been in
the Extended Priority Selection
Group for over 90 days.
Extended Priority Selection
and vulnerability for service is
best understood on an indiviaual basis; therefore, we
could strongly recommend
young men born in the year
1952, with low lottery numbers
that have been reached, to keep
in contact with their local board
and direct their questions to the
board until they become eligible
to be removed into a reduced
priority selection group.
This does not apply to "draft"
registrants born in the year
1953. Their year of prime exposure begins on January 1,
1973.
Delaware is nicknamed
"The First State" because it
was the first to ratify the
Federal Constitution on Dec. 7,
1787.
Paint, sprayed on or applied
with a brush, can give a lift to
the most tired furniture or the
cheapest unfinished or wicker
pieces.

artist for vocational education
at the University of Kentucky.
The design won Vantreese a
first prize (there were 177 entries for the Kentucky medal) in
the National Bicentennial
Medal Design Competition
sponsored by the Franklin Mint.
The Kentucky medal will be
issued by the Franklin Mint as
part of a complete set of 50
Bicentennial medals to COMI I leiliorate the upcoming 200th
anniversary of the United
States, according to Hellniann.
In the medal design, Vantreese combined what Kentuckiwans have always been
proud of: their state's pioneers,
race horses, crops, natural
resources and bright Kentucky
sunshine. The crops and

resources are represented by
tobacco. The goldenrod is the
state flower. The hills, valleys
and streaitis convey the natural
beauty of the state.
The reverse side of the medal
conains the Seal of the Commonwealth. The lettering
"Official Medalliun—Kentucky
Bicentennial Celebrations 197476", will be edgeniarked on the
flat surface of the circumference of the medal.
"Plans for the sale of the
individual Kentucky medals
will be announced later in 1973,"
Hellmann said. "The comntission believes that the sale of
the bicentennial medal will help
spread the spirit of the 1974 and
1976 Bicentennials across the
state."
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MEDALLION ADOPTED-The official medallion for Kentucky's 1974-76
bicentennial celebrations has been adapted by the state's Historical Events
Celebration Commission. The front side (left) was designed byC. Thomas
Vantreese of Lexington and the reverse side contains the Seal of the
Commonwealth. The medal will be issued by the Franklin Mint as part of a
complete set of 50 Bicentennial medals, commemorating the upcoming
200th anniversary of the United States.
HOLIDAY
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BLACK & WHITE TV

WE'VE GOT
THEM ALL!

A Size and Shape for Anyone's Needs!
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prerecorded
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HOLIDAY OFFERING—A delicious rum mixture is molded around
red
maraschino cherries complete with stems.

Cherry Rum Balls Come
By CECILY BROWNSTONE
Associated Press Food Editor
Browsing among our collection of cookbooks, we found a
delightful Christmas and New
Year offering — Cherry Rum
Balls. This recipe comes from
the Acadian Bi-centennial Cook
Book, published in 1955 by The
Louisiana Acadian Handicraft
Museum in Jennings, La.
These Cherry Rum Balls, if
refrigerated, may be stored for
weeks and weeks so they can be
made ahead of holiday time.
Because they are centered with
red maraschino cherries complete with stems they are amusing as well as deliciously attractive Here is our adaptation
of the recipe.

cocoa; stir in nuts, then corn
syrup. Stir in just enough rum
to hold mixture together, mixing well
Form mixture into a long roll
about 1 1/2 inches in diameter.
Cut into slices (40 to 481 'to
equal the number of cherries.
Press each slice around a cherey. leaving stem exposed. Roll
each ball in one of the coatings
— if using confectioners sugar,
apply just before serving.
Store in a covered container,
with wax paper between layers.
in refrigerator. Keeps for
weeks. In serving, flatten bottoms so the stems of the Cherry
Rum Balls can stand straight
up.
Makes about 4 dozen.

CHERRY RUM BALLS
jar (8 ounces) and 1 jar 4
ounces) red maraschino
cherries with stems
2 cups finely crushed vanilla
wafer crumbs
2 tablespoons unsweetened
I

COCOa

1 cup finely chopped nuts
1/2 cup light corn syrup
3 to 4 tablespoons light or dark
(80 proof I rum
Coatings flaked coconut, finely
chopped walnuts, grated
(medium-fine) semi-sweet
chocolate squares or confectioners' sugar
Drain cherries — syrup may
be used in cold fruit beverages.
In a medium mixing bowl stir
together the wafer crumbs and

By MARY CAMPBELL
AP Newsteateres Writer
NEW YORK (AP) —
When Joan Sutherland sings
at an opera house, she
tells the management that her
husband, Richard Bonynge. is
to be hired to conduct for her..
Their son spends most of his,
year in a boarding high school
in Switzerland, but at least this
keeps Mr. and Mrs. Bonynge in
the same place at the same
time.
Marilyn Horne, who opened
the Metropolitan - Opera this
year in the title role of "Carmen." also is married to a conductor, Henry Lewis, of the
New Jersey Symphony. They
live in Orange, N.J , with their
little daughter, within automobile commuting distance of
his work in Newark and hers in
New York.
But what does a young couple
do, a soprano married to a conductor, without a home opera
house and home orchestra nearby and without the clout to insist that the other be hired too,
when they're trying to gain recognition by accepting engagements all over the world and
trying to build a marriage?
Well, Carole Farley. 25. and
Jose Serebrier, 33, marked
their third wedding anniversary
on March 29 She was in Brussels singing and he was in Istanbul conducting
They both live, she says, by a
few guidelines. Plan ahead.
Turn some engagements down
so you can be together. When
•••

you re apart, phone And grit
your teeth and say nothing
when you're locked into winter
and your spouse is putting bathing gear in the suitcase along
isith the music score.
"It's difficult, but it's possible if each person is willing to
give a little bit," says the pretty, blonde Miss Farley. who
was runner-up one year in the
national Junior Miss Pageant.
"Sometimes it turns out that
I have to turn down some engagements to be with my hushand. And other times he has to
do the same. And other times it
works out that we can perform
together.
"By doing a lot of advance
planning, we don't have to be
separated for very long periods
of time. A week or two isn't
bad. But if it goes into months.
it is bad. We don't want the sort
of relationship where we're
waving to each other across the
ocean."
When Miss Farley and Serebrier got married, they had a
week's honeymoon in Bermuda,
then she sang her New York
concert debut. then she kept
commitments to sing opera in
Madrid and Austria, keeping
her in Europe for six. week*
Serebrier's phone bill was $940.
We hope to have a family as
soon as it is feasible:. Miss
Farley says. "There are periods now when I'm not singing.
but they are not for very long
just have to cancel my engagements and start singing after a baby is born. I keep wondering how it will work out. but
if you want it to, I suppose it
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Sucrets
Lozenges
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Children s
24;
83C Elsewh r

Personal Site
IOC Els•where

works out.
"Montserrat Caballe had a
baby last year, so it is possible.
But she can afford to take any
time she wants. Her career is
more advanced certainly than
mine.
"We hope to bring a girl from
South America who will be able
to stay with our children or else
travel with them."
Serebrier is from Montevideo, Uruguay, son of a Russian mother and Polish father
He says, "I came here 15 years
ago to study at Curtis. Antal
Dorati invited me to be his apprentice in Minneapolis for two
years. He told me to come to
his house and bring any score I
know. I brought the 'Unfinished.' He said, 'All right, conduct
it and sing it. Don't worry, I'm
watching you.'
-He walked into his bathroom and began_ to shave. His
wife's mother walked in and
made a funny face The maid
walked in with the breakfast
tray and dropped something.
His daughter walked in He
laughed and said, 'If you can
keep the right tempo and keep
your cool in all this commotion,
you have what it takes to be a
conductor.:
Serebrier enjoys being a
guest conductor, both for orchestral concerts and opera. He
thinks he wouldn't like the administration chores that go
along with being music director
of an important orchestra.
He also composes. Leopold
Stokowski has conducted the
premieres of three of his works
Serebrier spent two seasons as
composer in residence with the
Cleveland Orchestra
Miss Farley. who was born in
Le Mars. Iowa. and grew up in
Moscow, Idaho. is a graduate of
the music school at Indiana
University. She met Doran
there and he introduced the
couple after a concert he conducted at Carnegie Hall
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MUSIC MATES — Carole Farley and Jose Serebrier marked
their third wedding anniversary this year she-was in Brussels
and he in Istan41.1The soprano and the conductor fihd it ti.ird to
be together.
The soprano's reviews have enough to offer her a contract
been good. In January of this They also offered three coloryear, the New York Times atura roles. which . she turned
called her "a potentially impor- down because she isn't a colortant lyrico-spinto soprano." atura.
Her husband says, "She has a
The review containued, "At the
moment, her lower voice is no wonderful voice teacher and
match for her top. But keep her she has me to give her advice
name in mind. She is young I'm not sure that 'Lulu* is right
for her voice, either She does
enough CO do anything
Miss Farley has signed a two- have a tendency to think she
year contract with the Cologne can do almost anything because
Opera. which calls for 20 per- she is young and she learns a
formances in the coming sea- role so fast But her teacher
son. She sang "Lulu" in Co- gives an opinion and I say no
logne a season ago, which the and she makes up her own
house apparently liked well mind

NEW YORK (UPI): One 0(
the offshoots of the women's
liberation movement is anoth-

er breed of female, but not
one so militant as her lib sisters. Elmer L. Winter calls
her the "get away woman."
"She's the married woman
in her'30s and 40s who wants
to get away from the house
and out into the world more,"
said Winter. "She's a phenomenon in today's labor
force."
WESTER, boss of a worldwide temporary help and
business service firm, said lib
has been getting to this particular woman who "hears the
Fnedans, the Stemems and
other lib leaders and says,
'Maybe that's me she's talking about."
But the "get away woman"
isn't buying liberation 100 per
cent, be continued. She wants
equal treatment with men in
job and salary, yes.
"But she likes to be considered a lady, wants the amenities that go with being
one. .you know, men to open
doors and the like "
ANOTHER factor pushing
the 30-and 40-year group out
of the home is urbanization.

"Apartment living, large
housing projects, a life with
three locks on the door have
created loneliness," Winter
said "The women are looking
for friends, the work experience can provide them."
Winter's business, Man.
power, Inc., which calls itself
the world's largest in its field,
naturally 'is pushing the
temporary help lifestyle.
But he advances sound
arguments for a woman to
seek a temporary job instead
of looking to a fulltime,
permanent slot First off, a
temporary spot restores confidence that she can work—"is
there really a job out there
for me?"
"SHE READS a lot about
boredom at home," said Winter "But she doesn't want to
trade it for boredom on the
job"
She doesn't stand much
chance of boredom if she
joins up with one of the
temporary help companies.
Winter said the average man
or woman placed by his firm
will work for 10 different
companies a year
In an interview during a
business trip to New York
from his Milwaukee, Wis.,
headquarters, the executive
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outlined some questions for
considering
going
woman
the
to an outside job, especially
the woman in the 30-40 plus
age bracket.
AMONG THEM: Are you
itching to keep your mind
alive? Can you work a week
or a month at a time Can
you do a two or three-day
week?
Are you anxious to have
something to discuss with
your husband besides the
kids' school and the food
prices? Would you like to try
several companies before you
commit yourself to a full-tune
job with one
WHAT WOULD be your
husband's preference? Fulltime or Parttime)
"If the woman answers
most of these affirmatively,"
said Winter, "she's to seek a
job as temporary help
For the woman heading
into her 50s and Manpower
employs thousands of them,
he said), the biggest question
is—"Are my skills marketable?"
-She must remember that
she's been developing skills at
working with people if until
now she's been doing, say,
PTA, volunteer work don't
discount them when you make
out your confidence chart."

Fashionable Running Mates
for Pants Are Comfortable

Deluxe
Magnetic
Flashlight

Candle Maker Kit
$200 L6u9e $ 100

Worthall
Thermos
Bottle
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$1 31
Green Star
Envelopes
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Any Kodacolor 12 exposure
roll of film developed and
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EVERY VOTE COUNTS — The pants shoe
is the perfect running mate for pants teamed with layered tops and fitted jackets.
incumbent style for many seasons. Designed
by Scholl, the pants shoe has a platform

wedge or midheel lift, front interest of a tie
or buckle trim and textured notes in leather
or suede. The gillie is handsome black
suede, right, saddled and stitched in black
leather.
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CAPITAL IDEAS

A

Congress
at turning
WASHINGTON -- The
arithmetic of the new Congress is easy.
The Democrats have gained
two seats in the Senate for a
56-43 margin. There is one Independent.
The Republicans gained 15
seats in the House, but they
still trail the Democrats by 27
votes.
On the face of it, little has
changed.
In truth, however, the 1972
election may have been a crucial turning point on Capitol
Hill. Some 50 members of
Congress were retired this
nyear, most of them volu
tarily. In the House most of
them were members of the
conservative, or at least rightof-center bloc, that has ruled
the lower chamber most of the
time since World War II.
In the Senate the defeat of
Republicans MPgaret Chase
of
South of Maine, Jack Miller
t of
Allot
on
Gord
and
Iowa
oColorado by liberal Dem
crats who will quickly asso
Sen.
ciate themselves with
Edward Kennedy means a
distinct move to the left.
House GOP whip Leslie
Arends of Illinois sees a
period of great uncertainty.
"I don't know where to bein
gin counting," Arends said
an interview. "I think the
y
side, but there are so man
s
new faces, so many new idea
to
that it's going to take time
sort out everything.
What about the Senate?
have no idea,- said
Arends. "The Senate has been
or
thoroughly undependable
of
unpredictable on both sides
the aisle and it will probably
continue that way."
Both sides of the Capitol are
buzzing with speculation
about leadership fights and
possible changes in party
labels.
Sen. Harry F. Byrd Jr., the
Virginia Democrat turned Independent, is now rumored
an
ready to join the Republic
Party in the wake of GOP
Rep. William Scott's victory
over Democrat Sen. William
bliS4XXIg and a general Repu
can trend in Virginia.
Some believe Sen. James
Eastland and Sen. John Sten
nis, veteran Mississippi
Democrats and powerful
committee chairmen also are
pondering a bolt to the GOP,
but Byrd remains the No. 1
possibility.
The Democratic Senate
leadership is not expected to
change despite Kennedy's
new support. Majority leader
Mike Mansfield of Montana is
confident of reelection and
whip Robert Byrd of West
Virginia who unseated Kennedy two years ago does not
expect a challenge.
Sen. George McGovern, DS. D., says he will not bid fora
leadership post in the Senate,
although he intends to speak
out against Nixon policies and
in
he plans to seek reelection
1974. Even if he did challenge
tMansfield or Byrd, it is doub
uful that the presidential norr
win.
d
coul
nee
McGovern was not highly
of
regarded by a majority
Senate colleagues, even before his crushing defeat Nov.
7.
On the Republican side,
however,a contest may be developing. Minority leader
Hugh Scott of Pennsylvania
bested Sen. Howard Baker of
Tennessee, 24-21, two years
ago after the death of Sen.
Everett Dirksen of Illinois,
Baker's father-in-law. Scott's
leadership, however, has not
been dynamic and Baker's
easy reelection in Tennessee
may have set the stage fOr another challenge. The marked
conservative outline that
President Nixon has drawn
for the next four years may
benefit Baker. But some senators are very critical of Mr.
Nixon's failure to campaign
vigorously for Republicans
like Mrs. Smith, Miller and
Allott. The White House influence could cut both ways.
Sen. Robert Griffin of
Michigan who also won reelection Nov. 7 is expected to
continue as GOP whip.
In the House, Republican
Gerald Ford of Michigan and
Arends appear firm but the
Democratic leadership picture is clouded by the disappearance in Alaska of majority leader Rep. Hale Boggs
of Louisiana. Missing more
than a month aboard a light
plane, there is small chance
that Boggs or Alaska Democrat Rep. Nick Begich will be
found alive.
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Murray High FHA
Holds Open House
At Garrison Home
The home of Mrs. James
Garrison at 303 Oakdale Drive,
Murray, was the scene of the
Christmas open house held by
the Murray High School chapter
of the Future Homemakers of
America held on Tuesday,
December 12, from seven to
eight-thirty o'clock in the
evening.
Refreshments of punch,
Christmas candies, and cookies
prepared by Paula Lyons,
Patsy Mathis, and Selwyn
Schultz were served at the
beautifully appointed table
decorated in the holiday motif.
The home was decorated
throughout.
One hundred and thirty
persons called during the open
house. Special guests were
mothers of the FHA members.
FHA mothers who assisted at
the open house were Mrs, Fred
Schultz, Mrs. Otis Erwin, Mrs.
Dean Humphries, Mrs. Paul
Lyons, Jr., and Mrs. James
Parker. Advisors present were
Mrs. A. B. Crass and Mrs. G. T.
Lilly. Student teachers attending were Pam Roach and
Linda Frye.
The committee in charge of
the arrangements was composed of Bonnie Lyons, Jamie
Frank, Traca Walker, Robin
Dowdy,Cindy Thompson, Robin
Bales, Debbie &liter, Leslie
Klein, Karen Kennedy, Jane
Devine, and Phyllis Coleman.

Workman-Holland Engagement

Gifts from the Christmas tree
were exchanged and sunshine
friends were revealed. Names
were drawn for the coming
year.
Others
present,
not
previously mentioned, were
Mrs. Azzie Lewis, Mrs. Alfred
Taylor, Mrs. Bobby Armstrong,
Mrs. Joe Williford, Mrs. James
Dixon, and Mrs. Clifton Lee
Jones.

MErr
c
=21
Saturday, Deeember 30
Annual New Year's Eve
Dance at the Murray-Calloway
Country Club. Dancing from 9
to I a.m. to music of Byron
Gallimere and his band. Adlois.sian $10 per couple. Ni,
reservatiiins necessary.

No trifling problem,
but it's for the birds

Sunday, December 31
A New Year's Eve party u ill
be at the Oaks Country Club at
Moe p.m. with breakfast at
i. Reservations at tine dollar
per couple should be made by.
*uitli Messrs and
•Mesdantes nelnier Brewer,
J. I'. Parker, David Thompsiiii,
or A. R. Hatcher.

By Abigail Van Buren

Officers of the Pottertown Homemakers Club for the year are,
left to right, Mrs. Nola Lewis, vice-president; Mrs. Ruth Weston,
president; Mrs. Iva Alford, secretary-treasurer; Mrs. Bessie
Colson, devotional leader.

DEAR ABBY: I wouldn't miss your column for the
world. I find it so interesting and educational, but I do
become disgusted with some of the petty things some people find to complain about.
Most of us have so much to be grateful for I personally
find so much comfort in God and prayer that I have no
time to think about trifles. Hywever, I do have a problem
with birds nesting in my drainpipe. Have you a solution for
my problem? Thank you for any help you can gite me.
MRS. F. S.

Mr. and Mrs. V.O. Shelton
will celebrate their golden
'wedding anniversary with an
open house of their foster son,
Jimmy Wilkinson and wife, at
515 Shady Lane, Murray, from
two to five p.m. All friends and
relatives are invited. No gifts
please.

DEAR MRS. F.
After the eggs have hatched, clean
out the drainpipe with a garden hose. If the Mamma bird
comes back after that, she's cuckoo

Harris Grove Club
Has December Meet
With Mrs. Parks
A lovely Christmas party and
pothick luncheon was held by
the Harris Grove Homemakers
„n Wednesday, December 13, in
the home of Mrs. Marvin Parks.
In the absence of the
president, Mrs. Eugene Nance,
the vice-president, Mrs. Bun
Wilkerson, presided and read
Luke 2:8-14.
The group sang Christmas
carols. Mrs. Wilkerson asked
the members to tell what each
dal of the first twelve days of
('iltrnas stand for which is as
follows: Joy, peace, glory,
contentment, light, life, love,
comfort, faith, redemption,
faegiveness, and salvation.
Mrs. Don Osnius called the
members
roll with ten
describing the first Christmas
they can remember. Each
person signed a Christmas card
to send to Mrs. Estelle Heuer
who was injured - in an
at4ornobile accident and is now
in Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
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Mrs. Clara Wurzke, seated left, is the newest member of the
Pottertown Homemakers Club, while Mrs. Mellie Hopson, next to
her. Is the oldest member of the club. Others are, left to right,
Mesdames Nola Lewis, Lurene Cooper, Louise Short, Bobbie
Cook, Katie Overcast, Olive Steele, and seated on the right, Mrs.
Cliff Cox, guest, and Mrs. L'oline Roberts.

DEAR ABBY: I am the mother of five children. The
oleest di seven, the youngest is a year. My husband and I
pride ourselves on being good parents and we try to give
each child as much individual love and attention as possible. This is sometimes difficult because our eldest is severely brain damaged and requires extra care.
My problem is my 3-year-old. She is a bright and
beautiful child, but she throws terrible tantrums, kicks,
screams, holds her breath, and won't stop until I give her
what she wants. She never sits Mill, refuses to go to bed at
night, and is mean to the other children each time my back
is turned. If I have to discipline her with a spanking, I can
feel myself really laying it on her with all my might to get
my anger out.
I am sure I am part of her problem because she is
always so sweet and cooperative with her daddy. When she
does come to me for affection I have to force myself to kiss
or cuddle her. She is so difficult most of the time, I find it
nearly impossible to "love her"—and I feel so ashamed of
myself.
The other children are so well-behaved and lovable, I
sometimes wonder if maybe I brought the wrong baby home
from the hospital. Please help me
ASHAMED
DEAR ASHAMED: Children who are hyperactive and
incorrigible should be examined by a pediatrician. There is a
reason for her behavior. Take your problem child to a
doctor and tell him your story. Perhaps you, too, need
Instruction on how to handle her.
DEAR ABBY: You recently allowed nurses to express
their views concerning how they preferred to be addressed
by their patients.
Will you please give patients equal time? U has become
the custom in many hospitals and doctors offices recently
to address patients by their first names. In some social
situations elderly people accept this familiarity without
resentment, but I think since doctors and nurses wist to
retain their titles, patients should be accorded the same
respect.
I am not Caroline. I am Mrs.
OVER SEVENTY

Mrs. Paul Maggard
Hostess For South
Murray Club Meet
Miss Vickie Ann Workman
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Workman of Hazel announce the
engagement of their only daughter, Vickie Ann, to James Ray
Holland son of Mr. and Mrs. Prentice Holland of Murray.
Miss Workman is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Hart
of Hazel and Mr. and Mrs. 011ie Workman, Murray Route One.
The bride-elect is a senior at Calloway County High School.
Mr. Holland is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Rex Jones, Murray
Route three and Mrs. M. B. Holland and the late Mr. Holland of
Murray. Mr. Holland is employed by his father at Holland Motor
Sales.
Wedding plans are incomplete.

FBIRTHS4
teen, Sharon, age fifteen. Lee
Ann, age twelve, and one son,
William, Jr., age sixteen
months. The father is with the
Purdoin and Thurman Insurance and Real Estate.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. John Fandrich of
Belvidere, Tenn., and Mrs.
Carmen Ramsey of Nashville,
Tenn. A great grandmother is
They have three other Mrs. Lucy Fandrich of
daughters, Susan, age seven- Belvidere, Tenn.

FANDRICH GIRL
Nancy Karin is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. William
Fandrich of 802 South 16th
Street, Murray, for their baby
girl, weighing six pounds eleven
ounces, born on Tuesday,
December 19, at 9:40 p.m. at the
Murray -Calloway County.
Hospital.

ereo
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Mrs. Paul Maggard opened
her home for the December
Christmas party of the South
Murray Homemakers Club. The
home was decorated throughout
in the holiday motif.
"In The Light of the Star"
was the title of the Christmas
story presented by Mrs. N. P.
Cavitt who also led the group in
singing Christmas carols. Mrs.
Claude Miller led in prayer.
Gifts were exchanged and a
delicious luncheon was served
at noon. Tiny felt mitten book
markers were at each place as
favors by the hostesses, Mrs.
Maggard and Mrs. Lennis Fisk.
Present were Mesdanies
Robbie Witherspoon, June
Cunningham, Mary Jane
Britton, Anna Mae Owens,
Virginia Henry, Jo Manning,
Madeline Parker, Elaine
Colson, .Lottie Gibson, Zella
Covington, Christine Rhodes,
Cavitt, Miller, Fisk, and
Maggard.
11,

AFTER. .

•

DEAR OVER: Doctors and nurses who address elderly
patients by their first names intend no disrespect. They
think the patient appreciates the less formal approach. And
some do.

Mrs. Lucy Alderdice, standing right, is past president of the
Pottertown Homemakers Club. Others standing are Mrs. Myrtle
Cayce, left, and Mrs. Blanche Larsen; seated, left to right. Mrs.
Gussie Geurin, Mrs. Gussie Adams,and Mrs. Ola Outland.

Lydian Class Has
Christmas Dinner
At The Church

Pottertown Club
Meets At Holiday

The Pottertown Homemakers
Club held its annual holiday
The I,ydian Sunday School of dinner at the Holiday Inn on
the First Baptist Church held its Wednesday, December 13, at
The next meeting will be held annual dinner at the fellowship ten o'clock in the morning.
Wednesday. January 10, with hall of the church on Tuesday,
Mrs: Ruth Weston, president,
Mrs. Bill Wrather.
December 12, at six-thirty presided. Mrs. Iva Alford called
o'clock in the evening.
the roll, read the minutes, and
Mrs. Richard ( Bea) Walker gave the treasurer's report.
was the guest speaker for the
The devotion was given by
evening and read excerpts from Mrs. Bessie Colson who read
Peter Marshall's writings about Luke 2:8-14 concerning the birth
Christmas.
of Christ, and the thought for
The president, Mrs. Grogan the month on Christmas carols.
Roberts, presided at the
Mrs. Alford and Mrs. Olive
meeting. Bro. G. T. Moody, Steele were in charge of, the
minister of education, of the decorations. Gas were exchanged w hic00-beert-plaeedNew
Concord chuiefi,- was a special'guest.
jThe
The tables were decorated in under the ChrgNis tree made
Flememakers Club met Wednesday, December 13, at eleven the Christmas motif. The group of ceramics by Mrs. Alford.
lock in the morning at the captains were in charge of the
The county agent in home
iday Inn for a buffet dinner arrangements.
economics, Mrs. Barletta
:
nag"
thier annual Christi
Wrather, reported on the
ty.
seminar
on
"Money
Management"
she attended at
.n exchange of gifts and the
the University of Kentucky.
revealing of sunshine friends
Nineteen members and two
were held by the twenty
visitors, Mrs. Wrather and Mrs.
timbers and one visitor, Mrs.
Mrs. Mickey Cherry was
Frank Spiceland, who became a hostess for the December June Crider, were present.
The next meeting will be held
new member.
meeting of the Sunnyside
Wednesday, January 10, at the
Homemakers Club held at her
Those
present
were home at ten-thirty o'clock in the Holiday Inn. An exchange of
sunshine friend gifts will be
esdames Loman Bailey, H. A. morning.
held.
antley, Harold Chrysler,
The members were directed
rtice Cook, Bessie Dunn, in making and decorating
fie Edwards, Olive Hagan, Christmas candles by Mrs.
honias Herndon, W. T. Cherry and Mrs. Wayne
Kingins, John Livesay, Rainey Garrison.
When having any kind of
„
major repairs done to yoiir
Lovins, I. B. Mayfield„ W. D.
A delicious potluck lurr6heon
home get three estimates and
McCuiston, Walter Michael, was served at noon with the
judge for yr;urself Which price is
Louise Patterson, Noel Smith, traditional holiday food being
the best buy for you—
Willie Smith, Charlie Stub- served.
and
considering quality
blefield, Synione Taylor, and
reputation of the repairman.
Members exchanged gifts and
Miss Erin Montgomery.
It a a good idea to check
sunshine friends were revealed.
references, too—from persons
meeting
will
be
held
The
next
The next meeting will be held
who have used the repairman:
10;30
at
on
Tuesday,
January
9,
on Wednesday, January 10, at
He may just give you the flannel'
of three relatives or bogus
one pre, at the home of Mrs. a.m, at the home of Mrs. Dan
customers, but it's worth •try.
Kelley.
Bessie Dunn.

New Concord Club
as Regular Meet
t Holiday Inn

Cherry Home Scene
Of Sunnyside Meet

SALE

CONFIDENTIAL TO BINGHAMTON MOTHER: Yes,
parents should warn their small children about child molesters In language the child is able to understand. Instruct
the child to report ALL adults who attempt to take liberties
with them whether he's a relative or not. Many relatives,
guilty of child molesting have gone unchecked and unpunished because youngsters are taught to believe that it's an
expression of affection which is permissible.
Problems! Trust Abby. For a personal reply, write to
a
ABBY, BOX 0700. L. A., CALIF. 90049 and enclose
stamped, addressed envelope.
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BURKEEN GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Burkeen.
753 Riley' Court, Murray,are the
parents tif a baby girl, Kimberly
Anti, weighing. seven pounds
thirteen ounces, born on
Saturday, December 2, at 6:55
p.ie, at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Tlie new father is employed at
Claude Vaughn Plumbing
i many.
Grandparents are Mr. and
-Mrs. - Euel D.. Burkeen. of
Murray and Mr. and Mrs. Ted
Wilkerson of Coldiova er.
grandparents are Mrs. Nellie
Burkeen of Dextek Route One,
Mr. and Mrs. Moni-N.Wilkerson
of Coldwater, and Mrs. Glaris
Willie of Fulghaiii. A great
great grandmother is Mrs.
Audie Cochran of Coldwater.
PUCKETT BOY
Jamie Brent is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Glen
Puckett of Hardin Route One for
their baby boy, weighing six
pounds 1012 ounces, born on
Wednesday, December 20, at
I:42 p.m, at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
They have another son,
Johnny Brooks, age four. The
father is employed at General
Tire and Rubber Company.
Mayfield.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs Jobn Puckett of Hardin
Route Cine and Mr. and Mrs.
Brooks Smith of Mayfield Route
Five. Great--grandpi,u44nts are
Mrs. Ruble Puckett of Possum
Tri,t and Mr. and Mrs. Clyde
Bell
Kirksey Route One.

WHITE GIRL
A baby girl, Tonya Michelle,
weighing nine pounds five
ounces, was born to Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas White of Hazel
te Two on Wednesday,
December 20, at 11:29 pin. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
They have three other
daughters, Debbie, age eight,
Carla, age twelve, and Ann, age
sixteen, and one son. Carl. age
nineteen. The father is self
employed as a farmer.
—-- Clifford
Grandparents ar
e
White of Hazel Route Two and
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Alexander of
Benton Route Nine.

PENDERGRASS BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Pendergrass of • Murray Route
Seven announce the birth of a
baby boy, Tracy Glen; weighing
eight pounds eight ounces, born
en Wednesday. December 20, at
6:20 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway Comity Hospital.
They have another son, Jerry
Pat, age feurteen months. The
father is self eniployed.
Grandparents are Mrs and
Mrs. Flavil Pendergrass of
Murray Route One and Mrs.
Faye Warren of 1009 Payne
Street, Murray, and the late
Sgt. 0.1). Warhen. Great
grandparents are Henry Jordiai
and Mrs. Lottie Pendergrass of
Mtiri1'Riti One -and Mrs.
Cora Frances Warren of
Mayfield.
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AP PICTURE REVIEW OF NEWS IN 1972

A SURVIVOR OF THE WAR WEEPS - Shoichi
Yoko', now 56, wipes away the tears at Tokyo, Japan, in
February After 28 years of survival in the Jungles of
Guam, he was repatriated. Shoichi just wouldn't surrender
in 1945, when World War II ended in Japan's defeat

OH WHAT IS SO RARE AS A DAY IN JUNE—It was the month of June in South Vietnam. Somebody made
a mistake in an aerial napalm strike Terrified children fled down route 1, near Trang Bang. Burning clothes were shed
by the girl. Subsequently, she was hospitalized, treated for burns, and returned to her own home — which by then had
been heavily damaged.

THE TWAIN DID MEET In February President Nixon, who had a life-long political
stand against communist governments, made his historic visit to China. There the first
U.S. President to visit that Far East country shook hands with Chairman Mao Tse-Tung,
communist leader of China. The thaw in relations between China and the United States
occurred after 22 years of non-recognition by the American nation.

ACQUITTED, HUGGED -- Companion Victoria Mer
cado embraces Angela Davis as wry's acquittal verdict is
announced in San Jose, Calif, She was found innocent in
June of complicity in the murder-kidnap conspiracy
charges which followed a courthouse escape attempt that
left four persons dead

ENDS EXILE—Charles
Chaplin, motion picture
comedian, returned to the ,
United States in April. The
end of his self-imposed
exile resulted in attendance at the Oscar-awards
ceremony There he was
honored

A FAMILY AFFAIR—Writer Clifford Irving, who
tried to sell a hoax autobiography of wealthy recluse,
Howard Hughes, leads his son, Nedsky, as Mrs. Irving
carries son, Barney, during February inquiry in New York
City, in thls New York Daily News copyrighted picture By
Summer Irving and Mrs Irving had been jailed.

SIGNATURE SEEKER
-- Henry Kissinger, the national security adviser to
President Nixon, made
news in October with an
announcement that his efforts to obtain a cease-fire
agreement with North Vietnam were close to success. But, into December,
negotiations
including
South Vietnam, continued.

THEY DIDN'T LAST—Sen. Thomas Eagleton, left, stands with Sen
George McGovern during Democrats' Miami Beach, Fla., convention in July
Eagleton, the vice
Presidential nominee, later withdrew when his medical record was revealed Man
in back
of them is Larry O'Brien. national committee chairman, who chaired the
convention

AFTERMATH OF A MIDWEST FLOOD—After
waters receded in Rapid City, S.D., these automobiles
were found scattered about the downtown area. The flash
flood came in June. Because the flood struck at night,
238 persons perished, some immediately. The toll grew
as the waters receded.

H000EDTERROR4ST AT OLYMPIC VILLAGE
- A member of the Arab Commando group which seized
members of the Israeli Olympic team in the Munich, Ger
many„ Olympic Village, appears with a hood -Iver his
head. In Village building back of balcony the commandos
held several team members hostage.

WALLACE IS SHOT — Wife of Alabarha's Gov.
George C Wallace administers to him after an assassination attempt in Laurel, Md.. in May. One bullet's effect
left Wallace's legs paralyzed

•

•
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Artist-a uthor remembers
faces of POWs, AtilAs
By KATHARINE BYRD
Copley News Service
Prisoners of war are meaningless statistics.
Those missing in action are
faceless strangers.
"Everyone thinks of them
as numbers," said the small
blonde woman with the cultured voice. "How do you relate to a number? They need
to be seen as individuals. And
if the war is really ending
thousands will be released. Do
you know how long people
concerned themselves with
the POWs and MIAs after
World War II? Not long. No
one ever did a thing about the
MIAs. That can't happen
again. I won't let it.
Herculean tasks are nothing
new to diminutive Shary
Aument of the gracious manner and steel-plated guts.
If she chooses to sketch every prisoner of war in Hanoi,
Laos and Cambodia plus those
missing in action all over
Southeast Asia, well it's just
another labor of love so far as
she's concerned.
But for goodness sake, don't
call her an artist'
-I don't even like to draw,she says, her hazel eyes brimming with conviction. "I certainly don't do it for pleasure." Frowning a little, she
resumes drawing the handsome officer in the photo-

HI „1 I JUST STOPPED FS('TO
THANK YOU AGAIN FOR THE
STOLE 41:10 GAVE ME FOR CHRISTMAS

Arab-Israeli peace
will come in stages
By JOHN PINKERMAN
Copley News Service
JERUSALEM — Israel,
still in a more war than peace
situation with its Arab neighbors, is ready for the first
peace phase, but the road
from total deadlock to total
solution cannot be achieved
overnight.
Such is the view of Israeli
Foreign Minister Abba Eban,
expressed in an interview
here in which he discussed a
wide range of world subjects
-- from President Nixon's
friendly approach to Red China all the way to the matter of
final disposition of Arab lands
seized by Israel in the Six-Day
War of June 5-10, 1967.
"We must make peace in
stages," Eban said as he
doodled on a pad that later
showed the words "Egypt,"
"Suez," "Nixon" amid a scattered pattern of Squares, circles and other marks that
would defy analysis of the
most accomplished doodle expert.
"Surely, we hope for peace.
We do not want 25 more years
of the present situation ( 197273 is the 25th anniversary of
the founding of the state of Israel). But, some nations must
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finally believe that Israel is a
reality and is not going to be
swept away by a sound of
trumpets. They (the Arabs of
Egypt, Lebanon, Syria and
Jordan — plus the Soviet
Union) must discover that
they can't kill us — and that it
might be much better to come
to terms."
The first phese of peace that
Eban speaks of would be some
sort of a settlement involving
reopening of the Suez Canal.
Israel's position is known to
provide for a degree of Egyptian presence on the east side
of the canal — on the Sinai
Peninsula how held by Israel.
One aspect, however,finds Isreel adamant — there must be
no Arab military presence,
only canal workers and officials. Israel never again on
any of its borders will willingly permit an Arab presence
that will endanger the Jewish
state's national security.
But, how far along is a possible deal with Egypt? "Ask
Egypt," Eban snapped in the
a-isp English accent that
typifies his birth and early
years in South Africa. "We're
ready."
Commenting on President
Nixon's recent prediction that
Mideast peace would be accomplished within the next
year, Eban was dubious, "He
couldn't have 'predicted'
peace,- Eban said. "He must
have said he hoped for peace.
In any event we would welcome any role he might play;
the United States has offered
its good offices on a Suez settlement and that is fine. But,
we still must find peace in
stages — it can't be made in
just one bite. We believe in a
phase by phase approach, and
I'm sure the United States
agrees."
The foreign minister was
highly complimentary of Mr.
Nixon's approach to Peking.
''We welcome the U.S.-China
meetings," he said. "It is unrealistic to have a condition in
which two major powers of
the world are in no dialogue.
_„ -Israel believes in the doe'rine of recognition ( Israel
does not have formal ties with
either Red China or Nationalist China), and not only with
countries that have our approval. We believe in universal recognition, irrespective
of regimes. We are quite comfortable, even with countries
with whom we have the fiercest controversies."
If that is true, why doesn't
he get aboard an au-plane and
fly to Amman for a reconciliation with Jordan, one of Israel's Arab neighbors — and
one that has made sounds indicating a desire for a peace
agreement' "I'd be willing to
do this," he said. "I have no
inhibitions against it — but
Jordan hasn't invited me and
King Hussein hasn't broken
through the barrier." He also
said that a unilateral agreement with Jordan would not
be realistic even though
friendly ties exist along the
West Bank of the Jordan River now occupied by Israel.
"The Arabs make world decisions collectively," he said,
"and remember that Egypt
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has 35 nullion people while
Jordan has 2 million. It is
hard to believe that Jordan
could be a pioneer in a total
peace move. It would be like
your state of Delaware, or
Rhode Island making decisions for the whole country.
The Arabs are very much
united on the Israeli conflict
and if Hussein acted independently he would isolate himself in alienating Egypt, Syria
and the Palestinians."
One subject seems to raise
Eban's temperature more
than any other — the United
Nations. "There is a gap in
the U.N. structure," he said,
in detailing the weighted voting structure that gives the
Arab nations what amounts to
a 40 to 21 Israel and the United
States being on the short side)
built-in initial advantage in
any tally on the Arab-Israeli
dispute. —Ihe resolutions cannot be objective; the parties
are not equal.
"Neither the United States
nor Israel can get a favorable
judgment. We think debate is
useless under these conditions, so why should I contribute to an exercise that is useless? I have records of what I
have said in the past and they
can play them if they want our
views."
Despite being disillusioned
with the U.N. Eban thinks
U.S. policy is doing Israel an
important service, particularly insofar as the Soviet
Union is concerned.
Considering the U.S. dialogue with Red China, Eban
was particularly pleased with
the effect it has had on Russia. "Vis-a-vis the Soviet
Union," he said, "it makes the
USSR more disinclined about
a confrontation with the
United States. The Chinese
are at the root of Moscow's
newer overtures to the United
States. The United States
definitely has the upper hand
with Russia and Russia needs
the United States infinitely
more than you need Moscow."
Obviously, in discussing the
U.S.-Soviet situation he was
concerned with the effect it
might have on Russian adventure in the Middle East.
"The Russian withdrawal
from Egypt changes the
I Arab)strength situation, but
not the policy," he said.
"However, Egypt is greatly
weakened, and the conflict
becomes less international
and more local. Egypt surely
is disappointed with the Russians and now there is no
chance of Israel being delivered on a silver platter. We're
glad it happened and are sure
the Soviets won't return —
they can't be going in and
out."
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Bar-Lev: a tough
Israeli outpost

A LONG ROAD

haustion, her personal tolls,
the hard-won philosophies of
Life.
Then she's back. Tough,
frank, superbly funny — with
the soupcon of elan necessary
to be a blueblooded Junior
Leaguer from Boston, New
York and the Orient.
"This war has been the other side of the coin," she says,
trying to stretch the fatigue
out of her eyes. "It's a complete reversal from the days
in World War II when I drew
the wounded. I never got to
meet the families then.
"Now I never get to meet
the men."
The men 111 Shary Aument's
Life number in the tens-ofthousands. Primarily, these
men have been the wounded,
mutilated and dying veterans
of two wars — with the last
few years devoted to the
POWs and MIAs in Southeast
Asia.
One hundred faces of POWs
and MIAs, including Capt.
Hanson's, are tenderly bound
between the hard covers of
"Unforgettable Faces," published at the author's own expense through Leaders Press,
982 N. Fifth St., Kalamazoo,
Mich, 49009.
Each sketch is accompanied by a letter from the wife
or other family member of the
POW or MIA.

graph. Her expression softens
as she gets to know him.
Mrs. Aurnent sketches for
people like Carole Hanson of
El Toro, Calif., whose husband, Capt. Stephen Paul
Hanson, USMC, was shot
down while on a medical
evacuation mission June 3,
1967.
HiliStin has been listed
missing in action for almost
five and a half years.
Besides being an MIA statistic, Hanson is a man.
He has angular good looks
with dark Scandinavian eyes,
high cheek bones and a lavish
smile that draws its exhilaration from some deep well of
inner joy.
'Life to...Steve was giving
everything he did his last
ounce of strength and perseverance," writes his wife
Carole.
And he anticipated his
children.
"It was only two weeks until
we were to meet in Hawaii
and Steve was to see his son
and first child, Todd, for the
first time," Carole writes.
Concluding the story of
Capt. Hanson, Mrs. Aument
pauses. Unconciously,she fingers the three POW-MIA
bracelets on her left arm. It is
a simple silence_ An unusual
one. And in the space of a few
seconds one glimpses the ex-
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Editor's Note: An is fairly
quiet on the Israeli-Arab
"western front" these days
but the confrontation is one of
artillery, rifles, barbed wire,
underground living and sandbagged trenches on the Israeli
side of the Suez ('anal. This is
the first of two articles on this
Mideast hot spot.
By JOHN

PINICERMAN

BAR-LEV STRONGPOINT,

Suez — "We're going to cut
your throats tonight," the
Arab soldier shouted across
the Suez Canal to this Israeli
outpost in occupied Sinai.
The threat is mostly
rhetoric because there has
been no serious shooting in 77
months, but the 200 yards of
Suez Canal water separates
two nations worlds apart and
the Israelis at this ghost town
of Madera that once was a
sophisticated city of 80,000 are
literally armed to the teeth in
their determination to hold
this strategic position won in
the blitzkrieg of the Six-Day
War of June 5-10, 1967.
Hearing the Arab shouting,
his threat translated into English by lean and tough Lt.
Amos I Israeli army men are
forbidden for what they say
are security reasons from revealing more than their first
names), an intelligence officer who accompanied me on
the 175-mile flight from Tel
Aviv, brought memories of
other hot and cold war eyeball
to eyeball situations elsewhere in the world.
Bar-Ley named for an Israeli general who was a hero
of the Six-Day War) reminds
me of the Berlin Wall in the
days before Willy Brandt's
Ostpolitik and the NixonBrezhnev detente. It reminds
one of the Demilitarized Zone
with the U.S. 2nd Infantry Division at the once explosive
North-South Korean truce line
before "one Korea" talks.
And, it reminds one most of
all, perhaps, of Quemoy, the
free China island outpost less
than a mile from mighty Red
China's mainland where
propaganda shell duels go on
every odd day and loudspeakers exchange insults every
how every day.
This is a stronghold in every
sense of the word, dug into the
sands of the forbidding Sinai
desert and amid the ruins of
Kantara — and everything
about the visit here is clothed
in tight security, a basic part
of every Israeli's life these
days.
It started with the one-hour
seven-minute flight aboard an
eight-seat British twin-engine
Islander, piloted by Israeli
Air Force U. Dov ( again, first
name only). The window on
the co-pilot's seat which I
occupied contained the admonition: "Security regulations prohibit -photography."
Photographic restrictions
notwithstanding, the experience would be indelibly recorded in anybody's mind as
the plane headed into the
clear blue and calm Mediterranean, passing over hundreds of camouflaged Israeli
planes parked at the municipal airport — all airports in
Israel are controlled partly by
the military.
Flying at 7,000 feet most of
the way, the vastness of the
Sinai peninsula and its expanse of Mojave-type desert
made one wonder why two nations should fight so bitterly
over such wasteland. The reason,for the Israelis at least, is
that the no-man's-land is a
vital buffer against military
adventure by always threatening Egypt.
There is almost no vegetation but as the plane nears a
well-hidden desert airstrip 30
miles from Suez, increasing
numbers of wrecked Egyptian
tanks, half-tracks, tracked
trucks --- of Russian, English,
French and even American
manufacture ---- are clearly
visible. The Arabs were
crushed by overpowering
Israeli airpower in the SixDay War and the proof is rusting in desert isolation, seen by
all who fly over the area.
Desert winds have created
dunes in many places but in
some areas twisting tank
tracks remain as mute evidence of futile Arab attempts
to avoid Israeli fire from
diving aircraft.
It is quite warm at the airstrip and the _Israeli blue and
white flag flutters above a
sandbagged bunker, desert
winds seemingly waving the
Jewish state's colors as a
warning to all that this tough
little nation will brook no nonsense from its centuries-old
antagonist across the western

side of Suez.
Driving from the airstrip
toward Kantara, there are
deep revetments seemingly
everywhere for wheeled and
tracked vehicles of Israeli
army units. There are hundreds of underground facilities indicated by tiny entrances and bulging sand
mounds. And, passing us on
the narrow road there was, of
all things, a Mercedes-Benz
sedan bearing an Israeli govermnent official on a visit to
Bar-Ley after a flight from
Jerusalem. Despite required
"status" for the cabinet officer, the fancy German car
seemed somewhat out of
place in this scary wasteland
of hot and cold' war.
There are seemingly hundreds of miles of barbed wire
around army installations on
the Sinai and there are checkpoints along the bumpy paved
road, a road that has been the
path of competing armies fatmany centuries and right
down through World Wars I
and II — and the Six-Day War
the Israelis love to talk about.
The wrecked and rusting
Egyptian military equipment
is more abundant as Suez
looms closer t the Israelis removed the usable tanks -they exhibit some as prizes of
war and have absorbed
others, including Russian
Stalin-3,1-54 and T-55 models,
into their own forces) and
there are formidable looking
Israeli antiaircraft positions
with steel protective lids.
Entering Kantara, one of
the first "sights" is an old
British World War I military
cemetery, gravestones still
glistening white amid the
desert sands. There are the
remains of apartment buildings, attractive single-family
brick homes and abandoned
villas, their stucco walls gaping with artillery holes and
pockmarked by machine gun
bullets.
It is truly a ghost town most
of the way and a bit on the
eerie side. There also is evidence of the one-time
presence of an American
prankster — the words "Hilton Hotel" painted in black on
the face of a once attractive
two-story building.
Kantara is a dead city. Most
of its 80,000 fled during the
Arab-Israeli wars. There
were 4,000 left after the SixDay War and the Israelis
eV acua ted them, claiming the
Egyptians refused '.(a accept
them. One thousand days of
Arab artillery fire followed in
what the Israelis call the War
of Attrition — from 1968 to a
presently honored cease-fire
of August, 1970.
And now we are at the water's edge and the first sound
is the shouting from across
the 200 yards of 40-feet deep
Suez: "We're going to cut
your throats tonight." A tour
of the Israeli installation,
however, would persuade one
that the Arabs would have
their work cut out for them
making that shouted boast
good.
Next: The toughness and GI
atmosphere of Rae-1,e,.
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DISABLED VETERAN
IS A
BUSINESS ASSET
It's true. Many disabled
veterans have been
trained in hard-to-find
specialties through vocational rehabilitation. Disabled veterans offer
more than experience
and skills: they have the
kind of determination
that makes them better
employees ... with fewer
absences and accidents
. . . with higher productivity and employer
loyalty.
For help in hiring disabled veterans, contact
your local office of the
Veterans Administration
or the State Employment
Service,
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REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
BY OWNER; four bedrool.
,home, with large Jen, large
private patio, large utility room,
maple cabinets, dishwasher,
garbage disposal. Close to Carter
and Middle Schools. Priced to
sell. Bank loan available to right
person. Phone 753-1822 days, or
753-6342 nights.
TFC
BEAUTIFUL YEAR around
cottage, located on Cypress
Creek. Fireplace, two bedrooms,
boat dock, 190' water frontage.
Sale price $27,500. Contact
Moody Realty Company Write
P.O. Box 615, Paris, Tenn or
phone 901X:42-5093.
D30C
12 ROOM _Brick Coloni 1 mansion, on 42 acres in Dtikedoni.
Tennessee, with over la mile of
highway frontage. $27,500.00.
Phone 1912)776-5397)
J2C

NOTICE

Year End

TVs and Stereos are sold in drug stores, discount and
variety stores and even dry goods stores . . .

Clearance Sale

TV SERVICE CENTER
Central Shopping Center

"We Service What We Sell"

•SUI1S

If You

753-6091

-s

WILL PICK up your old
'Christmas trees for 40 cents per
tree. Phone Joe Lasater,753D27C
4530.
GENERAL HOUSE wiring.
Installation or rework. No job too
big or too small. Call for estimate
436-215, Jim.
January4P

Wednesday, Dec. 27'
Brien & The
Men-Say-Shuns
Friday, Dec. 29
David See's
Combo
Saturday, Dec. 30
Brien g The
Men-Say-Shuns
Monday, Jan. 1
The Wonders
Call For NEW YEAR'S
RESERVATIONS
Paris, Tenn. 642-9804

Rent A New
Blue Luster
SHAMPOOER
WESTERN AUTO
Home of
The Wishing Well

Phone 753-6213

1

AND

Car Hostess

HORSE TRAILERS for rent and
sale at 641 Super Shcll, Murray,
Kentucky. Phone Max, at 753ITC
9131.
PEST CONTROL
AVERAGE HOME sprayed Ica
$15.00. Six month guarantee. No
monthly contract require&
Superior Exterminating:
Company. Phone 753Januaryl1C
7266.

Jerry's

HELP WANTED

WAITRESS
Afternoon Shift

Holiday
Restaurant
Aurora, Ky.
Call 354-8300

BALDWIN PIANOS and organs.
Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across from
Post Office, Paris,Tenn.
D29C

CALL
About Our
Aluminum Sheets

25e each
The Ledger & Times
103 N. 4th Street
Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-1916

\ HOLSTEIN CALVES
- BULLS or HEIFERS
From 1 Week to Weaning Age
(
For Further Information . .

Mar-Lane
Ceramics

Phone 489-2161

Sold Exclusively

After 5:00 p.m.
-

At

TA);lari

HEAL ESTATE salesmen. Will
pay draw plus commission. Must
have Kentucky license and be
available to start immediately.
Telephone 502-522-8765 or mail
resume to P.O. Box 329, Cadiz,
Ky. 42211.
D29C

WAITRESS

After
5 m.

'I'EAC AUTOMATIC reverse
tape deck A4010S and 25 tapes.
$350.00. Also Pioneer SR202
everberation amp,$50.00. Phone
753-9862.
D29C

EXCELLENT, EFFICIENT,
..i. econianical, Blue Lustre carpet
I,ARGEST VARIETY of pistols USED BAI.DWIN Spinet pianos. cleaner. Rent electric shampooer
in Kentucky. No increase in Used Baldwin organs. Used $1.00. Big K, Belaire Shopping
D30C
prices. Country Boy Stores, Baldwin grand pianos. Lonardo Center.
Army Surplus, 9 miles from Piano Company, across from
CREOSOTED POLES and penta
liopkinsville, Junction Kentucky Post Office,Paris,Tenn.
D29C treated lumber.
Also styrofoam
117 and 164. Open Sunday *until
4:00p.m.
D29C GERMAN SHEPHERD puppies logs for dock flotation. Murray
Lumber Company, 104 Maple
for sale. AKC call 753-0741. D29P
Street.
1J28C
.1
TAPPAN, refrigerator, white,
1964 FORD GALAXIE XL. Motor
single door with freezer. 753and transmission like new. Phone
3137.
D29P 753-6637.
TFC

HELP WANTED

Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
TWO BEDROOM house, 104
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
North N4nth,-Key-at41:12__North,
Fultor_Part Time
753-7625 nights.
TFC
Ninth. Write Harding C.
Apply In Person
Williams, 236 Locust, Minonk,
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
Illinois 61760. Owner may be
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
contacted at Holiday Inn the
afternoon of 27 dec. or niorning of
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
Hwy. 641 So
28 Dec.
D29C
--BEAUTIFUL LOT for immediate
UNFURNISHED FOUR room
SEMI-DRIVERS needed. Local
building. Sharp St. near city park
house plus bath and hall. No pets.
companys need Certified Semishopping center, city school
501 Chestnut. Phone 753Drivers. Earn $3004400 per week.
hospital, university. Phone 6063750.
D28C No
549-2494.
experience necessary, will
TFC
train For application call 317UNFURNISHED
THREE
163 ACRES near Kirksey, gravel
636-2675, or write Coastway
pit, timber, tobacco barn, stock bedroi an brick house, located 521 American Systems. P.O. Box
barn, rental house, pasture, and S. 11th. St. Electric heat and air 11125, Indianapolis, Indiana.
nditioner. Deposit required,
cropland, dark fire tobacco, corn
46201.
January25C
base, only $26,000, call owner, $135.00 a month. Ava. Jan 1
D28C
Mayfield 247-7132 or 247-1285.TFC Phone 753-3634.

FIVE ACRES, located on Kentucky Lake, 400' water fro-fitage.
Sale price $12,000. House included. Contact Moody Realty
Company, . Write P.O. Box 615,
Paris, Tenn. or phone 901-642.5093.
D30C

$250.00

WANT TO JOIN or start car pool
to Goodyear Union City for third
shift, 11-7 call 753-0741.
D29P

NEW THREE bedroom brick
apartment, carpet, central heat
and air, range, disposal, washer
and dryer hook up, large lot.
$150.00. Phone 753-7550.
TFC

BULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
DUPLEX APARTMENT, two
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138,
bedrooms, central heat and air,
or 354-8161 after 5:00 p.m.
TFC
ceramic tile bath, washer and
dryer hook up, built in stove.
SPECIALIZES IN WOOD
$125.00 per month plus utilities.
AND
Phone 753-7850.
TFC
COMPOSITION ROOFING
OOPER CONSTRUCTION CO MOBILE HOMES, 1 10X50 all
electric large lot, good neighBuilding and remodeling.
borhooct-$70.00 per month, also
Phone 354-6567
ino 8 X 40 2 bedroom, $45.00 per
itionth. Phone 489-2595.
D28C
JOHN'S REPAIR Service.

$35,000-245 ACRES,located on the
old Murray-Paris Road. Approximately 100 acres tillable.
ntact Moody Realty Company,
white P.O. Box, Paris, Tenn. or
D30C
phone 901-642-5093.

Great Gift!!

hamAKRiCARO

Blue Marlin
Club

Almo, Ky.
Hwy. 641 North
Phone 753-0880
SEAMLESS ALUMINUM gutters
manufactured and installed by
Atkins Gutter Installation,
Murray, phone 753-8407 or 7538992.
January.25C

One Used and One New

753-7278

'

307 N. 4th

1 97 1
• Two Helmets

Before 5:00 p.m.,
Then
After 5:30 p.m. and
Until 6:30 p.m.

FURNISHED APARTMENT,
living room, kitchen, bathroom
with shower and bath. One or two
bedrooms. Zimmerman Apartments, South 16th Street, 753J14C
KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest 6609.
Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South 1 or 2 bedroom apartment. Full'
13th Street. "Every day you ,furnished, available. , January
delay lets bugs have their
1973. Embassy Apartments. Cal
TFC 753-4331 or 753-6127.
TEl

BILL'S
MOBILE HOME REPAIR

FOR SALE

HONDA CB100

753-1916

FOR ALL your additionsremodeling,
- residential or
commercial. New or old. Free
estimates.Call 753-6123.
TFC

RADIO, TELEVISION,
SMALL APPLIANCE
SALES & SERVICE
seEciauziNG IN CB & CAR
RADIO REPAIR

ttnc

If No Results:
Phone

FOR RENT

V
_WALL WORLD ELECTRONICSI

FOR SALE

Paper Carrier
First

College Shop

SERVICES OFFERED

JUST vJI-tAT 15 THE MATURE OF
COMPLAINIT ?"

Please Phone
Your

•SHOEs

Across From MSU Library
Free Parking!

Come By, Check the Bargains!

Miss Your Paper "POWER AND LIGHT COMPANY SPEAKING.
'(OUR

On . . .
•PiliVrs .
00

e spORICOS
lhe

Sell
Your
House

10r....0000000000e0000000,

Drastically Reduced Prices

WANT TO BUY old furniture,
attic junk, or anything of value.
December28C
Phone 436-2135.

Turn
Castoffs
Into
Cash

Phone 753-5865

Resolution Sale

We bay and sell old clocks,
cases, works and parts.
Over 150 in stock. We
repair clocks. J & B Music
Center. 7S3-7575.

All makes & models Furnaces
Couches & Chairs
Refrigerators & Stoves
Washers & Dryers
Black Leather Lounge Chair
Cottage Cabin
Storage Buildings (various sizes)
Dinette Sets
Gun Case (holds 6 guns).

BUT.. .
Where and When can you get service on them?
Be a wise Buyer and ask about your service!

New Year

Antique Clocks

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

N-O-T-I-C-E

WANT TO BUY

Sell
Household
Goods

NOTICE

NO'fICE

aS?Lerrf
are

2O%°

This Week
T
Only

ZENITH COLOR television. SIX YEAR old registered polled
Phone 753-5458.
D28C hereford bull. Phone 4362149.
D29C
BELTONE FACTORY fresh
hearing aid batteries for all itiake
hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. D28C REGISTERED
BLACK
Labrador Retriever, one year
1957, 6 Cylinder, 3-4 ton Chevy old. Three white toy poddles.
pickup truck. Motor just over- registered, eight weeks old.
hauled, good tires, good body. Phone 753-6345.
D29C
Reasonable price, phone 7533085.
D29C PISTOL 45 CAL. Service model,
plus approximately 200 rounds of
ONE 1952 FORD tractor with ammunition, pistol cleaning kit.
equipment. , one bush hog, one Also antique pocket watch, 75grader blade and one 1958 Old- yearaild Waltham, recently
smobile four door sedan. Call reconditioned. Call 753-5776. D29P
489-2416, after 5:00 p.m.
J2P

1119 No. Arcadia
Mon'.-Sat. 10:00-9.-00- Sun.
AUTOS FOR SALE
1966 RAMBLER, two door
straight shift. Clean. Reasonably
D281)
priced. Phone 753-8537.

MUSIC

Music Lessons
Professional teachers of
Piano, organ, voice, guitar,
accordion, drums and band
instruments J & B Music
Center, Murray, Ky. 753
7575

1963 CHEVROLET pickup, real
good mechanical shape. 1932
Ford three window coupe. Make
a sharp street rod. Phone 492-8•2i PIANO TUNING and Repair.
D29C Jerry Cain,
after 4:00p.m.
753-8712. Registered
craftsman Piano Technician
1971 PONTIAC Grand Prix. Guild.
TFC
Sharp!!Low mileage, all power.
Phone 753-8818 or 753-9997. D29C
1970 CHEVELLE Super Sport,
power brakes, and steering and
automatic transmission. Very
good condition. Phone 753D29(
1222.
LOST & FOUND
LOST:
Brown
SMAI.I.
Dachshund, regular and flea
collar. In vicinity of Broad Ext.
Childs pet, reward, Phone 7539036.
D29C

Pianos -Organs
See why more people buy
Wurlitzer than any other
Sales Service Rental
piano
purchase Practice piano and
studios J/LB Music Center,
Murray, Ky 753-1575

PIANO TUNING--Repairrebuilding. Prompt expert service. 15 years experience. Rebuilt
pianos for sale. Ben W. Dyer,
Murray, Kentucky. Phone 753December28C1/
8911.

AII Merchandise

Must Be Sold
Before the FOt of the Year
Some Going at

COST-PRICE

Purchase your merchandise at cost
and still get the warranty.
•

Remember, We Service
What We Sell

TV Service Center
Central Shopping Center
Phone 753-5865
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PACE SIXTEEN

Former Teacher
Here Succumbs
Mrs. Mabel Blakemore
Boston of Centralia, Ill., aunt of
Mrs. Bob Robbins of Murray,
died Friday at 10:50 a.m. at St.
Mary's Hospital, Centralia,
after a long illness.
The detFeased taught home
economics here in Murray for a
number of years. She was a
member of the First Christian
Church, Centralia.
Born March 24, 1894, in Paris,
Tenn., Mrs. Boston- was the
daughter of the late Robert and
Florence Ray Blakeinore. She
was married to Reuben Ross
Boston on June 24, 1924, in
Paris, Tenn., and he preceded
her in death November 23, 1957.
Survivors include one son,
Robert B. Boston of Centralia,
three grandchildren, and a
number of nieces and nephews.
Funeral services were held
Sunday=otat .__Queen-Gobbs
Funeral Home with burial in
Bitterest Memorial Park, all in
Centralia. 's •

F. S. Garland
Passes Away
Funeral services for Fred
Stanley Garland, age 69, were
held Saturday at the Jennings
Funeral Horne in Tampa,
Florida, with Rev. Franklin
Jessup officiating. Interment
was in the Garden of Memories
Cenietery.
He is survived by his wife,
Maude Ingrahn Garland, and
one son, Eugene, both of
Tampa. He was the son of the
late Jimmie and Martha Miller
Garland of Calkiway County.
Also surviving are four sisters
and two brothers: Mrs. Carrie
Hicks of Murray; Mrs. Beckie
Walker of Paris, Tennessee;
Mrs. Amble Willoughby of
Murray; Mrs. Elvie Carson of
Murray; Johnie of Paducah;
and Arthur of Murray. Several
nieces and nephews of
Calloway County also survive.
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Despair, Anger Follows
Cannibalism Disclosure
SANTIAGO, Chile I AP) —
Despair and anger followed the
disclosure that some of the 16
survivors of an Andean air
crash fed on their dead companions to stay alive.
Official sources disclosed
Tuesday the cannibalism
among the Uruguayan men
during their more than two
month ordeal on an icy mountain ledge.
A dozen of the survivors stayInQ at a local hotel were very
depressed and went to their
r000ms immediately" when
afternoon papers appeared with
the stoories, a hotel employe
said.
The 16 were among 45 persons aboard. a Uruguayan air
force plane that crashed in the
Andes Oct. 13. All of the passengers were either players on
a Montevideo rugby team or
fans.
The survivors spoke freely
with nettsmen earlier about everything except their food sup-

Vasteene Rives Is
Named Principal
Of Sedalia SchtiOry
Vasteene Rives has been
named principal of Sedalia High
School succeeding the late
James A. Pickard who died
recently, according to James B.
Deweese, superintendent of
Graves County Schools.
Rives, a resident of Hickory
Route One, was graduated from
Lowes High School in 1949 and
holds a Master's Degree plus 18
hours above, all at Murray
State University. He has been
serving as assistant principal at
Lowes High School before
receiving his appointment as
principal at Sedalia, which will
start on January 2 when the
Graves County Schools reopen
after a ten day holiday.

World News Briefs
LOS ANGELES 1API -- The fourth presidential oath today
earthquake that ripped Manag- with a pledge to "build a great
ua, the capital of Nicaragua, Korea—prosperous, just, full of
was a catastrophic disaster in hope, and above all, reunited."
human terms, but to scientists
the jolt was neither unexpected
FORT SUMNER, N.M. 1API
nor unusually severe.
--- Nineteen persons were killed
and 16 others injured when a
TEL AVIV API — Israeli truck loaded with cattle jackjets crossed the cease-fire line knifed on a narrow bridge'and
with Syria today to bomb and slammed into a chartered bus
rocket an Arab guerrilla base, carrying a church youth group
bound for a holiday ski outing
two Syrian army positions and
an artillery battery in reprisal and religious retreat.
for guerrilla attacks, the Israeli
SANTIAGO,Chile AP i — Ofmilitary command announced.
ficial sourced have disclosed
SEOUL I AP) — Chung Hee that some of the 16 survivors of
Park, who has ruled South an Andean air crash fed on
Korea since 1961, took his their dead companions to stay
alive.

Kentucky Roundup
Trial
house of prostitution in Bowling
LEXINGTON, Ky. AP)— Green, received nationwide
Judge Bernard Moynahan Jr. publicity, and Constance Wilhas ordered a jury empaneled son, vice president and acting
to begin trial Jan. 23 in an executive officer, blamed poor
$800,000 anti-trust action distribution methods for the
against the United Mine Wor- book's failure to sell better
kers Union.
than it did..
The action, brought by Scotia
Coal Co. in U.S. District Court Furnish Obit
in Lexington, asks triple damTA YLORSVILLE,Ky. o AP i —
ages under the Sherman Anti- Funeral services will be
held
trust Act.
Thursday in this Spencer Coun-Scotia, a Delaware corpo- ty .town _No.. Dr. James
1.1±ayd,
ration mining coal in Eastern Furnish, believed to be
the first
Kentucky, filed thecomplaint doctor in the United States to
July 14, 1966, charging that the deliver quintuplets.
UMW was engaged_in a "comFurnish died here Monday at
bination and conspiracy with the age of 90. He had
practiced
major coal operators who domi- medicine for more
than 60
nate the Bituminous Coal Oper- years before his retirement in
ators Association" to restrain July.
trade and commerce in the coal
In 1914, Dr. Furnish made a
industry, and that the union horse-and-buggy trip to the twosought to eliminate competition room Spencer County cabin of
to the detriment of small mine Mr. and Mrs. Gaither Drury,
operators.
where he delivered two boys
who grew to adulthood, a third
Publisher
son who died of whooping
LOUISVILLE,Ky.( AP i—De- cough when 30 months old, and
spite the national attention giv- two girls who were stillborn.
en its book about a madam in
Bowling
Green,
Ky., Sports
Touchstone Publishing Co. of
NEW YORK (AP)—The
Louisville may cease its pub- tallest player in the American
lishing operations.
Basketball Association, 7-foot-2
Touchstone has filed a peti- Artis Gilmore of the Kentucky
tion in U.S. District Court un- Colonels, is dominating the
der the Federal Bankruptcy league's statistics.
Act, listing debts of $1,822,910
Gilmore leads in rebounding
and assets of $1,089,425. As part with an average of 19.2 per
of a reorganization plan filed game, in two-point field goal
with the court, the company percentage' with .581, and in
would suspend publishing oper- blocked shots with 131.
ations and continue "strictly on
The Colonels' Dan Issel ranks
computer third this week in ABA scoring
basis
the
of
typesetting."
with 377 field goals and 196 free
Touchstone's book "Paul- throws for a total of 956 points,
ine's," which told how Pauline an average of 28.1 points per
Tabor established and ran a game.

Hughes Lands
In Britain,
Then Vanishes

The high cost of loving
continues to go up

ply. They said 18 were killed in
the crash or died of their inLONDON
— Billionaire
By JANET RONAN
juries within several days, recluse Howard Hughes landed
Copley News Service
eight more perished in an aye- in Britain early today and imlanche Oct. 29 and the last mediately, vanished, the U.S.
Imagine a man spending
three died in November an
Eiirbassreported.
less than $50 on you during
early December of injuries or
Hughes had been driven from your courtship. You'd probundernoiirishment.
his luxurious hotel refuge . in ably consider him cheap. ToMost relatives and friends of Nicaragua by last week's dev- day one can "blow" that
the survivors refused to discuss astating earthquake:
much money on one date
The 66-year-old American without trying.
the cannibalism but Mrs. DomiHowever, 30 years ago that
tila de - Paez said the reports tycoon arrived without a pass"soil the grandest miracle of port but was rushed through could very well have been the
history." She is the mother of immigration controls at the re- case. That is, if dates were
Carlos Paez, 20, one of the sur- quest of American authorities, kept to once a week for not
much more than a year's
vivors.
official sources said.
Mrs. Sara
Alvarez de
He landed at London's Gat- time.
Looking back through old
Francois, mother of survivor wick Airport shortly after midRoberto Francois, said the re- night, arriving in one of his newspapers, one could see a
movie for 22 cents, if he went
ports "are lies, it is criminal own 10-seater Lockheed Jetstar
before 6 p.m. Also, hot fudge
executive planes. A convoy of
that they. are spread.".
sundaes with two scoops of ice
Chartone,
Cesar
limousines
met the plane and
the
Uruguayan charge d'affaires in took the arrivals away.
Santiago, said the .survivors
Hughes in recent months had
had made a -solemn pact" to been living in a hotel in Manag(Continued from Page 1)
say nothing until they had all ua, the Nicaraguan capital, but
returned to Uruguay. There, he reportedly fled from there after
Rescue workers continued to
said, they planned to make a the earthquake that shattered burn unidentified and unjoint statement.
the city early last Saturday.
claimed bodies pulled from unOne survivor reportedly Comder piles of debris. Bodies that
pared the cannibalism to "a
weren't burned were buried in
heart transplant," the survivors
coilinton graves.
made to save (Inc person's life;
Vultures circled overhead
in this case portions of the bodand often got to .the bodies beies were used to continue a
fore the burial squads. A stench
number of lives.
Mrs. Byrtie Layne Frazee, blanketed the ruins as the hot
Another survivor described
formerly of Murray, suc- sun hastened decomposition.
the decision in terms of "the
Aid poured in from abroad as
cumbed Tuesday at 4:30 p.m. at
sacred sacrament of communom' of the survivors began to
the
Williamsburg
Nursing
nion.
settle down in villages surHome, Little Rock, Ark„
"Had we died, it would have
The deceased was the wife of rounding the capital. But a
been suicide, which is conthe late William B. Frazee. She number of those who had left
demned by our faith," the
was 79 years of age and is the city defied the national
young roan reportedly said.
survived by one half sister, Mrs. guard and returned to try to
One of the two survivors who
K. M. Gibbs of Thompson salvage belongings from what
finally hiked down the mounStation, Tenn., and several remained of their dwellings.
tain and found help last week,
Roads in and out of the city
nieces arid nephews.
Fernando Parrado, 23, told
Graveside services will be were jaziriired. Trucks and cars
newsmen earlier that in the
held Friday at 11:30 a.m. at the arrived empty and left with
first few days after the crash,
Murray Cemetery with the loads of goods pulled from the
"we maintained ourselves with
arrangements by the J. H. rubble.'
chocolates and jellies" they had
Col. Frank Simons, in charge
Churchill Funeral Home where
purchased in Mendoza, Argenfriends may call after eight of the U.S. relief program, said
tina, en route to Chile. Asked
there was a big shortage of
a.m. on Friday.
for more details, he replied:
trucks to deliver- supplies to
"We are not allowed to talk
emergency food an medical
about food. You must read the
stations.
Chilean air force report."
Simons said the immediate
problems were the complete
evacuation of the city and the
orderly distribution of food and
water to survivors.
Drinking water, was being
distributed at key relief staINDIO, Calif. API — Mrs. tions, but many of those reZeppo Marx has filed for a diswining in the downtown area
Funeral services for Mrs. solution of her marriage with were drinking untreated water.
Pauline Nicholas will be held the youngest of the Marx broth- This raised the threat of epiThursday at 10:30 a.m. at ers comedy team.
demics.
Barbara Marx filed the dithe chapel of the BlalockColeman Funeral Home with vorce proceedings in this SouthBro. Lake
Riley and Bro. ern California desert conuouRonnie Newberry officiating. nity Wednesday after a - five(Continued from Page 1)
Pallbearers will be Otis week separation from her huswrapped
in sleeping bags and
band.
Elkins, Carlos Elkins, Gene
The couple was married in coats.
Nicholas, Elmo Boggess,
The driver of the first bus
Thomas Lovett, and Alfred Las Vegas, Nev., in 1959.
Zeppo, whose real name is said that after passing the
Overbey. Burial will be in the
Murray Cemetery with the Herbert, succeeded brother truck he looked in the rear
view noirror and saw the lights
arrangements by the Blalock- Gloom° as a member of the
of
the second bus flash and go
coniedy
team
Coleman Funeral Home where faiiied
of
Groucho, Harpo and Chico. He out (on the bridge.
friends may call.
"I stopped the bus and our
Mrs. Nicholas, age 48, wife of played mainly. romantic roles leader, Ron Killoug,h,
ran back
Hazel Nicholas of East Detroit, in Marx brothers film and
to see what happened," Roberts
and
1920s
the
shows
of
stage
Mich., died Tuesday at 12:30 a
said. -I already knew. I stood
a.m. at the Murray-Calloway early 1930s. He dropped out of
up in the bus and made an anCounty Hospital. She had suf- the act in 1933 to become an nouncement
to the kids. I told
agent.
actors
fered a stroke on July 18, and
them, 'You're going to see
had been brought here by
something you've probably nevambulance on November 29.
BANGKOK (AP) — Bob Hope er seen before in your life. If
The deceased was a member and his troupe flew to Sing- you can't stand to see your
of the Friendship Church of apore today to prepare shows
brothers and sisters mangled
Christ in Calloway County and for American sailors on the and possibly killed, don't get
was the daughter of the late U.S. aircraft carrier Midway.
off the bus. Just pray."
Alvin Hunt and Martha Ellie
He .will return to Bangkok
An ambulance driver said the
Duncan Hunt.
tonight and fly to the Philip- scene "looked like a disaster
Survivors are her husband; pines on Thursday.
area. There were a lot of
two daughters, Mrs. Jerry
The 68-year-old comedian re- people down there trying to
(Judy, Overby 4 Murray iterated during a talk with separate the living from the
Route Six and Mrs. Steve newsmen that this would be his dead. The windows were all
Ttebotiii Grogan of Murray last show for GIs overseas.
broken out of the bus. Fuel was
Route Three; foster parents,
-I will stay home and meet all (over the road."
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Duncan of the family next Christmas," he
Frank Stanley, a radio newsAllen Park, Mich.; two sisters, said.
man from Clovis, said seats in
Mrs. Uldine Bazzell of Detroit,
the bus were torn from their
Mich., anti Mrs. Edna Welch of
moorings by the impact and the
LONDON ( AP) — Actress frame of the bus tore loose
St. Louis, MO.; two foster
sisters, Mrs. Kathleen Boggess Jane Fonda and her fiance, from the body.
of Murray Route Three and Tom Hayden, flew into London
Stanley said: "The bodies
Mrs., Barbara Silcox of but were held up for nearly an were stacked off to the side of
Fremont, Ohio; two grand- hour by British immigration the road and cOvered with blandaughters, Renee and Penny authorities.
kets or coats. Items normally
Miss Fonda told reporters on taken on outings were strewn
'Overbey.
her arrival Tuesday the delay about—things like backpacks
came because of Hayden's po- and sleds."
litical activities.
Some of the injured weren't
"I think it is shocking that removed from the twisted and
for reasons that are obviously fused wreckage of the bus for
Servite December 27, 1972
political someone is harassed as long as two hours after the
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog and perhaps could be prevented accident. Neither vehicle
Market Report Includes 9 from coming into a country,"
burned. Traffic was blocked for
Buying Stations
she said.
about six hours.
Receipts: Act. 822 Est. 900
The accident occurred as two
Hayden, an antiwar activist,
Barrows arid Gilts 75 cents
buses carrying a total of about
was
a
defendant in the Chicago
lower Sows mostly 50 cents to
67 persons crossed the bridge
7 conspiracy trial.
1.00 lower.
on U.S. 60-84 a-out 12 miles east
US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 31.75-32.25
of this small eastern New MexiA
spokesman
for
the
Home
US 1-2
co town. The span is only 25
US 1-3 200-250 lbs., 31.00-31.75 Office said that the couple was
feet long.
US 2-4 240-260 lbs., 30.25-31.00 not detained in any way. But he
State police said the first bus
US 3-4 260-280 lbs., 29.50-30.25 added that they are aliens and
had to pass through normal passed the eastbound cattle
Sows
truck without incident. The
US 1-2 270-350 lbs., 23.50-24.50 channels.
truck then apparently ,struck
US 1-3 350-650 lbs., 23.00-23.51)
"This sometimes leads to un- the bridge railing and the
US 2-3 450-650 lbs., 22.00-23.00 avoidable delays,- the spokestrailer swung into the path of
Boars 30.00-22.00 a few at 22.50 man said.
the second Nis.

Earthquake...

Mrs. Frazee
Dies Tuesday

People In

Funeral Services
For Mrs. Nicholas
To Be On Thursday

The News

Bus Crash ...

Purchase Area
Hog Market

cream were advertised at 20
cents each.
A hamburger, it has been
said, could be purchased for a
dime in some restaurants.
So if a couple was content
with a movie and a sundae or
a movie and a hamburger, the
total cost might be less than 90
cents.
So, if your date saved the
remainder, you could really
splurge and have a sevencourse dinner with entertainment for 85 cents each.
Or consider the casts of (urnishing a home today with
those of 1942. Then a bedroom
suite would cost from $119 to
$177. The only consolation is
that king or queen-sized beds
were not in vogue 30 years
ago.
However, $499 is a popular
price for a bedroom set today
and that usually does not include a nightstand.
Other prices advertised in
1942 include a 6.5-cubic-foot
refrigerator for $129.95.
In consolation one may
realize that in some cases the
products have been improved
and have "more gadgets,"
probably to confuse and annoy the customer.
Take the refrigerator as an
example.
By 1962, a 13.5-cubic-foot refrigerator was advertised at
$299. Although the doubled
price may send chills up one's
back, one should note that the
refrigerator was also twice as
large as the one advertised in
1942.
It's in the last 10 years one
may note the much-increased
cost of a refrigerator. Even
without all of today's gadgets,
one might pay $450 for about
the same size refrigerator as
listed in 1942.
Other advertised prices in
1942 include a 32-piece set of
dinnerware at $4.98; infant
walking shoes for $1.29 o the
same store sells baby shoes
today for $6 and up) and an
airconditioner, attached to
furnace, for $49.95.
Services were also a good
deal cheaper. Six neckties
were cleaned free with every
$1 of dry cleaning. Suits, coats
and dresses were cleaned at
35 cents each or three for $1.
Minor repairs were also done
free, according to one advertiser.
In 1962, a dress cleaning
special was advertised at 99
cents. Ten years later, cleaning a dress may cost anywhere from $1.50 to $2. ( In
1942, one could buy a wash
dress with that $2.)
Men's suits have also gone
up considerably in the last 30
years. In 1942, they were advertised usually from $24.75 to
$29.95. By 1962, they had gone
up to $95 for an advertised
"well-made" suit. Ten years
later that price has doubled
with the same advertiser.
A batiste blouse was advertised at $2.25 in one department store. Today, a blouse of
similar material would be
about $14.
One could go on and on.
But it seems that many
items have tripled in price

within the last 30 years. Some
much more.
One last example might be
the mattress. In 1942, a mattress was advertised at $11.98.
Granted, it was only for a double-size bed. Yet in 1962 a similar mattress was sold for
$59.90. That's a 500 per cent
increase.
According to recent advertisements, mattresses not
king or queen-size) have doubled in price during the last 10
years.
Taken one step further, if
such increases continue, it
won't be long before a mattress will cost as much as today's bedroom set.
One might wonder then how
a person can afford to sleep!

Independence
(Continued from Page 1)
der glow arid a bitter chill,
small clusters of people huddled on corners across the
street front Truman's home.
All were bundled in heavy
coats and scarves. Many bent
down to children to point to the
place where history happened.
A few ventured brief words
with Secret Service agents and
police who converged early in
the day to keep a vigil over the
privacy of the widow Bess and
daughter Margaret.
But all spoke not only of
Truman's death, but of the life
of the man from Independence
who went off to Washington and
came back home immortal.
"There never is and never
can be anything like coming
back home," Truman- had-said
when -he—returned to Independence in 1953 after he left the
White House.
"Harry was true people, he
was one of us," said William
Stallcup, a 64-year-old boiler
stoker who credited Truman
with getting him a job during
the Depression that kept food
on his table.
"Harry came up the hard
way, just like most of us Missourians have done," said
Lloyd R. Hilburn, 74, a retired
Jackson County sheriff's deputy
who also credits the former
president with helping him get
his job back in the 1930s.
"There'll never be another
one like Ole Harry," said Hilburn. "His !minima used to say
he could plow as straight a row
of corn as anybody. He lived
7, his life that way, too. He walked straight, talked from the
heart, and never forgot the
place where he came from."
Four doors down the street,
Lester' Osthoff sat at the soda
fountain where Trimien often
stopped to- visit old friends.
Now retired from the department store where Mrs. Truman
used to order her clothes, even
when she was mistress of 1600
Pennsylvania Avenue, Osthoff
reinenibered too.
"I hurt inside, knowing he's
gone," Ostohoff said. "America
should hurt inside, too. He was
a great man, a simple man
who loved us all as neighbors
and friends. He was lour own."

Officials Investigating
Federal Courthouse Fire
WASHINGTON(AP(—Feder- month by Arnold R. Miller-in
al officials have been sifting the union presidential election,
the—charred-rubble—left by --a is appealing his conviction Ix'un
Cot
—tit
-0 Appeals,
fire in a storage room at a federal courthouse to see what re- which is hoased in the building
mains of the government's evi- where the fire occurred.
A Justice Department attordence in a case against former
United Mine Workers President ney, Thomas H. Henderson,
said Tuesday that destruction
W. A. -Tony" Boyle.
An investigators' report on o of the exhibits could affect the
the origin of the Christmas Day speed and outcome of Boyle's
blaze was not expected to be appeal.
Henderson said the g(overnready before sometime today.
Documents stored in the ment has copies of possibly as
room included those the Justice much as 95 per cent of the eviDepartment used in its prose- dence it used against Boyle, but
cution (of Boyle earlier this he was unable to determine
which of the destroyed docuyear, when the former union
leader was found guilty of ille- ments had been duplicated.
"With a lot of effort and a lot
gally using UMW money to
of work we can put this
make political contributions.
together again," the attorney
Herbert Haller of the U.S. said, though he
indicated that.
District Court clerk's office the appeal process
might be
said an inventory of the dam- lengthened by the
damaging or
aged papers is being made. he loss of (original
papers in the
said the building-was closed to case.
the public and guards were on
Other records also were
duty when the fire broke out in stored in the
room, among
the large closet-type storage them some
involving the bribearea.
ry case of former Sen. Daniel
After Boyle's conviction, he B. Brewster,
D-Md.
was sentenced to five years in
Brewster is appealing his Noprison and a $130,000 fine, and vember
conviction on charges
was ordered to make restitution that he
unlawfully accepted
of $49,250 to the union treasury. $14,500 from
a lobbyist working
Boyle, defeated earlier this for a mail-order
firm.

Truman .. .
(Continued from Page 1)
was to be simple. Mrs.
Truman, 87, would not participate today, a family spokesman
said.
The widow was at home
today with her daughter, Margaret, son-in-law Clifton Daniel
and their four sons.
Richard M. Nixon, 37th president of the United States and
Lyndon B. Johnson, the 36th,
were to be at thelibrary today
to bid farewell to the 33rd president.
The family spokesman said
they would visit Mrs. Truman
at home. The President planned
to leave Independence 'Italiediately afterward, but Johnson
may' remain for the funeral
Thursday.
The family still has not announced the guests invited for
the funeral nor the pallbearers,
but apparently they will be
mostly intimates of the
Truman's.
A memorial service is scheduled in Washington's National
Cathedral at 11 a.m. Jan. 5
after Congress begins its new
session.
Truman's sister, Mary Jane
Truman, will not be able to attend his funeral because she is
recovering in Research Hospital from a broken hip. She will
watch
the
activities
on
television.
Mrs. Truman had asked that
original plans for up to five
days of ceremony be shortened.
"We felt unjustified to add to
her strain," the family spokesman said. "We wanted to avoid
as much strain on her as possible."
He noted that Mrs. Truman
had spent 16 hours at the former president's bedside Christmas Day, the day before he
died.
Mostly, the honor of paying
last respects is reserved for
close family and friends and
the ordinary people with whom
Truman was strongly identified
in his 88 years.
President Nixon ordered all
but essential government
agencies closed Thursday and
flags to half staff for 30 days.
Mrs. Truman, daughter Margaret Truman Daniel and her
family, and close friends were
to be at a private service in the
Carson funeral home this morning.
Then a motorcade was to
take the coffin in a direct route
from the mortuary, through the
streets of Independence that
Truman had walked so often to
the library to which he devoted
many of his retirement years.
Midway on the route is the
Truman home, a modest Victorian mansion that looks as it
did more than 100 years ago except for the fence erected by
the Secret Service during
Truman's presidency.
There, at the busy intersection of Truman Road and
Delaware, the motorcade was
to pause briefly and begin the
leg Truman had walked so
frequently, past the homes of
neighbors who knew , Harry
Truman and Bess Wallace as
children.
The wreath-laying visits of
President and Mrs. Nixon and
former President and Mrs.
Johnson a day before the burial
was planned as the course best
for Mrs. Truman and in deference to her wishes for as
simple a funeral as possible.
Thousands were expected to
pass by the coffin in the 21
hours of lying in state. But only
200—the capacity
of the
Truman Library Auditorium—
were invited into the service
Thursday to be conducted by
the Rev. John H. Lembcke,
pastor of Trinity Episcopal
Church.
The Trumans were married
in that church 53 years ago and
so was Margaret, their only
child, 37 years later.
The 87-year-old Mrs. Truman
was in seclusion Tuesday after
word of the former president's
death
reached
her
by
telephone. But a family friend,
Randall Jessee, said she was
calm and composed.
On Thursday, at 4 p.m. EST,
Truman will be laid to rest in
the landscaped courtyard of the
library—near the windows of
his private office.

Disney World Closet .
ORLANDO, Fla. )AP) —'Disney World closed its gates for
two hours Tuesday when a capacity crowd of some 50,000
post-Christmas visitors jammed
into the Magic Kingdom.
With the tourist attraction's
huge parking lots packed with
12,000 vehicles, Disney officials
shut off access at 2 p.m. and
stayed closed until 4 p.m.
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VA Benefits To Increase
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New Division
To Supervise
Pineville Camp

Sometimes the press
squeals too quickly

FRANKFORT, Ky.—A new authorizes benefit payments at
law passed by Congress this the beginning of each month
year will provide some-eligible instead of at the end,a provision
by Laurence M. Hursh, M.D.
veterans • with
increased expected to be of financial
Consultant, National Dairy Council
benefits, according to Brady A. advantage to veterans enrolled
The fact also is that rethe judiciary pause for
By JOHN PIN1KERMAN
Miracle, director of the in school or training programs,
porters today, more than ever
thought
and
give
—
might
FRANKFORT,
Ky.—The
Editor,Copley News Service
Governor's Alliance for Jobs for Miracle said.
before, shrink from the "obgovernment at all levels, from
CHOLESTEROL IN FOOD
Back in the late 1940s the
Veterans.
Veterans taking advantage of Pineville Forestry Camp, a
jective reporting" once
city council chambers to the
satellite
correctional
facility
of
late James Forrestal, then
The alliance is composed of the on-the-job training or apDo you worry about cholesterol
taught and practiced in the
foods for their cholesterol content,
White House, equal pause for
in your food? Are you one of
or anything else, for that matter, government, business, labor prenticeship provisions receive the Kentucky State Refor- secretary of defense, menFourth Estate, and instead
thought.
those who fear meat, or butter,
matory for the past 20 years, tioned a pair of America's
on a common serving basis.
and service organizations.
become activists for a cause
salary
supplements
from
the
As
Forrestal
observed,
the
and so many foods that some enNot that I think you should
more notorious and frequentMiracle said participants in Veterans Administration while will be placed under the
— to the detriment of their pabehavior of the press has not
thusiasts would have you frightfear cholesterol. It is, after all, a
supervision of the recently—
ly frivolous columnists and
per's vow to report the news
ened away from?
always been completely
vital constituent in our bodies. We VA on-the-job and ap- completing training for an
As a physician with a backfairly.
clean. And, as champions of
need cholesterol. And until we prenticeship training programs occupation, and receive pay created Division of Special said, substantially, "They
ground in nutrition research, it
Facilities of the state Depart- seem a pretty high price to
know a great deal more about its will now receive up to $160 per front employers as well.
And, the same newspaper
the people's right to know and
upsets me mightily when I see
place in our nutrition I think we month as a supplement to their
ment of Corrections, effective pay for freedom of the press
publishers who cry out from
constitutional
of
the
guaransome of the confusion, and fear,
An additional "work study" Jan. 1.
simply should, as with everything
but I suppose we've got to pay
their editorial pages about the
tees of a free press have
that is generated by some of the
else, avoid extremes. Meanwhile, salaries.
allowance is available for
it."
pointed out again and again, "public's right to know," too
talk about heart disease.
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making
In
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anRegarding the press freeperform 100 hours
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7th WONDER TOPPLED
One of the seven wonders of
the world, the bronze statue of
the sun god Helios, which
dominated the harbor of
Rhodes, stood for only 56
years in the Third Century
B.C., when an earthquake
toppled it.
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New minorities fight
for equal church rights
By CLAIRE COX
Copley News Service
NEW YORK - Teen-agers,
young adults, women and the
aged are oppressed minorities
in the Protestant church, and
the conservatives who dominate many congregations are
hamstringing efforts to give
them equal rights.

potion.
He urged the leaders of congregations that seek to minister to these new minorities to
recognize the differences in
perspective between a black
man and a white man, between a white man and his
teen-aged son, between a husband and wife, or between a
mother and her daughter.
For example, he noted that
there are still relatively few
congregations where women
are received as full equals
with men. Parish leaders
have been either unable or unwilling, he maintained, to accept not only women but teenagers, young adults, blacks,
Chicanos and others as equals
with equal rights

comments as "we simply are
unable to reach the young
people anymore," and "I wish
somebody would tell us how to
reach the young people."

Apollo fadeout ends
period of anxiety
By FRANK MACOMBER
Military-Aerospace Writer
Copley News Service

As the Apollo manned lunar
explorations faded out, so did
10 years of countless "sweaty
palm" periods for officials of
aerospace companies that
It is paradoxical, he added,
teamed up to build the comthat in congregations shunned
plex Apollo rockets and flying
by youths of 16 to 18 the adults
machines and their thousands
are unhappy. But grown-up
of components.
members are equally disApollo hardware was put toThat is one of the conclutressed when teen-agers flock
gether so that millions of
sions of a report on "Creative
to their churches.
Congregations," outlining
interlocking parts would
The base of the problem is
mesh and work together flawsome tested strategies for
that adults expect teen-ager.,
contemporary churches. It
lessly. The failure of a single
to be models of what a "good"
tiny valve, for instance, could
was edited by the Rev. Edgar
young person should be actrigger a series of other
Trexler, a well-known mincording to adult standards,
ister and writer, and includes
failures and threaten to abort
Schaller said:
commentaries by Lyle E.
a mission.
"Many teen-agers do not
Schaller, a member of the
It was during the preflight
find this to be an exciting
staff of the Yokefellow Institrial runs of Apollo comgoal,"
he added. "Hundreds
tute of Richmond, Ind,
ponents that the palm-sweatof thousands of teen-agers are
ing began for the men respon"There are a great many
Distributed by Abingdon
being 'turned off by the goals
sible for producing fail-safe
Archie Bunkers in leadership
Press, the publishing house of
set for them by their parents
equipment.
positions
in
local
churches
toThe United Methodist Church,
and
by
programs planned for
And of course it got worse
day," Schaller declared.
the report describes problems
them by adults."
during actual Apollo misThe typical attitude of the
and programs of a number of
Schaller said that teen-agsions, for in these times the
Archie Bunker who is seen
churches representing a vaers are looking for a commulives of three astronauts were
and
heard
on
national
televiriety of Protestant denominanity
of
which
they can be a
at stake, along with the repusion every week can be distions.
part and that also recognizes
tations of component produccerned, Schaller said, in the
their individuality and needs.
One of the princtpal concluers and the image of the entire
repeated attempts to minister
In other words, they are trysions that came out of the
to teen-agers, which to some
Apollo program.
ing
to
Schaller,
create
study, according to
groups with
Indeed, many aerospace
adults means "to make them
more meaning and signifiis that the new minorities in
like us."
firms have ridden the roller
cance for them, not for their
the church are waging an upcoaster of highs and lows durHe reported such typical
parents.
hill struggle for equal particiing Apollo's 10-year lifetime.
Take North American Rockwell, producer of the Apollo
command module which has
carried astronauts to and
from the moon.
December 22, 1972
First it was a jubilant team
of North American officials as
they received from the fedADULTS 69
eral space agency the go
NURSERY 12
signal to develop a fail-safe
By J()HN PAI NE
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
capsule which would travel
half a million miles in the
SALT LAKE CITY 41.-Pli — Mace) Thurmond, executive
secretary to Gov. Calvin L. Hampton of I_ tah He calls her the DISMISSALS
mysterious void beyond
"assistant governor oft tah"l doesn't mind when, once in awhile, he
earth's atmosphere.
Eldon
Albritten,
Ronald
New
takes his anger out on her. She thinks that's an important part of a
Then came that fateful day
Concord, Alvin Carl Ursey,
secretary's job.
.
in late January, 1967, when
"I have a great rapport- with the governor." she said in an in- Route 1, Murray, Mrs. Elaine
terview "but there arezimes when he jumps on me. He tells people, Vance, Route 6, Box 210, the Apollo 1 command module
was undergoing ground tests.
'1 take my anger out on Mace).' I'm a buffer for him, and I think Murray, Mrs. Vickie-June
Fire broke out and flamed up
most secretaries understand they act the same way for their bosses. Jones,
Route 1, Mayfield, Ken
in the sealed command ship,
Mrs. Thurmond. a platinum blonde with nearly 25 years ex- Alan Miller, Route
2, Murray, trapping
perience working with Hampton. likes being a politician's secretary.
Astronauts Virgil
"You meet the famous, and you realize they're ordinary, down-to- Fred Eugene Pierce, Route 1,
Grissom, Edward White and
Kirksey,
William
Dalton
Lee.
yyPigilt
with
a
men
earth
to hem,-'be said.
lot of
Roger Chaffee.
- Her career began part-time wherviltamapton. a Democratic lawyer, 1116 -West Royal, Lebandon,
It was the saddest chapter
was practicing law in Salt Lake Lief. In those days she staggered her Ind., Miss Evelyn Janell
in the Apollo story and a grim
hours to work while her son was in school.
Dickoff, General Delivery, time for North American offi"I came to the Capitol nearly eight years ago when the 'guy' was Hardin, Jerome Wallace
cials directing work on the
first elected,- Mrs. Thurmond said. "and since L:tah is a small state,
Carder, Route 7, Box 75,
command module. The
I've handled about everything from soup to nuts.
tragedy touched off a high-My son was grown up so when I took the job I told my husband, Murray, Mrs. Doris Genn
'Look. as far as time goes. the governor comes first.'
Thomas and Baby Girl, Route 2, echelon shakeup at North
"I think that's basically true of any secretary to a man in high Cadiz, Mrs. Billie Jo Tanner
American. It brought also,
public office. Around here. l'/U never know what's going to happen, and Baby Girl, 918 North 16th,
however, a drive to restrucand how many liyes could depend upon the governor getting the Murray, Mrs.
ture the Apollo spacecraft,
Debbie Day
facts.use fire-resistant materials
Mrs. Thurmond handles appointments, mail and dictation, pays Harrell and Baby Boy, 312
and lessen the hazard of a
bills, types, answers telegrams, and takes, at home, telephone callers North 12th, Murray, Mrs. Debra
blaze by changing the mixture
-who know 'Cal' on a first-name basis, and have just got to talk to Faye Rose, Route 3, Benton,
of gases which make up the
him after hours.
Miss lzbra Lee Ellen Wilkercommand module's earth-like
son, Route 1, Gracey, Joe
"We're all selfish," she said. "We're all concerned about what is Thomas
or "shirt-sleeve" atmosphere
Foster,
Route
1,
going to happen to us—whether our garbage is going to get picked
inside the astronaut cabin,
Carlos
up. and so on. People look to governors to understand their Murray, William
North American came
Joackson, 1406 Kirby Rd.,
problems."
through after long and tortuWhat does she do when the governor gets really angry? Mrs. Murray, Joe Herbert Hart,
ous months. Subsequent
Thurmond laughed.
Puryear,
Tenn.,
Virgil' Apollo command modules be"If he gets in too bad a temper," she said, "I just go in and say, Nathanial Gibbs, Route 2, Box
came as safe as any craft can
with a great big smile.'You're one of the greatest living Americans, 192,
Murray, Mrs. Mary Eva
be when afloat in a sea of
Guy. ou re really the greateseByassee, P.O. Box 233, Fulton.
space.
"And if that doesn't bring him out of it, nothing will."
How do the men who build
space components react during a crucial mission, when
the fate of the astronauts
hinges on the equiprnent they
conceived?
Charlie Badewitz can tell
you.
He is vice president of Teledyne Ryan Aeronautical Co.'s
Electronic and Space Systems, the division which produced space radars to softland unmanned Surveyor
craft on the moon and then
turned out the terminal
descent radar device for
manned Apollo landings.
Hence Charles J. Badewitz
to a great extent has been responsible for the success or
failure of a navigation system
which has guided astronauts,
from Apollo 11 on, to precise
landings among the rocks and
craters of successive moon
sites.
SEARS BEST 4-PLY
Any flaw in the system's
NON -BELTED TIRE
performance and a landing
could have brought disaster
and death. Nobody knows this
better than Charlie Badewitz.
He was chief project engineer on the Apollo landing
radar program and already is
at work on a landing guidance
system for scheduled unFour hefty nylon cord plies and extramanned Viking spacecraft
soft landings on Mars in 1976.
deep tread for long mileage, excel lent
"We had some hairy motraction and protection from impacts
ments with the design and
and road hazards.
performance of radar components," says Badewitz.
"We had to develop a transmitter with high power and
low noise levels, so the receiver could pick up sound
bounced back from the lunar
surface. We worked six
months on that one
But finally the job was comSouthside Shoppin Center, Murray -Phone 753-2310
SEARS, 110111UCK AND CO
pleted and along came Apollo
11, man's first landing on the
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MOOR.
"I

was tense," Badewitz remembers,"even though I was
landing
confident
the
guidance system would come
through perfectly."
Adding to Badewitz' anxiety
was the fact that he knew Neil
Armstrong, the first man to
walk on the moon. Both had
flown as Navy pilots at the
San Diego Naval Air Station,
North Island, Calif., and met
again later during the Apollo
program.
"So I had a personal stake
in the landing as well as a professional one," Badewitz
points out.
'Even though we never
would have sent the landing
radar up if we had any doubt
about its efficiency, I had a
great feeling of relief as
Apollo 11 landed right on the
money.

FRANDFORT, Ky.-During
the next one and one half
months,
the
Kentucky
Department of Mines andinerals will be receiving more
than 1000 maps. But they're not
taking a trip they're in the mine
licensing business.
All present licenses for coal
and clay mines in the state will
expire Dec. 31. Mines are
subject to closure if they do not
submit new maps and annual
reports between the beginning
of the year and the Feb. 15, 1973
licensing deadline.
Each mine that has done
business in KenUcky during 1972
must submit an operational
map and report, even though it
may have ceased operations
.before the licensing deadline.
According to Mines and
Minerals official J. H.

Mosgrove, the department will roads and other . permailent
begin receiving maps and landmarks. The maps must
reports after Jan. I. Each inap show property and mineral
and report must be sealed and lease lines, locations of oil arid
certified by a notary public or a gas wells on or adjacent to the
mining operation, owners of
public official.
Mosgrove said the maps will adjacent properties, areas
be reviewed to see whether being mined and prevously
proper mining methods are in iiiined and the proposed general
use, to get an idea of how plan of mining the property.
Figures compiled by the
mining
operations
are
department
show that, at the
progressing and for comparative data on adjacent end it last November, 1691
mines. The maps also help mines were licensed in Kendetermine whether an operation tucky. There were only 31 clay
is staying within its surveyed mines, the balance being deep
and strip coal mines.
boundaries.
Figures compiled by the
The mine report must list
figures on production, em- department show that, at the
ployment and tinning accidents end of last November, 1691
mines were licensed in KenIi the year
The location of each mine tucky. There were only 31 clay
must be identified by reference mines, the balance being deep
to watersheds, county and state and strip coal mines.

* SPECIAL *
ALL DAY THURSDAY

''I don't suppose that ever
again will I have that same
feeling, first of suspense and
then of joy."
Badewitz says every' scientist, engineer or technician
who helps to develop a space
mission component must have
his "sweaty palm" moments.

(Murray
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"There is plenty of worry
for every man with a black
box," he concedes. "You
think about what failure
would do to your company's
future, to the mission at hand,
to your own career. But you
try to be success-oriented and
not think about the possible
failures or their consequences."
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Remember.. At JIM ADAMS IGA It's the total on the tape that counts!
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Mother Goose Church, Special
Table Help Problem Children
LOUISVILLE, Ky .—"A
pr.,grant that has an In God We
Trust table'and a Mother Goose
church just has to succeed,"
said Max Johnson, area
direct,r with the Kentucky
Department .4 Child Welfare.
Jackson was leading a tour of
Child Welfare's Kentucky
Cliildrens' Houle in 1.puisville, a
day tare center that treats mild
disturbed
moderately
to
children.
Explaining the term "Mother
Goose church," he pointed
'through a window to a nearby
church whose name had proved
too 'difficult for younger
children to pronounce. He said
the closest name phonetically
was "Mother Goose, and the
kids loved it.
table
The
atso
has
background. The center staff
.hariplanned to place the table in
a play room, only to find a piece
was missing. A staff member
found a strip of war to repair
the table. However, the strip
had been inscribed with "In God
We Trust" and, when repainted
to match the table, the inscription reniained visible.
Jackson and his assistant,
Mary Jane Renner, showed me
through 1%4/1115 which had been
painted bright colors to create a
Ilwre pleasant atmosphere for
the youngsters.
I learned just how pleasant
the atmosphere was when
Jackson and I were invited hi
eat lunch with the children.
We dined in a small red, white
and blue ratan with red table
covers, where 11-year-old John
held my chair for me. There
were two tables, each sewing
eight boys and staff members.
An adjoining room was in
similar use.
Doug, who sat next to John,
asked'thetlessing for the food
and—moments later —asked
for seconds. The food was
served old-lime family style,
with every child eating and

ii c guided toward normal
behavior in schis4 and home.
They learn to study and play
together, work in crafts and art
and develop rapport with
disciphae.
At 4:30 p.m. each day, the
children are tramp wted home
where the pragranris continued
by the parents.
"1 would be reluctant to
compare what 1 do with the
work of a minister, but the
commitment is the saint',''
Jackson said. "I had completed
a course in pre-. ed when I
knew my life was taking
another direction. All events, it
seeMed, led to what I'm doing
now.—

Jackson and Miss Renner
said the ceriter operates oil
teat ii work and honest appraisal
of tlie work dime.
••You don't go to a team and
ask what you're doing wrong, if
you don't want to hear the
truth," Jackson said. "When
Child Welfare Commissioner
Evans Tracy visits the center
lie doesn't ask the supervisor
what's been done. He wants to
look at the children and talk
with theni. Then he knows what
pr,,gress has been iiiade."

Psychotic, retarded or
'severely handicapped children
arc llot admitted to the center.
Applications for admittance are
tlinaigh social service agencies
such as comprehensive mental
health centers, Child Welfare,
the Jefferson County and
Isatisville City School systems,
even juvenile court.
Jack Lewis, director of
Residential Services at the
'enter, feels the facility's
programs are delinquency
preventi:ai iii the true sense.
"If these children and their
parents can understand the
child's disabilities and allow for
the natural adjustments in their
life styles, they will hopefully be
able to avoid problems that
might lead them inn! juvenile
(awl," lie said.
Lewis also pointed .att that
II it' ceirter's progratiis reflect.
Child Welfare's growing trend
toward cominunity-based
prograiiis and treatment ; of
children in their own Manes.
"Every child that is a part of
the day care center will be
helped," he said. ''Think of the
benefits of this ti the child, in
addition to the improvements in
the home atmosphere.''

BICENTENNIAL DONATION—Miss Becky Cross, a
These were youngsters, ages
guide at My Old Kentucky Home State Shrine at
eight through 12; who hattshovvn
emotional instability at home Bardstown, admires a Victorian Rosewood loveseat that
and in school only a few weeks was donated by two sisters from California, to the
before. They had become Kentucky Historical Events Celebration Commission for
problem
children, the state's 1974-76 bicentennial celebrations. The
inschievi,'us. loud—and unable loveseat is on display at My Old Kentucky Home,
to accept or adjust to discipline. (Henry Craig photo)
Through arrangements with
parents, who agreed to
cooperate in treatment and
counseling, the children were
enrolled in the day care
program. Child Welfare hopes
to have 80 boys and girls
enrolled in the project by next
.Jul
The project began two years
ago as an experiment to
determine the value of day-today,' ;treatment
; problem
children, along with day-to-day
treatment of parents. In conventional treatment, the child
often leaves the treatment
center and returns home to the
saute old problems and
therefore is more vulnerable to
suecumb to problem behavior
patterns. While Child Welfare's
day care center does not delve
into personal-life changes of
parents, it does seek parents
with a desire to help.
At the center, where the view
through the windows is grass,
trees, leaves and a Mother
s churl di, problem children

State Receives Gift
From Boone Descendants
FRANKFORT, Ky.—An
antique loveseat that originally
belonged to descendants of
Daniel Nsaie has been returned
to Kentucky as a gift to the
Historical Events Celebration
Commission few the state's 1974
Bicenterinial Celebration.
Valued at $500, the loveseat
was presented to the commission by two California
w. men, Miss Ruth P. Eames of
Pasadena and her sister. Mrs:
Andrew,N. Balfiair of South
Paskidena.--;
Accordiog
to
Charles
Hellmann. the commission's
executive director, the loveseat
is the first gift received,
specially designated for the
bitaadenmal, Will contribute
sAnething with historical
sigi'ifitaiit,, too," Hellmann

said.
The Ender-loveseat, which
dates to 1850, is Victorian
R,,sewood and has a tufted back
and :pen arms.
"My ;Sister and 1, following
illy mother's expectations,
wanted to give it to 'a fitting
permanent collection," Miss
Eames explained. "The piece
was originally in my mother's
family honie in Boonesboro, and
was taken by her, when she
married, to Chicago after 1895.

FEDERAL SAVING'S St LOAN
Murray Branch
Nok,
7th and Main

E V1 ORI, I C 1'1 I — Mezio-sopratia Anne Perret ii. looking
forward this year to a traditional New Year's Eve celebration at her
home in Saint-Cannat, near Aix-en-Provence. France.
To an American, the parts sounds like an old-fashioned farm
Thanksgiving. Christmas and New N ear's combined. It has food and
wine from a family's °Nil house, garden and fields; sonic symbolic
foods with religious meaning; and a gathering of family and friends
to usher in the coming year.
Miss Perret, who eoncertizes with her Spanish husband. lutanist
Rodrigo de Zayas, is the daughter of one of Provence's largest fruit
and segeiable growers. She's a skilled game and vegetable cook who
Finders simple, tinsauced dishes that may not seem typically French
to persons accustomed largely to restaurant cooking.
In an interview, she said she likes to plan New Year's dinner
around spit-roasted lamb, seasoned with typically Provencal herbs
such as thyme. laurel 1bay leaves1 and pebre d'ase, or monkey
Pepper.J t's a bushy herb with a very strong flavor.
She said the dinner menu varies front family—to family but
everyone observes the midnight ritual' uf chestnuts roasted in the
fireplace and eaten with ratafia. a homemade wine made with the
juice of white grapes and fortified with homemade eau de vie, or
brandy.
At the stroke of 12,the oldest member of the family throws a glass
of ratafia against the Yule log to extinguish the fire and make this
wish:
"If next year we are not more, let us at least not be fewer."
The dinner itself is lavish in quantity, but basically simple.
"I prefer Provencal cooking because it's based on vegetables and
herbs. said Miss Perret. "We don't use many sauces. We like to
have the flavor of the real thing."
For a first course, she likes very cold celery ribs with a dip of hot
pepper sauce, like a salad dressing of olive oil and vinegar or lemon
Juice highly seasoned with anchsivies. salt and freshly ground black
pepper.The anchovies are first melted slowly in the oil over low heat
before the remaining ingredients are added.
Two other regional products, cardoons and tniffles, are combined
in a cream sauce for the vegetable course. Cardoons look a bit like
celery but are closely related to the globe artichoke.
Truffles are knobby-looking underground fungi which have a
pungent odor when fresh. They have been called black diamonds.
Miss Perret said their normal price in-France is about $60 or VO a
kilo, which is 2.2 pounds.
"Carpentras, near say village, is the truffle capital of the world
now," said Miss Perret. "Some winters we've had so many that my
mother made a ragout and we ate them like beans."
The meal also includes a strong red wine--sometimes a local one
called coteau d'Aix, plus sheep's and goats' milk cheeses in laurel,
thyme or chestnut leaves or olive oil, homemade bread, black and
green olives, seasonal fruits in homemade eau de vie and 13 desserts
that are traditional from Christmas until New Year's. Miss Perret
said they symbolize the last supper that was shared by Christ and his
12 apostles.
Most of the 13 desserts are fruit and nuts, but there's also a
homemade crisp rookie railed gibassie.
One of her specialties is a vegetable ragout called ratatouille
that
probably is the best known Provencal dish in the United States. In
recent years. dozens of recipes for it have appeared in newspapers,
magazines and cookbooks but they're all quickly made compared
with hers.
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EASTER
R — If your i ea of
Far East fashion is the dull blue worker's
costume of China, these hand printed fabrics
from Thailand may surprise you. An
elegantly simple sweater chemise is made
in a colorful tribal print of wool challis
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changer with diamond and sapphire needles. Also, separate controls for bass
and treble, headphone tack, and morel
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One of our most popular
stereo headphones pamper your ears with full
range stereo They have
a vinyl headband, and
are comfortable as well
as good looking 2transducers provide en•
cellent sound quality
WHAT A HEADPHONE BUY
AT OVER 50'. SAVINGS,
33-1012447
Rag. 8.95
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Detailed with rolled neckline trim and a
long rope belt, it is designed by Jean Noel
Haxo for Star of Siam For evening a brilliant Burmese traditional print takes a contemporary silhouette in body-shaped bodice
flowing into a full-bias circle skirt,

Like it
Charge it....

SAVE
$20.00!
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Mrs. Lou Delle McIntosh,
curator of the state Department
of Parks, has suggested that
the loveseat be displayed at MV
Old Kentucky Home, state
shrine in Bardstown. "We
believe it will make a lovely
repository for this Kentucky
item," she said.
The choice was more than
acceptable to the donors.

The loveseat is currently on
display in the fieSt floor guest
bedrisan at My Old Kentucky
Honie—a long way from
California, but back home
again,
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My mother's maiden name
was Clara Boone Hansbrough.
We were made well aware of the
fat lily ties with ouir great great
uncle Daniel."

"My Old Kentucky Home is
particularly appropriate since
my
father, Henry Punning.
Eames, was a musician of
note," she said. "Although he
was priniarily a pianist, he was
also a scholar and an authority
in specific areas of music,
Aiiierican folk musk being one.
And all of America seems to
think of Stephen Foster's songs
as folk music,"
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